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Matilda Joslyn
Gage:
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Ahead of Their Time”

T

hat pithy subtitle comes from
the website of the Matilda
Joslyn Gage Foundation (matildajoslyngage.org). It’s too
good not to share. If Robert Green
Ingersoll is the most remarkable
American most people never heard
of, Matilda Joslyn Gage is his female
equivalent.
Had you asked me just two years
ago for a recitation of the most influential American women in the fight
for woman’s suffrage, I would have instantly named Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucretia Mott,
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Ingersoll is the most
remarkable American
most people never
heard of, Matilda
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female equivalent.”
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Lucy Stone, Victoria Woodhull, and
perhaps a few others if my memory
had been jogged. But one name I
would not have known is Gage’s.
Yet by any measure, Gage is as
significant as those famed crusaders
whose names come straight to mind.
Gage, along with Anthony and
Stanton, founded the National Woman
Suffrage Association (NWSA). She published the National Citizen and Ballot
Box, the NWSA’s official newspaper.
Gage also coedited the first volumes
of The History of Woman Suffrage
with Anthony and Stanton. The three
were known as “the triumvirate” of the
woman’s suffrage movement.
But Gage, who died in 1898, well
before her goal of suffrage was obtained in 1920, has been effectively
written out of history. Undoubtedly
this happened because she was adept
at uncloaking the crimes of organized
religion against women. Her book
Woman, Church and State (1893) is
a withering takedown of Christianity.1
Its sweep of church history is so full
of priestly licentiousness, hierarchical
greed, and Handmaids Tale–like subordination of women that it’s a wonder
Gage wasn’t burned at the stake.
Okay, maybe by Gage’s time Christian churches were a century or two
past burning people. But she was
certainly punished for her outspoken
truth-telling by being consigned to
historical obscurity, lest schoolchildren
dig a little deeper into the suffragist
heroine’s other compelling writings.
By laying bare the hypocrisy of
church leaders through history—who
were happy to provide concubines for
“celibate” clergy as long as no marriages or legitimate offspring could lay
claim to priestly property—Gage built
a case against the church as provocative as it was true.2
1. Woman, Church and State can be read for
free online at http://www.sacred-texts.com/
wmn/wcs/index.htm.
2. Some of Gage’s scholarship in Woman,
Church and State regarding the supposed
Matriarchate of ancient history is not well
documented and suspect. Her claims about
the organized Christian church, however, are
better sourced and regarded as historically
accurate.

Thanks to a nudge by Your Faithful
Editor and Unrivaled Freethought Historian Tom Flynn, I was guided to the address Gage delivered to the Convention
of the New York Freethinkers Association, held in Watkins (now Watkins Glen),
New York, in 1878. (As it happens, it was
her first public lecture on freethought
topics.) In this address, you can see the
makings of her larger book start to take
shape.
“The Christian doctrine was that
woman had brought sin and death into
the world, therefore woman was taught
to consider herself as a ward of hell,
and to do continual penance from the
fact of her existence,” Gage told the
assemblage.
This insidiously manifested itself in
a vast number of ways detrimental to
women, but most glaringly when the
Christian church usurped the levers of
civil power to strip women of any rights
in marriage. In England, Gage noted,

canon law slowly insinuated itself into
British common law. She used England
as an example because so much of
American jurisprudence at the time

“By any measure,
Gage is as significant as
those famed crusaders
whose names come
straight to mind.”
was grounded in English common law.
Gage described the way the church’s
edicts nudged aside what had been
more egalitarian rules and secured for
itself moral qua legal judgments on the
“relations of marriage” including wills,
divorce, legitimacy, and the like.
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Gage explained that whereas
previously a wife was entitled to at
least one-third of a husband’s property upon his death, though he could
provide more, canon law forbade her
from receiving any more than a third of
his property, with a third going to the
church and the remaining third going
to the children. Civil law, Gage said,
enforced the church’s share by declaring that until the church was paid, the
widow would receive nothing.
The power to dictate the rules of
domestic relations meant not only a

The Gage house on the Freethought Trail.

“Woman was taught
to consider herself as
a ward of hell, and to
do continual penance
from the fact of
her existence.”
—Matilda Joslyn Gage

steady stream of income but that the
church’s view of women as subordinate
to men would be ever enshrined in the
role of wife. In 1890, at the founding
convention of the Woman’s National
Liberal Union, an organization Gage
founded to challenge the religious
Right of the time, Gage pulled no
punches:
It is the church and not the state,
to which the teaching of woman’s
inferiority is due; it is the church
which primarily commanded the
obedience of woman to man. It
is the church which stamps with
religious authority the political and
domestic degradation of woman.
It is the church which placed itself
in opposition to all efforts looking
towards her enfranchisement and
it has done this under professed
divine authority, and wherever we
find laws of the state bearing with
greater hardship upon woman than
upon man, we shall ever find them
due to the teachings of the church.

It took the Western world until
well into the twentieth century to
free humanity from these choking
tendrils.
If Gage could see the progress
of women living in Western democracies today, she would be well
pleased, though perhaps a little impatient at what took so long.
She would not be at all surprised
by the sex-abuse scandal within the
Catholic Church or by that institution’s banal evilness in protecting
itself over its victims. Still, she would
be cheered by the backlash and the
hope of a larger reckoning to come.
And both the virtual collapse of

Matilda Joslyn Gage (fourth from left) opening the National Woman Suffrage Association Convention in 1876.
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the Anglican Church in the United
Kingdom—where young people’s
connection to it now barely registers
as a rounding error—and the accelerating trend toward secularization
in the United States would be music
to her ears.
Gage’s freethought activism caused
a deep rift between her and other
members of the suffrage movement,
who were either religious themselves
or thought it best to keep a fractious
coalition for suffrage together by not
bringing religious questions into it.
But Gage deserves to be remembered, and not only for the curious
fact that she was the mother-in-law
to L. Frank Baum, credited with inspiring the strong female characters
in Baum’s The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz and its sequels.
When the nation celebrates the
centennial of woman’s suffrage in
August 2020, Gage’s name should
be mentioned in the same breath
as those of Anthony and Stanton.
We at the Center for Inquiry (CFI)
will do what we can to see that it is.
Meanwhile, Flynn and the Council for
Secular Humanism (a program of CFI)
have been actively promoting Gage’s
legacy through the Freethought Trail
(www.freethought-trail.org), where
her marital home in Fayetteville, New
York, is a featured stop.
Gage was reading church history
with clear eyes. Her message that the
Christian enterprise has been a grand
con played on women to make them
complicit in their own oppression is
most obviously true. Unfortunately
for Gage, those ideas were well
ahead of their time when she spoke
them and, unfortunately for us, perhaps still are.

Robyn E. Blumner is the CEO of the Center for Inquiry
and the executive director of the Richard Dawkins
Foundation for Reason & Science. She was a nationally syndicated columnist and editorial writer for the
Tampa Bay Times (formerly the St. Petersburg Times)
for sixteen years.

TOM FLYNN

OP-ED

Truth, Once Again
Well-Sought

I

n her editorial in this issue, Robyn E.
Blumner recounts her discovery of
“forgotten suffragist” Matilda Joslyn
Gage. That discovery was facilitated
by Blumner’s participation in the Silver
Anniversary celebration of the Robert
Green Ingersoll Birthplace Museum
held in Syracuse, New York, this past
August. A presentation there reviewed
Gage’s life and work in preparation

for a motorcoach tour in which Gage’s
Fayetteville, New York, home—now
a uniquely interactive museum—was
among the stops.
The Council for Secular Humanism’s commitment to appreciating
and preserving freethought history is
well-known. Still, one piece of that
preservation effort deserves greater
awareness.
Have you heard of The Truth
Seeker? Do you know it is still published? Do you know that it now belongs to the Council for Secular Humanism? One thing I learned at the
Syracuse conference is that The Truth
Seeker and its current status need to
be better known. So here goes.
The Truth Seeker is the world’s oldest freethought publication and one
of the oldest periodicals in America.
Among general-readership titles, only
Harper’s, The Atlantic, Scientific American, and The Nation are older.

In 1873, Paris, Illinois, freethinking
entrepreneur DeRobigne Mortimer
Bennett (1818–1882) challenged local
clergymen who had exhorted local
residents to pray for rain. The local paper’s Christian editor refused to print
Bennett’s “infidel” letters arguing that
prayer was useless. So D. M. Bennett
and his wife, Mary Wicks Bennett,
launched a paper of their own. That
eight-page monthly was open to all
opinions in matters of religion (but
especially to skeptical ones). Mary
devised its name: The Truth Seeker.
Twelve thousand copies reached likeminded readers across the country. Response was encouraging enough that
early the next year, the Bennetts relocated to New York City and engaged a
young printer, Eugene M. Macdonald,
whose office at 335 Broadway became
The Truth Seeker’s headquarters.
The Truth Seeker appeared at a
propitious time and soon emerged as
a leading periodical of the Golden Age
of Freethought. In 1875, Eugene Macdonald brought aboard his younger
brother, George, as an apprentice. The
Truth Seeker became a sixteen-page
semi-monthly.
The very next year, The Truth
Seeker became a weekly. Bennett first
clashed with decency crusader Anthony Comstock, who held special authority from the U.S. Congress to prosecute—as obscenity—an astonishing
range of controversial works engaging
subjects from sex to birth control to
freethought. Bennett and Comstock
would clash repeatedly.
Soon The Truth Seeker had 50,000
subscribers and served as the freethought movement’s journal of record.
In 1879, Bennett was tried for violating Comstock’s eponymous obscenity law. (This historic trial, U.S.
v. D. M. Bennett, merits substantial
treatment and received it in Roderick Bradford’s 2006 book D. M. Bennett: The Truth Seeker [Prometheus
Books]). Freethinkers—and many others—signed what was then the largest
petition in the nation’s history, calling
for the prosecution to be dropped;
Ingersoll himself lobbied (unsuccessfully) then-President Rutherford B.
Hayes for the same goal. Bennett was
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found guilty and sentenced to thirteen
months’ imprisonment. The sentence
was purposely cruel; Bennett could
have served a shorter sentence closer
to home, but one of thirteen months
or longer could only be served in
the dismal Albany Penitentiary, where
criminals convicted of federal crimes
were imprisoned. The Truth Seeker
published the transcript of his trial and
a series of letters from the penitentiary,
later republished in book form under
the title From Behind the Bars.
Released in 1881, Bennett embarked on a year-long round-the-world
tour funded by his supporters. His
letters home from that trip became a
four-volume work titled A Truth Seeker
around the World. Not long after returning to New York, Bennett died
on December 6, 1882. It was widely
supposed that his imprisonment had
compromised his health, leading to his
early death.

“Macdonald’s death
heralded the beginning
of a dark period for
The Truth Seeker.”
Mary Bennett then sold the publication to Eugene Macdonald. Its record of accomplishment continued.
In 1882, it was first to publish William
Herndon, Abraham Lincoln’s former
law partner, who revealed the Great
Emancipator’s hidden freethinking and
antireligious views. (Herndon went on
to write an 1889 Lincoln biography
that remains controversial today.) The
Truth Seeker also spearheaded a successful international campaign to raise
a monument to martyred heretic Giordano Bruno. The monument was unveiled in 1889 in Rome to the intense
displeasure of the Vatican. In 1891, the
paper played a key role in persuading
New York–area museums to open on
Sundays so that working people (most
of whom worked Monday through
Saturday) could attend them. In 1894,
8
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the publication led a successful fight
against the Christian National Reform
Association, frustrating its campaign
for a Constitutional amendment declaring the United States a formally
Christian nation.
The twentieth century dawned on
a high point for American freethought,
but storm clouds loomed. The death
of Ingersoll in 1899 had left a huge
hole at the movement’s heart. And a
public hysteria about atheism, anarchism, and communism that would
overwhelm the nation after World War
I was gathering strength. In 1904 The
Boston Investigator, long The Truth
Seeker’s most significant competitor,
ceased publication and merged with
The Truth Seeker.
Eugene Macdonald died of tuberculosis in 1909, aged fifty-four.
Younger brother George Macdonald
took control and continued the Truth
Seeker tradition. The paper decried
the trial and execution of Spanish
rationalist Francisco Ferrer, launched
vigorous defenses of Paine and Darwin, criticized increasing efforts by the
Roman Catholic Church to expand its
political power, and exposed corruption in the Young Men’s Christian Association and the Salvation Army. In the
increasingly intolerant atmosphere surrounding America’s entry into World
War I, Truth Seeker issues were repeatedly banned from the mails. When the
editor of The Nation condemned one
such banning, a Nation issue was also
banned from mailing. (After the war,
it became known that most of these
bans were instigated improperly by
employees of the YMCA.)
After the war—and after Russia’s
October Revolution—public hysteria
about all forms of radicalism peaked. A
new generation of more militant atheists arose in response. Notable among
them was Charles Lee Smith (1887–
1964), who had contributed writing
to The Truth Seeker and had been
arrested repeatedly for selling the periodical on the sidewalks of New York.
Smith, whose connection to this
story will soon become clear, helped
to organize the American Association
for the Advancement of Atheism. The
4As, as it became known, garnered

secularhumanism.org

huge publicity by organizing college
atheist chapters with names such as
“The Damned Souls” and “The Sons
of Satan.” One student leader to
emerge from this initiative was Queen
Silver of Los Angeles, a former child
evangelist turned atheist firebrand;
Silver and the 4As furor inspired Cecil
B. DeMille’s last silent picture, The
Godless Girl (1928). After opening a
pro-evolution atheist bookstore in Little Rock, Arkansas, Smith became the
last American jailed (though briefly) for
blasphemy. A minor national figure,
he even toured the country debating
evolution against the prominent evangelist Aimee Semple McPherson.
By the late 1920s, subscription
revenues were no longer enough to
support The Truth Seeker. In 1930,
after the Great Crash, the paper reduced its frequency from weekly to
monthly. In 1937, George Macdonald
gave control of The Truth Seeker to
Charles Smith, despite some reservations about Smith’s brash style and
intolerant ideas. Macdonald served as
editor emeritus and wrote a personal
column until his death in 1944.
Macdonald’s death heralded the beginning of a dark period for The Truth
Seeker. Smith held harsh views once
broadly popular among freethinkers
and indeed among educated Americans generally, including a toxic “scientific” racism and the advocacy of
eugenics. (It should be remembered
that in 1927, the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in Buck v. Bell that compulsory
sterilization of the mentally infirmed was
legal and socially desirable, prompting
dozens of states to pass laws mandating sterilization of the “feeble-minded.”
Much like racism, pro-eugenics attitudes were widespread among white
Americans prior to World War II.) The
Truth Seeker served briefly as a mouthpiece for socially conservative atheism;
by about 1950, it was solely the organ
of its editors’ obsessions. Circulation
plummeted.
Smith’s successor would take The
Truth Seeker yet further in the same direction. James Hervey Johnson (1901–
1988), an atheist since age sixteen,
was briefly a tax assessor of San Diego
County (California), a post he lost after

he advocated taxing churches. Johnson held many strong opinions. He
opposed alcohol and tobacco, writing about the dangers of secondhand
smoke as early as the 1940s; he was a
vegetarian and an early advocate of organic gardening and natural medicines.
He also had idiosyncratic ideas about
money and investing. And he shared
Charles Smith’s racism and enthusiasm
for white supremacy and eugenics.

“The Truth Seeker is
again a publication of
which freethinkers, atheists, and secular humanists—truth seekers all—
can be proud.”
Johnson bought The Truth Seeker
from Smith and succeeded him as editor
upon Smith’s death in 1964. If anything,
racism and anti-Semitism became even
more conspicuous. The Truth Seeker
had adopted a scruffy newsletter format, some issues being produced on a
typewriter. The subscriber list shrunk to
an estimated few hundred.
James Hervey Johnson died at
home on August 6, 1988, aged eightyseven. Amazingly, though he had lived
like a pauper, he left an estate of more
than $16 million and an imprecise will
directing that the money be used to
“expose religion as against all reason.”
A court ordered the creation of two
trusts: the James Hervey Johnson Charitable Educational Trust, a grant-making organization; and a private trust
devoted to The Truth Seeker itself.
Publication resumed, and the racism,
anti-Semitism, white supremacism, and
eugenics advocacy were conclusively
abandoned. The Truth Seeker became
a glossy magazine. Under new publisher Bonnie Lange, its contents downplayed critiques of religion and calls to
separate church and state in favor of an
inclusivism that sometimes embraced
esoteric political concerns, mysticism,
and the New Age movement. In 1998,
a commemorative 125th anniversary

issue, which focused on freethought
history, was published under the guest
editorship of Roderick Bradford. Following that issue, print publication became
irregular, though Lange maintained a
Truth Seeker website until her death in
2013.
The James Hervey Johnson Charitable Educational Trust assumed control
of The Truth Seeker. The Trust made a
grant of the journal and transferred its
rights and interests to the Council for
Secular Humanism. Publication of The
Truth Seeker resumed in September
2014 under the editorship of Roderick
Bradford.1 Since then, the periodical has
been published three times yearly. It is
professionally designed and printed in
full-color throughout. Its editorial focus
is solidly on freethought history, including but not limited to the title’s own
glory days under D. M. Bennett and
Eugene Macdonald, when it was the
journal of record of a large and culturally
resonant reform movement.
As it was during its first seven decades (and then some), The Truth
Seeker is again a publication of which
freethinkers, atheists, and secular humanists—truth seekers all—can be
proud. I’m gratified to have played such
a role as I did in making its continuation
possible and that this historic publication now enjoys a home at the Council.
To learn more or to subscribe, visit www.
thetruthseeker.net.
I gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the indefatigable Roderick
Bradford, steward of The Truth Seeker’s
complex history. This op-ed is adapted
from a longer history of The Truth
Seeker appearing on the Center for Inquiry website (centerforinquiry.org/
blog/the-tale-of-the-truth-seeker/).
Tom Flynn is editor of F ree I nquiry , executive
director of the Council for Secular Humanism,
editor of The New Encyclopedia of Unbelief
(Prometheus Books, 2007), and author of the
novel Behold, He Said (Double Dragon, 2018).

1. As noted above, Bradford, a longtime
historian of the freethought movement, had
written the first biography of D. M. Bennett.
In addition, he and I had collaborated on a
2009 video based on the Bennett biography,
followed by a four-part documentary video
miniseries titled American Freethought (2013).

RUSSELL BLACKFORD

OP-ED

No Platforms
for Bannon?

T

he slogan “No platforms for
fascists” came from events in
the United Kingdom during the
1970s. It was aimed at propagandists
and recruiters for violent, indubitably fascist organizations such as the
National Front. This was also a time
of protests against the South African
regime’s odious Apartheid policy, and
student unions in the United Kingdom
frequently extended no-platforming
to individuals and organizations with
ties to South Africa. Whether or not
particular acts of no-platforming were
always justified, they had a narrow
and specific rationale.

“When is it okay to
pressure, or force, event
organizers to disinvite a
particular speaker?”
Fast-forward four decades. The
tactic of no-platforming is now aimed
at a vastly wider range of speakers.
For example, the Australian philosopher Peter Singer—a radical left-wing
thinker by most people’s standards—
has had numerous encounters with
no-platforming. This includes his disinvitation from the Cologne Philosophy Festival in 2015. Moreover, he’s
far from the only individual with liberal
or left-wing credentials to have been
subjected to no-platforming campaigns instigated by fellow liberals
or leftists. [Peter Singer was a Free
Inquiry columnist until 2010. —Eds.]
This raises the question of when,
if ever, no-platforming is a legitimate
political tactic in a democratic society.
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When is it okay to pressure, or force,
event organizers to disinvite a particular speaker? Is there a principled line
we can draw, or have we reached a
stage in history where anything goes?
If we’re going to be principled
about the issue, whatever principle
we adopt had better be one that can
be applied objectively to speakers we
agree with, like, or support, as well as
to speakers we disagree with, dislike,
or oppose. Otherwise, we’re rigging
the game in our own favor. One principled line might rule out speakers who
incite immediate violence. Another
might also rule out dehumanizing propaganda, such as portraying opponents or despised social groups as rats,
snakes, and other forms of vermin.
Anyone from the freethought tradition should tread especially carefully here; we know that throughout
history, and in many parts of today’s
world, lines very unfavorable to us
have been drawn as to what speech
is socially tolerable. John Locke, one
of the greatest proponents of religious
toleration of early European modernity, thought it was fine for the state
to persecute anyone who denied the
existence of God and divine judgment
in an afterlife. According to Locke (and
indeed, many otherwise-enlightened
thinkers of the time), these denials
were socially dangerous and beyond
the pale of tolerance. Two hundred
years later, in Victorian England, this
was still a live issue. It is less so today,
at least in Western democracies, but
readers of Free Inquiry will not need to
be reminded of the heated, often very
personal, attacks on “New Atheist” authors over the past ten to fifteen years.
It is clear enough that many en-

trenched participants in the mainstream media wish that Richard Dawkins, among others, would shut up and
stop rocking the social boat, as they
see it, with forthright criticisms of religion. Not much social change would
need to occur for publicly outspoken
atheists to find themselves and their
ideas being pushed out of civil society.
I’m reminded of all this by the current wave of outrage, as I write, over
interviews with the right-wing populist icon, and sometime strategist for
Donald Trump, Steve Bannon. In early
September 2018, The New Yorker cancelled an interview with Bannon that
was planned for its festival in the first
week of October. About the same
time, ABC Television in Australia aired
an interview with him conducted by
Sarah Ferguson, a respected political
reporter. Ferguson and ABC received
an intensely vitriolic backlash for interviewing Bannon at all, not for anything
untoward about the way the interview
was conducted. In an op-ed published
in The Guardian on September 13,
Nesrine Malik claimed that Bannon
should not be interviewed and that
his ideas should not be exposed, or
tested, but simply “fought.”
Bannon has access to powerful
people and to plenty of platforms
more sympathetic to his viewpoint
than, say, The New Yorker, so there’s
no prospect of silencing him entirely.
Still, there remains a matter of principle. Once more: When is it democratically legitimate to try to shut down—
as opposed to criticize, expose, refute,
test, or even demonstrate against—a
speaker?
In Bannon’s case, I expect that
almost anyone writing for, or reading,

“The tactic of
no-platforming
is now aimed at a
vastly wider range
of speakers.”
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Free Inquiry would regard him as an
opponent or worse. His views include
marked theocratic, nationalist, authoritarian, and patriarchal elements, so
much so that I once referred to them
in a blog post as bordering on a kind
of Christo-fascism. But even on that
occasion, I used phrases such as “a
kind of” and “bordering on.” We
need to think with care about what he
is actually saying before we identify it
as speech that should not just be exposed, tested, and the like but whenever possible, outright suppressed.
When you look at Bannon’s ideas,
they’re not pretty. Among other
things, he perceives Judeo-Christian
civilization as locked in a global struggle against Islam and atheism. From
his perspective, it seems that Europe
(including post-colonial Western nations such as the United States) is still
fighting the equivalent of Umayyad
and Ottoman invaders. Bannon seems
opposed to the liberation of women.
He favors what he describes as an
economic war with China.
None of this is supportable, but
after some research and reflection I
see Bannon as more a throwback to
the medieval Catholic Church than to
the Third Reich. He clearly enough rejects Nazism and discusses it as a defeated enemy of Judeo-Christian civilization, while mischaracterizing it as
having something to do with atheism.
Bannon is a speaker who can sound
authoritative and intelligent while
spouting rather dangerous nonsense.
But it’s not obvious that his interviews
and public speeches meet any principled and plausible criterion of what
speech should be socially suppressed.
He does not, for example, incite his
audiences to immediate acts of violence. So, how should we respond?
Make up your own mind, but our situation is desperate indeed if we can’t
resist views like these with evidence
and reason.

Russell Blackford is a regular columnist for F ree
I nquiry . His new book, The Tyranny of Opinion:
Conformity and the Future of Liberalism, is published by Bloomsbury Academic.

SHADIA B. DRURY

OP-ED

The Iron Law of
Oligarchy?

A

mericans tend to have a romantic view of democracy as
government of the people, by
the people, and for the people. They
imagine that democracy is identical to
freedom and self-government. They
forget that democracy is primarily
rule of the majority. They forget that
the majority can be hoodwinked by
the propaganda of demagogues, oligarchs, and theocrats to relinquish its
interests and liberties.
It is time to consider a more prosaic
understanding of democracy that is
associated with the so-called “democratic revisionists” or “elite theorists.”
As Roberto Michels maintained in his
Political Parties, no society can escape
the “iron law of oligarchy.” All governments involve the rule of elites—and
democracy is no exception. As Joseph
Schumpeter asserted in Capitalism,
Socialism, and Democracy, democracy
needs to be redefined as the rule of
elites competing for power. It is not
necessary that these elites represent
alternative ideologies. It suffices that
they provide elite competition that
would undermine corruption. If a society is liberal as well as democratic, its
elites will be established on the basis
of merit—not heredity.
This realistic view of democracy
is to be distinguished from the folksy
view where the people choose representatives who proceed to carry out
their will. In truth, there is no such
thing as “the will of the people.” The
people have conflicting and often incompatible wills. It follows that the
people cannot rule. So, is democracy
a fiction? No. Democracy—like any
other form of government—is as good

as its leading figures. Even the legendary democracy of Athens depended
on the leadership of Pericles for its
success. After his death, inferior leaders came to power. The democracy
deteriorated; Athens lost the war with
Sparta and descended into a reign
of terror orchestrated by oligarchic
extremists who were students of Socrates. It recovered only after a civil war
and the rise of new and more honorable elites.
Even by this minimal understanding of democracy, the United States is
not a democracy. The competition between elites—Republican and Democratic—is a façade. The differences
between them are minute. Both parties serve the interests of their wealthy
donors, not the people who elected
them. It follows that the United States
is an oligarchy—rule of the rich in the
interest of the rich. In the wealthiest
country on the planet, the country
that presents itself as the liberal democratic model for the world, Philip
Alston, the United Nations’ special
rapporteur on extreme poverty, reported that forty million Americans
live in conditions of crushing poverty.
As his report reveals, American poverty is more troubling than poverty in
other parts of the world because it is
the direct result of government policies. Nikki Haley, the U.S. ambassador
to the United Nations, denounced the
report as ridiculous on the grounds
that the United States is the richest
country in the world, but that is precisely what makes so much poverty
obscene.
The “iron law of oligarchy” need
not be so ironclad. There are limits to
the excesses of the rule of the rich. In

the history of ancient Athens, when
the oligarchy became too exploitative,
one of the oligarchs was inspired to
rise up and create a tyranny in the
name of the people—the demos. In
Rome, Julius Caesar emerged as a tyrant from the class of patricians or nobles in the name of the downtrodden
masses. The rise of Donald Trump in
the American election of 2016 should
be a warning to America’s ruling elites.
Trump presented himself as the defender of workers against the corruption and indifference of the elites. He

“It is not necessary
that these elites
represent alternative
ideologies. It suffices
that they provide elite
competition that would
undermine corruption.”
promised to stem the tide of globalization, restore the prosperity of working
men and women, increase taxes on
the rich, and provide health care for
all. He also promised to end the “stupid wars” in which only the children of
the lower classes are dying—not the
children of the elites in Congress who
concoct these wars.
So, no matter how much help he
got from Russia and no matter how
vulgar, ignorant, and inexperienced,
Trump deserved to win because he was

“All governments
involve the rule of
elites—and democracy
is no exception.”
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the only candidate running against the
untenable policies of the established
elites—Democratic as well as Republican. These political parties have turned
American democracy into a radical oligarchy.
Not surprisingly, there was trepidation in Washington that Trump
would ride the beast of class warfare. But much to the delight of the
oligarchs and their friends in Congress, Trump turned out to be an
incompetent swindler. His talent lies
in destruction of what the poor need
most—health care, social security,
environmental regulations, and the
bargaining power of labor unions. He
has allied himself with the oligarchs
and the theocrats. He has convinced
his supporters that their real enemy
is not the economy, which is rigged
against them, but the legal and illegal immigrants who supposedly
take their jobs. He has convinced his
supporters that their real enemy is
not the theocrats bent on robbing
them of personal freedom but the
latté liberals.
The idea that Donald Trump is
destined to be nothing more than a
toxic memory followed by a return to
politics as usual is a mistake. The resentment that he represents cannot
be appeased without substantive reforms. His supporters are likely to
find another champion who is more
intelligent and honorable and is daring enough to sweep away laws that
serve the interests of the plutocracy
along with any other restraints on the
will of the majority. The result will be
a radical or populist democracy. Populism is not a right-wing or left-wing
phenomenon; it is a democratic phenomenon. Yes, elites always rule, but
they cannot rule indefinitely without
the consent or the voluntary compliance of the governed. This is why the
flip side of the iron law of oligarchy is
the iron law of democracy.

Shadia B. Drury is professor emerita at the
University of Regina in Canada. Her most recent
book is The Bleak Political Implications of
Socratic Religion (Palgrave Macmillan, 2017).
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OPHELIA BENSON

OP-ED

Medical Advice of
the Stars

I

t’s a funny thing that many people
take amateur medical (or “wellness”)
advice seriously if it comes from a
shiny blonde movie star with a pleasing smile. The public doesn’t flock
to buy health products promoted by
car mechanics or dog groomers, but
people who read lines in front of a
camera—now that’s a whole different
proposition.
In September, Gwyneth Paltrow’s
“lifestyle company” Goop settled a
lawsuit brought by ten California prosecutors for $145,000. The suit accused
the company of making unfounded
claims about products marketed to
promote women’s “sexual and emo-

“It turns out that shoving
a jade oval up what
Goop calls the ‘yoni’
is not safe.”
tional health.” The suit focused on
three products—a mix of essential oils
and two “vaginal eggs.” Two what?
What on Earth is a vaginal egg, you
may wonder, and how is Gwyneth Paltrow harvesting them in order to sell
them? No no, they’re not actual eggs;
they’re egg-shaped lumps of jade or
quartz that women are supposed to
insert. Yes, really; I’m not making it up.
Now I had gathered from reading
the news coverage of the settlement
that Goop had agreed to stop making weird claims about the “wellness”
secularhumanism.org

benefits of these eggs, but as of this
writing there are still plenty of such
claims on the Goop website, authored
by one Shiva Rose.
I’ve always been into crystals, so
learning about jade eggs (which are
gems) has been a natural progression for me—this particular jade,
nephrite jade, is a dark, deep green
and very heavy—it’s a great stone
for taking away negative energy.
Jade eggs can help cultivate
sexual energy, clear chi pathways in
the body, intensify femininity, and
invigorate our life force. To name
a few!
It’s a holistic combination of
things, where one benefit builds
to another. Jade also takes away
negative energy—it’s a very heavy
material, and in many traditions
is thought to have great spiritual
power.

And much more of the same. It
could be seen as absurd and pointless but no big deal, except it turns
out that shoving a jade oval up what
Goop calls the “yoni” is not safe. Dr.
Jen Gunter, a California OB/GYN and
blogger, pointed out that because jade
is porous, it could introduce bacteria
with unpleasant results: “This is not
good, in case you were wondering.
It could be a risk factor for bacterial vaginosis or even the potentially
deadly toxic shock syndrome.” The
Washington Post reported on Gunter’s
warning, and the California prosecutors sued and won, yet the rhapsodies
to jade egg insertion still are on the
Goop website. It makes me wonder
what it is about celebrity that makes
famous people so confident about giving dangerous quack medical advice
to strangers.
I shouldn’t single out Paltrow for
this, though; that would be quite unfair.
There’s also Charles Windsor, the next
in line to the British crown. In 2016,
he told an international gathering of
scientists and government officials that
he treats his own cows and sheep with
homeopathy as a solution to the problem of antibiotic over-use in animals
and humans. The Guardian reported:
The prince’s belief in homeopathic

medicines for humans has long
been known, as well as his support
for homeopathy in the NHS [National Health Service]. It has sparked
clashes with doctors and scientists
who say the remedies, which involve
a drop of active substance diluted
in so much water that only “the
memory” of the substance remains,
are not evidence-based. There have
been some experts, however, who
have conceded that homeopathy
could have a placebo effect for
those who believe it will help them.

So that wouldn’t be cows and
sheep, then. It’s tempting to laugh, but
one wonders about the poor sheep
and cattle that need actual medication
that works.
The sad, prosaic, unromantic truth is
that fame and glory don’t make actors
and royals into medical experts—or
architects or engineers or any other
skilled professionals—just on their own
say-so. It takes the slow, hard work
of getting the relevant education and
passing the relevant exams. There’s a
reason for this stuffy formality: it’s so
that amateurs don’t kill or injure people
by prescribing toxic or useless medications or designing buildings that fall
down. We humble proles who aren’t
household names know this; it’s a puzzle why famous people don’t know it
too.
The truth is that parlaying fame into
Pretend Medical Expertise this way is an
abuse of power. We can see this pretty
easily when it’s people giving us orders;
we seem to be not so sharp when it
comes to celebrities urging us to buy
this nice selection of essential oils or
rose-scented homeopathic toothpaste.
The power of celebrity isn’t official or

Gwyneth Paltrow with Goop logo.

legal power, of course, but that doesn’t
necessarily mean it’s weaker. Power
that we defer to voluntarily, out of infatuation or reverence, may well have a
stronger hold on us than the local cop
or the distant senator.
One diagnostic for abuses of power
is the presence of the arbitrary—the
lack of understandable reasons, of connections, of explanations that make
sense. One gets from medical school
to doctorhood by steps we can all
comprehend; one gets from a movie
star to “put this jade egg up your vagina to take away negative energy” by
a wild jump. Arbitrary, magical, unaccountable power is vastly more open
to abuse than the kind that relies on a
reasoned and fair process. Could this
be why Catholic priests have been able
to molest children with impunity for so
many years? Why yes, it could.
It’s not as if movie stars and princes
would be out of a job if they stopped
playing doctor. Gwyneth Paltrow could
still market expensive soaps and alpaca
lap robes; Charles Windsor could still
purvey luxury marmalade and organic
Shetland wool socks. Both of them
could write poetry or paint paintings or
strum guitars—or they could emulate
David Sedaris and devote those leisure
hours to picking up trash in their neighborhoods.
Ophelia Benson edits the Butterflies and Wheels
website. She was formerly associate editor of
Philosopher’s Magazine and has coauthored several books, including The Dictionary of
Fashionable Nonsense (Souvenir Press, 2004),
Why Truth Matters (Continuum Books, 2006),
and Does God Hate Women? (Bloomsbury
Academic, 2009).

Fantasyland,
“Mattering Matters”
Win Forkosch
Awards for 2017
The Council for Secular Humanism
has announced the recipients of
the 2017 Forkosch Awards, recognizing the book and Free Inquiry
article that made the greatest contributions toward the advancement
of secular humanism during that
year.
The Morris D. Forkosch Award
for Best Book of 2017 goes to
novelist and public radio host Kurt
Andersen for his nonfiction bestseller Fantasyland: How America
Went Haywire: A 500-Year History,
which explores Americans’ heightened predisposition toward fallacies, falsehoods, and extraordinary
claims.
The Selma V. Forkosch Award
for Best Article for 2017 goes to
Rebecca Newberger Goldstein for
her February/March 2017 essay in
Free Inquiry, “Mattering Matters.”
The article fully explores her concept of mattering, which she introduced in her 1983 debut novel,
later to discover that the idea had
been taken up by philosophers.
As she contends in her article, the
drive to feel that one matters “lies
close to an aspect of human nature
that all but defines what it is to be
human.”
Established in 1988, the Morris
D. Forkosch Award recognizes the
best humanist book of the year and
carries an honorarium of $1,000.
The Selma V. Forkosch Award recognizes the year’s outstanding article in Free Inquiry magazine, the
Council’s flagship journal, and carries a prize of $250.
Nominations are now being accepted for the best book and best
Free Inquiry article of 2018 and will
remain open throughout the calendar year. Individuals wishing to
nominate a work should email Free
Inquiry Editor Tom Flynn at tflynn@
centerforinquiry.org.
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APPRECIATION

POEMS

Deo Ssekitoleko, African Humanist,
Dies at Forty-Eight

Show It to Them 7 Times

Deo Ssekitoleko has been credited with bringing humanism to
Uganda, Kenya, and East Africa when he first brought young people
from the University of Nairobi, Kenya, to the International Humanist
and Ethical Union (IHEU) General Assembly in 2004, which was held
in Kampala, Uganda. There students were not only exposed to the
IHEU but to the Center for Inquiry (CFI) as well. This experience
inspired Boaz Adhengo, who started organized humanism in Kenya
through CFI. George Ongere, the current director of CFI Kenya,
commented on Ssekitoleko’s influence:
Getting views about an alternative to religion was very difficult! But
the work of Deo, who could cross the border and bring magazines
from IHEU, gave us new perspectives, and most of the humanists
and atheists in Kenya realized they were not alone.

Ongere credits Ssekitoleko with leading him to organized humanism. Ssekitoleko founded the Fair View Humanist School, which
served villages near the town of Mpigi in central Uganada. He also
worked as a director for CFI in Uganda. Ssekitoleko’s work and promotion of humanism launched many other humanist projects across
Uganda.
Ssekitoleko was found dead on August 10, 2018, in his hotel
room in Uganda. CFI extends its condolences to Deo Ssekitoleko’s
family and friends on their loss. Humanism has lost a great man who
pioneered to ensure all people and nations had access to all viewpoints.

Fantasy Reality
Audrey Collins
This will work out
I’ll drive
no hiccup
perhaps the rotation
will undo itself
will turn on its nose
I’ll just walk there
It won’t take that long
It must be so, if I say it is
But then, when I get there
fools in a circle
and I on the floor
I’ll need some sort of veil
look-behind glasses
a black mask
nude tights
14

saran wrap, too loud
mesh, always mesh
It will be so, if I fall deep enough.
I could keep it going
I’ve lived in dreams before
Years asleep,
It’s always been better,
length wise.
But each tick
of this ruler
can be ingested
like noodles.

Audrey Collins
Find ten people
slap them 3 times
each,
per cheek.
Walk 5 dogs
sit on 2 of them
and let the others
shit on Sean’s lawn.
Ride 12 horses
whipping none
but dabbing 6
with your own blood.
It’s all about percentage,
and probability,
and need.
Unclog 7 sinks
look up how
for all of them,
sorry.
Lots of endangered species
need money
so
adopt a child.
Wear one watch
wear one ring
fill your palms
with seeds.
It’s all about amount,
being fair,
to only what deserves.
And serves you.

I can, for a while..
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Audrey Collins is an artist and musician currently living in
Seattle.
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LOOKING BACK

35 Years Ago in Free Inquiry
“As humanists, surely we do not wish to develop according to the model of the classical religions. Though these religions have provided a social structure, a moral framework, and psychological comfort for their adherents, humanism is not and should not be a denomination or
sect competing with others. We reject the notion of ethnic identification; we have none. We
are committed to a universal ideal. We do not have an exclusive cultural heritage but consider
ourselves part of world culture. We are opposed to and have not built churches and accredited
clergy … . We do not enforce strict rules of conduct or require a creed or dogma. More important, we do not pretend to have an ‘inspiring message,’ nor a charismatic leader.
“Our model is not Moses, Jesus, or Muhammad, but Socrates.”
—Paul Kurtz, “The Future of Humanism,” Free Inquiry, Volume 3, No. 4 (Fall 1983)
Editor’s Note: In a lengthy editorial, Free Inquiry founder Paul Kurtz described humanism as a failing movement in view of
the small size and stature of its national organizations. After analysis of the histories of the three major Western religious
traditions, he concluded that the religious model was bankrupt and could offer no guidance for building a humanism of
the future.

25 Years Ago in Free Inquiry
“The safest thing to do to ensure (but still not guarantee) your funeral wishes will be carried
out is to tell them to as many friends and relatives as possible. In that way, the few who might
want to thwart those wishes will be overwhelmed by the sentiments of those who knew what
was really wanted. Many freethinkers may want no ceremony at all, either in a funeral parlor,
crematorium, or at a cemetery. This is, of course, a valid option, but it should be specified in
writing and made known to your friends and relatives. …
“If you think that once you are dead nothing that can occur to your body or memory matters,
then you need do nothing about planning for your death. Unfortunately, it can and does happen
that a freethinker is given a full religious send-off. I know personally of at least ten cases … .”
—Gordon Stein, “Freethinkers’ Funerals,” Free Inquiry, Volume 13, No. 4 (Fall 1993)
Editor’s Note: Gordon Stein was a cofounder and later a senior editor of Free Inquiry, the longtime editor of The American
Rationalist, the foremost freethought bibliographer of his generation, and the founding director of the Center for Inquiry
Libraries. This article appeared as part of a feature on humanist ceremonies and the different ways secular men and women
opt to—or not to—celebrate them.
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Imagine a future where science and reason
serve as the foundation for our lives.
A future where free expression is guaranteed
everywhere around the world.
A future where old sectarian divisions have been
overcome by the common bond of secular ideals.
This is the future CFI is working toward. Together, we can achieve it.
It’s never too early to consider a planned gift—a legacy of reason.
Call today to reserve your copy of our
new gift-planning brochure—a helpful guide
through the many options available to you.
Then speak to your trusted financial advisor
or attorney. It’s as simple as that.

IT’S EASY

Call Martina Fern today
at1-800-818-7071 x426
for your copy of this valuable information,
or email her at mfern@centerforinquiry.net.
There’s no obligation.
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LETTERS

Tom Flynn referred to tax exemptions as subsidies and costing the
federal government money. To
me, a subsidy is when the federal government takes taxpayer
funds and gives them to a person
or organization that did nothing
to earn it. Kind of like the $12 billion subsidy recently proposed for
farmers. I don’t see letting a person or organization keep more of
what they earn as a subsidy or a
government expense. For Flynn’s
characterization to be correct,
you would have to believe that
the total earnings of all taxpayers
really belong to the federal government and anything they are
allowed to keep is a subsidy. In
that case, Flynn is also getting a
subsidy to the tune of whatever
his net income is and also costing
the federal government money.

be properly owed, a subsidy has
occurred. As I noted in my oped, all nonprofit organizations
(including the Center for Inquiry,
copublisher of this magazine) receive an implicit subsidy in that
they are exempt from federal income tax on their charitable operations. That subsidy is at least
partly balanced by a quid pro
quo: nonprofits that are not religious must keep thorough books
and file a Form 990 in which they
make public disclosure regarding
their finances. What I objected
to is that in the case of religious
nonprofits, and them alone, the
disclosure requirement is waived.
Religious nonprofits get to enjoy
the exemption/subsidy and are
not required to provide public
accountability. That unfairly advantages religious groups vis-àvis nonprofits of all other classes.
In my idea of a perfect world,
religious organizations would be
denied any tax exemptions, on
the basis that the Constitution’s
unique limits upon the government’s powers regarding religion
forbid the state to single out religious groups for any special privilege—even the tax exemption
offset by disclosure requirements
offered to secular nonproifts. In
the real world that’s not going to
happen, so what I called for in my
op-ed was that religious nonprofits should be treated the same as
secular nonprofits.

Lawrenceville, Georgia

Secularism and Freedom

Tom Flynn responds:
I’d like to thank reader
Brian Falony for his thoughtful
criticisms. A subsidy occurs explicitly when the government gives
tax dollars, in Falony’s words,
“to a person or organization that
did nothing to earn it.” A subsidy occurs implicitly when the
government chooses not to levy
taxes against a person or organization that would otherwise have
to pay them. That is not to say
that all earnings belong to the
government; it simply means that
when the government chooses to
spare just one class of taxpayer
from a tax that would otherwise

Re: Jeff T. Haley and Dale
McGowan, Free Inquiry, August/
September 2018. In their Free
Inquiry article, Jeff T. Haley and
Dale McGowan list five assertions
that they claim are now taught in
most American public schools because a political majority accepts
the truth of all five based on overwhelming evidence. Suffice it to
say, I was nonplussed to see the
very first item was “The Sun orbits around the Earth.” I sincerely
hope that most public schools are
not teaching this discredited geocentric view of the Solar System
and that will remain the case even
if, perish the thought, a political
majority in this county decide
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Brian Falony

that Copernicus and Galileo were
wrong and Ptolemy was right.
Dennis Middlebrooks
Brooklyn, New York
Contrary to the views of Jeff T.
Haley and Dale McGowan, the
teaching of atheism in public
schools is limited, not just by politics but by science itself. Science
studies the natural world, which
is the world we live in and can
perceive.
Science can establish “facts;”
only it can observe them or their
effects directly or through scientific instruments. It cannot
observe supernatural “facts” asserted to exist by religion because
they are understood to be immaterial and not visible to humans.
Only the claims that religion
makes about the natural world
can be tested and disproven
by science. The truly scientific
stance toward the supernatural is
agnosticism. Science has no way
of knowing whether supernatural
things exist or not. My atheism
and humanism are based on reasoning from scientific facts about
the universe, human psychology,
human culture, etc. My atheism
and humanism are philosophical
conclusions and not “facts,” and
other people can reach different
conclusions.
The public schools should
teach science, which can only remain silent about the supernatural. The schools should also teach
world history, world literature,
etc., and in those subjects the
myths of the ancient Israelites can
be treated on the same level as
the myths of Greece and Rome.

Homer Edward Price
Sylva, North Carolina

Jeff T. Haley and Dale McGowan
respond:
The authors and editors regret
that none of them caught the
error Mr. Middlebrooks pointed
out before printing. However,
they are glad to know their readership includes at least one critical thinker.
While we disagree with Mr.
Price’s assertion that the teach-

ing of atheism in public schools
is limited by science, as stated
in our book, Sharing Reality, we
agree with Mr. Price that “the
truly scientific stance toward the
supernatural is agnosticism.”
However, this does not mean
that, as they teach the scientific
way of knowing, public schools
should not teach that old stories
about gods are merely myths
and there is no valid evidence to
support a belief in any gods.
Everyone uses intuitive ways
of knowing everyday, but this
does not produce beliefs in
gods. Those who also use the
scientific way of knowing (evidists) do not adopt beliefs to
supplement or override their intuitive knowledge without valid
evidence. Because there is no
valid evidence for the existence
of any god, those who use the
scientific way of knowing (evidists) are atheists, which merely
means they do not believe in any
gods—it does not mean they are
certain there is no god.
In the scientific way of knowing, each factual assertion (excluding mathematics and logic)
has a non-zero probability of
being wrong. And we use the
shorthand “false” for assertions
that have an extremely low probability of being right. Does Mr.
Price claim that, because of the
true character of science, public
schools should refrain from teaching that the following assertions
are virtually certainly “false”?:
1. Homeopathy is effective by
more than placebo effect.
2. There are unicorns and
leprechauns and flying spaghetti monsters.
3. The Norse gods live in Valhalla and the Greek gods
live on Olympus.
4. The mother of Jesus was
not inseminated by a human
to conceive him.
5. Praying to deities or spirits is
effective.
6. Heaven and hell literally
exist.
7. Humans have souls that
survive death.

(Continued on p. 66)
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ADVERTISEMENT

THE ENEMY OF REASON AND SYMPATHY IS: CHRISTIANITY
ITS ACHILLES HEEL IS: FREE WILL
DON’T BE FOOLED BY OUR ATHEIST FREE WILL “HARMONIZERS”
Christian free will is not by a long shot the free
will of philosophers. They ask: “Can we make
choices entirely free of all antecedents?”
Christian free will insists on three elements: (1) that
all persons everywhere (except children, incompetents,
and those acting under force) are born with the equal
ability to make seriously deliberated moral choices entirely free of the interactions of biological inheritance
and experience; (2) they also know which course is
right; (3) and they can freely make it.
Christianity must have guilt for one to need salvation, and guilt requires that moral choices must not be
affected in any way by forces not within your control.
Thus, those who make wrong choices are evil and deserve punishment up to and including eternal suffering
in Hell!
If Christian free will is wrong, that indispensable
foundation of Christianity collapses—as St. Paul said of
the resurrection: “And if Christ has not been raised, our
preaching is useless and so is your faith.”
So, how sad it is to see some of our great atheistheroes dancing on pin-heads trying to find ways to “harmonize” what they know and proclaim: “We will as we
do for reasons beyond our control” with its polar opposite: “yet there are ways of stating the case which validates free will.”
Here are depressing quotations from four of those
brilliant atheists:
1. Yes, the brain tumor (or whatever) is one of
the causes of the action, but the individual human
being is the actual perpetrator. It is irrelevant to ask
whether the person was ultimately free or not. We
only assume the person was immediately free.
2. We can be perfectly orthodox materialists and
yet believe in free will, if what we mean by that is
that there is a level of description that is useful in
certain contexts and that includes “autonomous
agents with free will” as crucial ingredients.
3. Even if my choices are entirely determined in
advance, I still make decisions, and my decisions are
still caused by who I am—my thoughts and desires
and personality—just as they must be if I am to be
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“free” in any sense that matters. And because I am
the cause I can still be praised or blamed for them.
4. If nobody is responsible, not really, then not
only should the prisons be emptied, but no contract
is valid, mortgages should be abolished, and we can
never hold anybody to account for anything they
do. Preserving “law and order” without a concept
of real responsibility is a daunting task.
It is ironic that these eminences aggressively teach
and are champions of iron determinism which says that
all choices are caused by all the conditions in the universe, down to the last molecule, as they existed just before the decision. If time could be rewound, and all
conditions in the universe were exactly the same as before, the decision would always be the same—with no
freedom for it to have been otherwise.
Meanwhile, as they confuse us with their fine
distinctions, in the world of people, the Roman Catholic
Church and Protestant denominations with the overwhelming number of adherents, teach and are believed,
that unless everyone uses their God-given free will
correctly before they die, “many,” as Jesus promised,
will go to a “lake of fire to suffer forever,” while only a
“few” will be saved! And that is so good, right and justified, that the believer in heavenly ecstasy will be
wholly content knowing a beloved wife, child or parent
is suffering in hell!
These harmonizers fail to consider the real-world
implications of their foolish compatibilism. It only serves
to deceive, obfuscate, and divert fellow atheists from
the supreme moral issue—eternal suffering for anyone—
and gives aid and comfort to the religionist free-willers.
They should heed the harrowing testimony of
recovered Christians. Many have written in this magazine how the fear of hell terrorized them, especially as
young children. It did the same to Martin Luther. He
was upbraided by his confessor for imagining non-existent sins and constant confessing.
With hell believed, is it any wonder that those
adjured to imitate Christ might conclude—if only unconsciously—that if God so hates his own creatures because they are utterly evil, then they would also find
those they detest to be evil as well?

Does this divine example not incubate, legitimize
and foster the rampant hate—racism, sexism, homophobia, xenophobia and more, which afflicts society today?
The issue is of overriding moral significance. If
Christian free will is true, then hate, retributive punishment, and ultimately, an eternity of suffering for the evil
is right and just.
It is incumbent on us to fight and kill that horrid
doctrine undistracted by sophistry from our best. A new
way to do just that, rarely tried if ever, is to attack and
kill free will. If we don’t have it, mainstream Christianity
must wither.
The case against any kind of free will is already
devastating:
• With the evidence we already have, the
majority of neuroscientists say it is merely an illusion. So do Drs. Sam Harris, Jerry Coyne, Robert
Sapolsky, Sean Carroll, and many others in psychology and the social sciences.
• Dr. Sapolsky cautions those not yet convinced
to wait, new evidence is coming in every month at
an increasing rate.
• Some of the greatest scientists and philosophers
of all time wrote against it: Darwin, Einstein, Feynman, Crick, Hawking, Planck and more; Spinoza,
Voltaire, Russell, Schopenhauer, and more.
• It has crucial elements which are self verifiable
—everyone knows he/she had no choice about
being, brain, body, time and place, ad infinitum. They
know the power of these influences on themselves.
• Eternal punishment, enabled by free will, is repugnant to the human instinct for sympathy. Steven
Pinker, public teacher extraordinaire, Harvard Professor of Psychology, says in his new book,
ENLIGHTENMENT NOW, “You have been endowed with a sense of sympathy—the ability to
like, love, respect and show kindness…and because
your reason tells you none of this is particular to
you, you have the responsibility to provide to others what you expect from them.”

• It provides the real reason we should not hate:
truly understanding that there, but for LUCK, go I.
• The common sense case is almost irresistible
and is easily stated; beautifully so by the English
author, Raoul Martinez, in his highly acclaimed
2017 book, CREATING FREEDOM. You can listen
to a 21 minute précis in a TED Talk at:
http://www.creatingfreedom.info/
A great libel on determinism is that if there is no
responsibility there can be no accountability, thus, anything goes. This is quite wrong. It is in the definition of
determinism that experience causes change. In fact it is
probably the only thing which can cause real internal
change. Otherwise, all education would be in vain.
We are—and must be—held accountable for what
we do, even while not ultimately responsible for what
we will. This means being subjected to experiences—understanding, reproof, education, praise, love, embarrassment, penalty, various jail options, whatever might
work—as the only way to bring about real change.
Much in our criminal system is wholly counter-productive because we are animated by retributive punishment
rather than rehabilitation. It hardens those most in need
of softening.
Another libel is that it removes all incentive for
self-improvement and self-esteem since, if all is foreordained, our efforts are in vain. But that is not true.
“Foreordained” implies the future is planned. It is not
planned. The instant we call “now” was inevitable given
the state of everything, everywhere, as it was in what
we call the “past”. The “past” always determines what
we and nature do next. All will be as before, our human
nature will not change. It will often require that our
emotional reactions will require the disciplining of our
intellect to remember that we are all equally
brothers/sisters-in-luck—good or bad.
About 80 years ago I saw a wise sign in a Washington, DC, donut shop: As you ramble on through life
brother, Whatever be your goal, Keep your eye upon
the donut, And not upon the hole!

The idea of hell was born of ignorance, brutality, fear cowardice, and revenge. This idea testifies that
our remote ancestors were the lowest beasts. Only from dens, lairs, and caves, only from mouths filled
with cruel fangs, only from hearts of fear and hatred, only from the conscience of hunger and lust,
only from the lowest and most debased could come this cruel, heartless, and bestial of all dogmas.
Robert Ingersoll (1833-1899)
Whatever your position about this, please e-mail: fellowfeather@gmail.com. Paid ad.
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Have Christians Accepted the Scientific Conclusion
that God Does Not Answer Intercessory Prayer?
Brian Bolton

I

n 1982, a young cardiologist at the San Francisco General
Medical Center named Randolph Byrd had a brilliant insight that would motivate several important investigations
of prayer during the following two decades. He realized
that the standard research paradigm known as the double-blind randomized clinical trial could be used to test the
efficacy of intercessory prayer with medical patients in the
hospital setting.
Dr. Byrd, who identified as a born-again Christian, believed that he could put (heretofore faith-based) prayer
on a solid scientific foundation by implementing rigorous
study procedures within an experimental framework. In
his ground-breaking investigation, four hundred cardiac
patients were randomly assigned to prayed-for and notprayed-for conditions. The prayers offered by Christian
intercessors requested a quick recovery with minimal complications.
A variety of intermediate measures of medical progress,
as well as the ultimate indicator of patient success—recovery versus mortality—were objectively recorded for all subjects, prayer recipients and control subjects alike. After the
data were analyzed, Byrd erroneously concluded that the
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results supported the hypothesis that intercessory prayers
to the Judeo-Christian god have a beneficial therapeutic
effect on cardiac patients. He thanked God for responding
to the prayers for healing. Byrd’s landmark study was published in the Southern Medical Journal in 1988.
While the initial results did suggest the possibility that
prayer conferred only a small benefit, the subsequent revelation that a major violation of experimental protocol had
occurred cast even this modest ray of hope into doubt.
Later studies confirmed the correct inference, namely that
God does not answer intercessory prayer.
After mixed reactions from research specialists, medical personnel, and religious believers, four new major
investigations incorporating the same procedures Byrd had
followed were carried out at other medical centers. The
principal investigators of the four replication studies, with
their affiliations and publication dates for their articles, are:
William Harris, Saint Luke’s Hospital (1999); Jennifer Aviles,
Mayo Clinic (2001); Mitchell Krucoff, Duke University Medical Center (2005); and Herbert Benson, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (2006). Brief summaries of the studies
are provided in the Appendix (page 25) of this article.
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Why Investigate Intercessory Prayer?

study) a physician sympathetic to the value of prayer and
spiritual support in medical practice. It should be emphasized that none was an unbeliever or skeptic.
4. The overwhelming majority of the members of the
teams of intercessors came from Christian backgrounds,
including various Protestant denominations and Catholic
traditions, with a small number of Jews, Muslims, and Buddhists participating in some studies.
5. The critical outcome indicator common to all investigations was patient mortality, a definitive criterion of
success or failure that reflected directly the primary focus
of the intercessory prayers for speedy recovery with few
complications.

If we begin with a general definition of prayer as a petition
or request for assistance directed to a higher power, then
we can distinguish between three types of prayer: personal,
interpersonal, and intercessory. Why not investigate the first
two types of prayer?
The alleged benefits of personal prayer (for oneself) and
interpersonal prayer (with or for others who are present or
know they are targets) are difficult to isolate because of the
confounding effects of belief (or placebo effect) and interpersonal support, respectively.
In contrast, intercessory prayer (for others who are not
present and do not know they are intended recipients) is amenable to scientific investigation. It was
this critical recognition by Byrd that intercessory
prayer could be studied objectively that established the conceptual basis for his visionary proj“This was the flaw in Byrd’s project—the
ect. Note that intercessory prayer is sometimes
study coordinator did know which patients
referred to as “distant healing” in the literature.

were receiving prayers at the time
she interacted with them.”

Critical Features of the Investigations
All five of the large-sample randomized trials of
intercessory prayer with hospitalized cardiac patients shared a set of attributes that justify confidence in the findings obtained from the studies.
1. Careful random assignment of subjects to the prayedfor and not-prayed-for conditions ensured that groups were
equivalent (within the limits of statistical sampling fluctuation) on all relevant variables.
2. The double-blind requirement, in which neither patients nor hospital personnel knew which condition (prayer
or non-prayer) to which subjects had been assigned,
prevented contamination. This was the flaw in Byrd’s project—the study coordinator did know which patients were
receiving prayers at the time she interacted with them.
3. The principal investigators were all committed Christian advocates of the healing power of prayer or (in the fifth

Unambiguous Experimental Results
Refuting the sincere beliefs and hopes of the dedicated
researchers and funding agencies, the results of the five
investigations of intercessory prayer were uniformly negative. This series of carefully conducted clinical trials did not
produce any evidence in support of the proposition that
hospitalized cardiac patients derive benefit from the altruistic prayers of committed intercessors.
Specifically, the mortality rates listed in the sidebar below
were very similar for the prayed-for and not-prayed-for
patients. It can be seen that the outcomes of three of the
individual studies slightly favored the not-prayed-for patients, although none of the five differences were statistically

Patient Mortality Rates for Prayer and Control Subjects
Prayed-For Patients
Study

Byrd
Harris
Aviles
Krucoff
Benson
Total

Total

192
466
383
371
604
2016

Not-Prayed-For Patients
Died

13
42
31
14
16
116

Percent

6.77
9.01
8.09
3.77
2.65
5.75

Total

201
524
379
377
597
2078

Died

17
46
34
13
14
124

Percent

8.46
8.78
8.97
3.45
2.35
5.97
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• Research can neither prove nor disprove the validity of
divine intervention.
• Because God already knows who needs healing, prayer
is superfluous.
• It is a corruption of faith, if not willful blasphemy or sacrilege, to test God.
All six of these rationalizations entail the invocation of
theological dogma in an attempt to explain away the irrefutable evidence that the Judeo-Christian god does not
answer prayer. It is important to note that these worthless
explanations from the dumbfounded religious community
only emerged after the negative results of the clinical trials
were thoroughly replicated. Two legitimate questions that
prayer advocates should have addressed are:
1. Why would an omnipotent, omniscient, omnibenevolent god refuse to respond to altruistic healing prayers for
cardiac patients (or anyone else)?
2. Why didn’t God instantaneously cure all patients in
both the prayed-for and not-prayed-for groups? This miraculous mediation would have demonstrated conclusively
that God really does intervene supernaturally to heal disease and illness.
Illustrating just how far removed from reality prayer
advocates can be, the principal investigator of one major
study asserted that prayer could conceivably overdose the human body with fatal
consequences! He then declared that if
prayer were as powerful as he believed it
to be, prayer interventions and therapies
“The Judeo-Christian god disregards
would be taught in all medical schools.
fervent prayers for recovery just as often
(These extremely optimistic comments were
made before the negative results of his
as favorable outcomes occur.”
study were known.)
The most bizarre reaction to the results
The truly remarkable data presented in the sidebar de- of the prayer studies was published in an evangelical Chrisserve special comment. These figures summarize the mor- tian magazine. The following quotes demonstrate the detality statistics for two thousand recipients of intercessory vout authors’ utter confusion: “The real scandal is that the
prayer and two thousand not-prayed-for cardiac patients in not-prayed-for group received just as much, if not more of
five major investigations conducted over a span of twenty God’s blessings; True to his character, God appears inclined
years. This level of documentation is unparalleled in the to heal and bless as many as possible; His answers often
history of prayer research.
don’t give us the where, when, or how that we originally
sought; We know that prayer works: The real question
Excuses, Denial, Ignorance
is, are we prepared for God’s answer.” These comments
How did Christian medical personnel and other believers exemplify the fundamentalist rejection of science, which is
in the healing power of prayer react to the disappointing discussed below.
results of the five scientific prayer studies? Six assertions
capture the range of excuses and denials expressed by A Common Criticism of the Studies
ignorant critics of the investigations:
An oft-voiced criticism of the investigations is that patients
significant. The total comparison (a simple meta-analysis) is
statistically significant because of the huge aggregate samples, but the effect size is miniscule—mostly due to Byrd’s
study, which accounted for 80 percent of the difference—
and obviously not the achievement of an omnipotent god.
It is apparent that the Judeo-Christian god disregards
fervent prayers for recovery just as often as favorable outcomes occur. In other words, restoration to good health is
a matter of competent medical care and good luck. Intercessory prayer does not improve the probability of survival.
Why would God allow 116 patients in the five study samples who were recipients of Christian prayer to die, when
Jesus promised, “If you ask anything in my name, I will do
it” (John 14:10–14)?
One anomalous finding from the Benson study that,
after a dozen years, continues to be cited by prayer articles
in popular magazines is that a third group of participants,
composed of patients who knew that they were receiving
intercessory prayer, exhibited significantly more post-operative complications during the recovery period. However,
the overall mortality rate for this group (2.16 percent) was
very similar to the other two study groups, indicating that
the higher level of complications did not manifest as an
increased probability of death.

• The research is premised on a misconception of how God
responds to prayer.
• God is outside the domain of science and therefore is not
amenable to experimental evaluation.
• It is not possible to randomize God or truly understand
his will.
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in the not-prayed-for condition were recipients of prayers
from family, friends, and churches. In other words, all study
participants, including those in the control groups, received
healing intercessory prayers from others.
Christian defenders of the studies explained that patients in the prayed-for experimental groups actually re-
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ceived supplemental or incremental prayers of a more
carefully focused nature, in addition to prayers from family,
friends, and church. Based on the assumption of a positive
dose-response relationship, supporters of the investigations expected patients in the prayed-for condition to experience greater healing benefit.
Of course this criticism would be moot if the presumed
omnipotent, omniscient, omnibenevolent Judeo-Christian
god had simply eliminated all human illness in the first
place. But remember that God routinely inflicts disease on
his children and their enemies as punishment for disobedience or to test their faith.
Small Sample Studies

the very important contribution that intercessory prayer
research made to the scientific study of supernatural claims.
For example, one prominent skeptic reached two completely unwarranted conclusions, declaring that scientific
prayer research is “bad science and worse religion.” Of
course, it was clearly not bad science, because the randomized double-blind clinical trial has established the
respected and highly useful body of knowledge known as
evidence-based medicine. Nobody argues with the scientific success of this endeavor.
Elaborating his allegation of defective religion, the
skeptic propounded the colorful charge that “scientific
prayer makes God a celestial lab rat.” It is apparent that
the committed Christian investigators who carried out the
studies were convinced that their research procedures were
theologically sound, or they would not have undertaken
their projects in the first place.

Articles in news magazines continue to assert that the results of research on prayer have been mixed, with some
investigations finding that prayer can improve disease
outcomes and prolong survival. This misleading and unwarranted conclusion is typically based on the
uncritical acceptance of claims from various
small sample studies of intercessory prayer,
all spawned by Byrd’s innovative research
project.
For example, a study of intercessory
“More than a decade after results from
prayer with advanced AIDS patients (Westthe last of the five replicated studies were
ern Journal of Medicine, 1998, 169, 356–
reported in the medical literature, no additional
363) appeared to have generated positive
findings until several egregious methodefforts to document the benefits of healing
ological violations were exposed, rendering
prayer have been implemented.”
the results meaningless.
Another investigation that received
much attention was subsequently labeled
the “Columbia Miracle Prayer Study” (Journal of Reproductive Medicine, 2001, 46, 781–787). The researchers Distrust of Scientific Methodology
purportedly used intercessory prayer with infertile women, More than a decade after results from the last of the five
producing such an amazing outcome that independent re- replicated studies were reported in the medical literature,
viewers eventually concluded that the data were contrived, no additional efforts to document the benefits of healing
because there were no records indicating that the study prayer have been implemented. This suggests that believers may have seen the “handwriting on the wall”—or that
was ever carried out.
Yet at the time, prominent prayer advocates and “dis- they followed the logic of mathematical induction and gave
tant healing” gurus touted these and other investigations up on their goal of putting prayer on a scientific foundation.
Is this because Christians have accepted the verdict of
as evidence for a scientific revolution in healing modalities. Investigations inspired by “the Byrd effect” included science and dismissed the value of intercessory prayer?
intercessory-prayer interventions with rheumatoid arthritis No. When science fails to support faith, it is science that
patients, patients with common skin warts, and alcoholic is rejected, not faith. (For details, see Chris Mooney, The
patients. After these and other similar studies were carefully Republican War on Science, 2005; Shawn Otto, The War
examined, it became apparent that the hoped-for healing on Science, 2016; and Antony Alumkal, Paranoid Science:
The Christian Right’s War on Reality, 2017.) The numerbreakthroughs attributable to prayer simply did not occur.
ous excuses proffered by Christian believers summarized
Some Skeptics Were Confused
above amply testify to this pervasive distrust of science.
What sustains belief in the efficacy of intercessory
While it is obvious from their comments that many devout
believers in the power of prayer refused to accept the un- prayer in the face of overwhelming negative scientific
equivocal results of the prayer studies, it is also true that evidence? The simple fact is that Christians are much
even some rational observers had difficulty appreciating more likely to absorb uncritically the claims of anecdotal
secularhumanism.org December 18 / January 19
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accounts in newspapers, on television, and in personal
testimonials, rather than to accept the replicated results
of randomized clinical trials.
For example, after a prominent actor’s twelve-day-old
twins recovered from a massive accidental medication
overdose, he announced that “the power of prayer from so
many is what saved them.” At about the same time, in an
unrelated tragedy, a young man died of incurable cancer.
Situations such as these, which occur daily across America, raise a perplexing question: Why would a benevolent
deity save the actor’s infant twins but allow a young man
to die of cancer? In trying to rescue prayer from failure, the
young man’s obituary asserted that “many prayer requests
by Christian intercessors were miraculously answered along
the way” (to death)!
Regardless of the nature of the tragedy—whether lost
or abducted children, patients with serious illnesses, or vic-

figures. In other words, despite the disconfirming scientific
evidence, Christians have not lost faith in the power of
prayer for healing.
Another strong indicator of the undiminished Christian
belief in the value of prayer is the huge volume of books
on the subject published over the past decade at a rate
exceeding one thousand titles per year.
Popular news magazines routinely publish feature articles touting the alleged connection between religiosity and
health. The topic of prayer is inevitably addressed under
headings such as “New Proof Prayer Works” and “The
Healing Power of Prayer.” Writers typically depend on believers as their sole source of information and never devote
equal time to skeptics.
It is obvious that Christians have not accepted the scientific conclusion that God does not answer intercessory
prayer, demonstrating again that faith surpasses evidence
in the religious mind, especially when reinforced by irresponsible propaganda generated
by major news outlets for the purpose of perpetuating the dominant religious mythology.

“When science fails to support faith,
it is science that is rejected, not faith.”

Implications for Larger Issues
Despite the endless excuses generated by fundamentalist believers, the only rational conclusion supported by the five replicated studies is
that God does not respond to altruistic prayers
for hospitalized cardiac patients. This conclusion can be
reasonably generalized to non-hospitalized patients and
those with other medical conditions and to all forms of
prayer to all gods under all circumstances. Put simply, God
does not answer prayer. What does this conclusion mean
for two larger issues of Christian faith?
First, it thoroughly undermines the indispensable axiom
of so-called “theistic science,” which is that the supernatural
realm actually exists and therefore supernatural causation is
a legitimate scientific explanation. The replicated failure of
the attempted intercessory prayer demonstrations constitutes the strongest rebuke yet to this doctrinal claim, which
derives from a universal religious belief.
Second, it casts substantial doubt on the foundational
claim of theology, which is that the postulated god has independent existence in objective reality. In other words,
theology asserts that God actually exists outside of the
human mind, rather than just being a figment of the imagination. A reasonable inference from the failed prayer investigations is that the allegedly omnipotent Judeo-Christian
god does not exist. We are reminded of Mark Twain’s astute
aphorism, “Faith is believing what you know ain’t so.”

tims of natural disasters—the reaction is always the same.
Family, friends, and strangers pray for a happy outcome.
When the prayed-for individual survives, all credit is given
to God, and the power of prayer is acclaimed. But when the
prayed-for person dies, God is never blamed for the negative outcome. Typical responses are “God has called him
home” and “She has gone to be with Jesus.” The infallibility of prayer is an article of faith that cannot be questioned.
In plain language, the traditional Christian framework
does not permit prayer to fail.
Believers are quick to cite cases where prayer is associated with positive results, while they steadfastly disregard
those circumstances where prayer is followed by unfavorable outcomes. It is this selective attention to everyday
events that helps sustain faith in the power of prayer.
Is there any reason to think that the unequivocal negative outcome of the prayer studies has resulted in any
diminishment of prayer activity in the United States? No.
Surveys indicate that the vast majority of Americans still
believe in the value of prayer, which is virtually identical
to belief in the existence of God, because prayer is simply
communication with the deity.
Moreover, intercessory prayers for healing continue to
be a critical feature of many Christian activities, including
regular worship services, the ubiquitous prayer circles, and
continuous (“24/7”) prayer ministries that address health
problems of parishioners, community leaders, and national
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Appendix
Capsule Summaries of Five Intercessory Prayer Studies
The first major experimental investigation of intercessory prayer was conducted by Randolph Byrd
and reported in the Southern Medical Journal (1988,
81, 826–829). A total of twenty-nine diagnostic
and outcome variables were recorded for 393 coronary patients who had been randomly assigned
to prayed-for and not-prayed-for groups. Christian
intercessors prayed daily for the patients in the experimental group. Statistically significant differences
were obtained on six variables and also on a global
judgment of improvement completed by Byrd. However, he subsequently revealed that the study contained two serious procedural violations. The global
judgment of improvement was made after the data
were unmasked, and the study coordinator knew
which patients were assigned to the prayer group at
the time she interacted with them. These compromises could have easily accounted for the slightly
favorable results.
A decade after the Byrd study was published, William
Harris and nine colleagues attempted to replicate
Byrd’s findings (Archives of Internal Medicine, 1999,
159, 2273–2278). Thirty-five variables, including all
of Byrd’s, were recorded for 990 cardiac patients
who had been randomly assigned to prayed-for and
control groups. None of Byrd’s twenty-nine variables
or his global judgment of progress were statistically
significant. Clearly, the attempted replication completely failed. However, a barely significant result
was obtained for a new composite recovery score.
Contrary to the original report, less than one percent
of the variance in overall recovery was explained by
prayer—hardly evidence for the power of an omnipotent god.
The third large-sample investigation of intercessory
prayer was carried out by Jennifer Aviles and six
colleagues (Mayo Clinic Proceedings, 2001, 76,
1192–1198). Five primary outcome variables were
assessed at a six-month follow-up for 762 coronary

patients who had been assigned to prayed-for and
not-prayed-for groups. Christian intercessors initiated prayers for patients in the experimental group
at the time of hospital discharge. No statistically
significant differences were obtained for the total
group comparisons or for subgroups of high-risk and
low-risk patients.
The fourth major study of intercessory prayer was
conducted by Mitchell Krucoff and fourteen colleagues (Lancet, 2005, 366, 211–217). Four outcome
variables, in-hospital and six-month follow-up, were
recorded for 748 coronary patients who were treated
at nine medical centers. Participating prayer groups
encompassed Christian, Muslim, Jewish, and Buddhist traditions. There were no statistically significant
differences between the randomized prayed-for and
control patients. It is noteworthy that Krucoff is an
enthusiastic advocate of the use of prayer in conjunction with standard medical treatment.
The fifth and largest investigation of the alleged
benefits of intercessory prayer was reported by
Herbert Benson and fifteen collaborators (American
Heart Journal, 2006, 151, 934–942). Ten indicators
of complications were recorded for 1,201 coronary
bypass patients at six hospitals who were randomly
assigned to prayed-for and not-prayed-for groups.
The prayed-for participants received fourteen consecutive days of prayer from Catholic and Protestant
intercessors. Statistical comparisons between the experimental and control subjects on the ten indicators
yielded no significant findings.
It is ironic that Benson’s study, which was the final
nail in the coffin for the intercessory prayer claim,
was funded by the John Templeton Foundation, a
Christian grant-awarding institution that has the mission of demonstrating that science and religion are
compatible worldviews.
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An Evolution of Lies
Mark Cagnetta

A

s I made the short walk back to my house from
my mailbox, shuffling my stack of mail along the
way, an impersonally addressed, oversized postcard caught my eye. So intriguing was this invitation to
an upcoming event, I began perusing its content before
I reached the front door. Apparently, per the return label,
“Emmanuel”—the Messiah himself, who now resides in
Tecumseh, Michigan—was on a nationwide tour to educate
Americans. “The Evidence: Does God Exist?” was prominently displayed on the back of the card with a list of nine
dates, each corresponding with religious subject matter;
most of which, not coincidentally, has been challenged at
some point by modern secular scholarship. The colloquium

At first glance, this appeared to be an exercise in disguised apologetics. Truth, which Thomas Henry Huxley
referred to as “the heart of morality,” was obviously going
to take a backseat to these pseudoscientific prevarications.
Having been raised a Catholic, I was well-versed in the
mythology that is religion, and these imminent proceedings roused in my mind a scene from the pages of the
Old Testament. As I recall, in Exodus, the necessity of
truth-telling was revealed to God’s minions. With a dollop
of poetic license, the biblical narrative went something
like this: To the musical accompaniment of a supernatural
trumpeter, Yahweh, disguised as a thick cloud, descended
upon the mythical Mount Sinai to address the Israelites.
Amid a raging thunderstorm and a concomitant earthquake, Yahweh presented Moses and
his followers with a slew of precepts ranging
from the stoning of misbehaving children to a
demand for monotheism in a wildly polytheistic
world. One such dictate addressed the need
“Christians desperately cling to their
for truthfulness, however ironic it may seem,
creation story, despite its lack of evidentiary
particularly in light of the fact that the entire narrative is a fabrication. “Thou shalt not bear false
value, especially how it pertains to the
witness against thy neighbor,” God commanded
origins of Homo sapiens.”
his chosen people. “False witness,” technically,
means to not perjure oneself, but it has commonly been interpreted as a moral imperative to
tell the truth.
was to start with a bang, answering the initial query, Does
Assuming those who currently practice the Judeo-ChrisGod Exist? Each consecutive night’s subject matter was tian religion adhere to this adjuration as vehemently as they
designed as a counterargument to topics concerned with wish to uphold the Levitical law against homosexuality,
science, paleontology, archaeology, history, and reason: one would assume that honesty, for them, is of the utmost
Where did life on Earth come from? Does science support importance. I decided to attend at least one of these inevolution? Are fossils millions of years old? Does archaeol- doctrinational seminars to put my supposition to the test.
ogy support the Bible? Can the Bible predict the future?
Regrettably, all of these so-called courses were held
The last three evenings focused on theological questions: in the evening, beginning at seven o’clock. Because of
Whatever happened to the second coming of Jesus? Why prior engagements and, of course, work, I was able to free
up only one night—a Sunday—to seek the answer to the
theodicy? What is love?
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burning, almost risible question: Does science support sive chimpanzee, with the heading “The Evidence.”
It became glaringly obvious that audience members,
evolution? Given that Theodosius Dobzhansky, the renowned evolutionary geneticist and, regrettably, believer neatly garbed in clothing that could only be described
in a personal god, once wrote in his essay “Nothing in as rancher-chic, were accustomed to countering scientific
Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light of Evolution,” and atheistic perspectives. An elderly man, sitting nearby,
“Evolution as a process that has always gone on in the inquired of a gentleman in his mid-thirties—whom we
history of the earth can be doubted only by those who are suspected was the evening’s lecturer, as he was readying
ignorant of the evidence or are resistant to the evidence, his material at the podium—about the religiosity of Chrisowing to emotional blocks or to plain bigotry,” it was going topher Hitchens. Specifically, he asked if Hitchens had
to be interesting to see if these evangelists were intending converted to Christianity on his deathbed. The supposed
to disparage not only evolution but the entire branch of ringmaster referenced Larry Taunton’s book, which has
biological science. Primarily, I was curious to see if this or- been relegated to most bookstores’ bargain bins, The Faith
ganization was going to willfully bear false witness against of Christopher Hitchens. Taunton, he said, insinuated that
my neighbors, deceiving the audience into believing there Hitchens had become more accepting of religion prior to
was no factual basis for Darwin’s indubitable theory. Natu- his untimely death and that he may have rejected his atherally, there was little doubt in my mind that this was going istic stance in exchange for Christ. This would register as
to happen. Christians desperately cling to their creation the first lie of the evening.
story, despite its lack of evidentiary value, especially how it
Due to our absence at the first meeting, we may have
pertains to the origins of Homo sapiens.
missed the formal introductions, but on this night, introWhen the big night finally arrived, my wife and I ductions were in short supply. Post-lecture, I conducted an
drove twenty-five miles to the town
of Wickenburg, Arizona, where the
event was being held. Wickenburg
can only be described as a whistle-stop, proudly emphasizing its historic wild-West tradition and quaintness. Why the town, and its Vulture
“The event must have been sponsored by a local
Peak Middle School library, was chochurch and attended mostly by its members.
sen as the setting for this evening of
We were immediately recognized as outsiders.”
numinous rhetoric remains one of
life’s great mysteries. Some data on
the populace: Wickenburg, a town
of 6,800 people, 25 percent of them
college educated, is predominantly white at 90 percent.
Only about 40 percent of its residents are religiously affili- internet search and found that the principal speaker was an
ated. Not exactly a Montgomery or a Chattanooga by any Arizona pastor named Myckal Morehouse. Denominationally, Morehouse is a Seventh-day Adventist, a sect that bestretch of the imagination!
As we turned onto Vulture Peak Road, which ultimately lieved Emmanuel, a.k.a. Jesus Christ, was due to return on
leads to its craggy mountain namesake as well as the sim- October 22, 1844. Unfortunately, the savior had a previous
ilarly titled, partially abandoned nineteenth-century gold engagement, and from that day forward, the non-event has
mine, we headed west until we located the school’s long, been referred to as “The Great Disappointment.” Although
dark driveway, leading to a dimly lit parking lot. On enter- the night was young, there was no indication that the proming the building, we were greeted by an elderly woman ised Emmanuel, of the Tecumseh Emmanuels, was going to
with well-coiffed hair. Most attendees were in their sixties, materialize on this particular evening either.
Morehouse momentarily stepped aside as another genand they all appeared to be acquainted with one another.
The event must have been sponsored by a local church and tleman positioned himself at the podium. Again without
attended mostly by its members. We were immediately identifying himself, this person turned on the microphone
recognized as outsiders. We were kindly offered not only and advised us that the program was about to begin. Asthe study guide for the evening’s subject matter but also suming he was most of the audience’s pastor and thus the
those for the two previous sessions, as well as the upcom- sponsor of this event, he certainly added a creepy vibe to
the night’s festivities. He appeared to be a cross between
ing nights’ courses.
The library was aged, musty, and sparsely stocked with Joseph Goebbels and Max Wright, the father in the telebooks. It also doubled as the school’s oversized trophy vision show Alf. With little fanfare, he returned to his seat.
No sooner did Morehouse commence his talk—on
case. We sat next to the shelf accommodating a set of relatively obsolete Encyclopedia Britannica. In the center of the behalf of something called evidence4life.com—than he
room was a podium with a microphone, a large speaker, launched into disparaging Darwin. No need for a tree of life,
and a sizable vertical sign depicting the face of a very pen- Morehouse contended. Instead, a tree in an orchard was
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proposed. The inane example in the handout was a “dogwood tree,” with a wolf at the trunk and manifold varieties
of canines as the branches. A fox, a pug, and a Dalmatian
populated the tree. Within this cockamamie schema, there
are no interrelationships between species: apes descend
from apes, cats from cats, and so on and on. Despite sharing 98.8 percent of their deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) with
humans, chimpanzees, our closest relatives, simply could
not swing from the branches of our family tree.
Of course, we had to suffer through the typical Intelligent Design (ID) hogwash that is usually promulgated by
members of The Discovery Institute: the flagellar motor and
its irreducible complexity, the singularity of micro-evolution,
and the fallacy of bacterial mutation. There was no mention
of real science, which has overwhelmingly contradicted
such claims. Evidence that the molecular components of
the bacterial flagellum were coopted from other primordial

an understatement. This is doubtless a religious platform,
and because the word god is intentionally expunged from
the record certainly doesn’t obfuscate the intent of this
propaganda.
Since the courts have ruled that ID is religious—that
the acronym is just a euphemism for God’s six days of exhausting handiwork—there is no need to quibble. So, when
Morehouse, without imparting any credentials qualifying
him to teach scientific matter, edified us about caterpillar
metamorphosis, the amazing Monarch butterfly migration,
the freakiness of the duck-billed platypus, and the epic
migration of the golden plover, we audience members
were encouraged to believe that these animals—all still in
their original state of creation—possess unique traits and
abilities because that’s the way God made them. “Without
being designed,” Morehouse asked, how could these animals make long, treacherous trips without GPS or a map?
How can the platypus bill sense electric-type
impulses? How can a caterpillar morph into a
beautiful butterfly?
Failing to see the so-called intelligence of
the biblical protagonist—and I question not
only his creativity, lack of basic knowledge, and
geographic-centricity but also his willingness
to divulge his techniques and the material
“Although the night was young, there was no
make-up of his creation—I must, again, revert
indication that the promised Emmanuel,
back to the text of the Old Testament. On the
of the Tecumseh Emmanuels, was going to
fourth day of God’s creation spree, he spawned
“the great whales and every living creature
materialize on this particular evening.”
that moveth … which the waters brought forth
abundantly,” as well as “the fowl that may
fly above the earth in the open firmament of
heaven.” This, we are told, is intelligence beyond human comprehension. As we heathens
systems that often had little to do with cell motility was are well aware, the firmament is the dome over the earth
carefully omitted. The expectation of bacteria to mutate that separates the waters below from the waters above.
into higher lifeforms before our very eyes is akin to asking, Apparently, this self-proclaimed globule of supernatural
“If we evolved from monkeys, then why are there still mon- genius mistook the cerulean sky he created for a body of
keys?” Macro-evolution doesn’t happen overnight; it takes azure sea, just as he misidentified the light of the day and
millions of years. Yet it certainly doesn’t require a degree the light of the night as two separate and distinct sources.
in microbiology to understand that bacteria evolve quickly On the fifth day, the deity created “cattle, and creeping
enough to become multi-drug resistant, baffling hospital things, and beast of the earth.” Clearly, this designer was
staff who prosecute a never-ending battle against infection. no Linnaeus!
The remainder of the “curriculum” was devoted to highOf the millions of species of animals on this planet,
lighting members of the animal kingdom that have unique the best God could do was to name off animals that were
and distinctive features, all of which have been, in the familiar to the authors of the Bible and animals that were
scientific realm, definitively attributed to evolution. In this geographically indigenous within the boundaries of their
forum, however, such features could only be the creation authorship. In the story of Job, the braggart God dazzles
of an intelligent designer. Jerry Coyne, the evolutionary bi- his loyal servant by rattling off an array of animal creations
ologist and professor emeritus at the University of Chicago, that only he, in his infinite wisdom, could have created: the
addressed this bit of sophistry in his book Faith versus hawk, the eagle, the mountain goat, the peacock, and the
Fact: “While ID advocates argue that the designer is not wild ass. His credibility diminishes, however, when he crednecessarily the Judeo-Christian God—it could, they say, its himself with the wings of the ostrich—which are vestigial
be an alien from another planet—this is disingenuous.” So, appendages—to say nothing of the mythical unicorn. Acwe’re supposed to believe that the incognito designer may cording to most accounts, the unicorn was most probably
or may not be the god whom Christians vehemently insist the sideways-standing Oryx, whose two horns appeared
created the universe and all living things. Disingenuous is as one (apologists would like us to believe this is an inter28
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pretational error and the “unicorn” could be either an ox, honesty at every turn. It amounted to nothing more than a
a rhinoceros, or a triceratops). Seemingly, on this particular sham. “The purpose of education,” Lawrence Krauss, our
evening, God’s toadies were going to more than make up local theoretical physicist, famously stated, “is not to valifor the big guy’s lack of taxonomic knowledge.
date ignorance, but to overcome it.”
Morehouse continued his diatribe against the evolutionAfter his presentation, Morehouse opened the floor to
ary process. He cited the creator’s affinity for beetles—there questions. Prior to attending, my wife and I had deliberare over 250,000 varieties—by singling out the bombardier ated about whether I should expose myself as a heretic by
beetle, which can create an explosive chemical mixture challenging these “creationists in lab coats.” Ultimately, we
that it “fires at its enemies.” He mentioned fireflies in the decided to heed the advice that Saul of Tarsus shared with
Smokey Mountains National Park (was the “creator” even his female congregants, and we kept quiet. This decision
aware of North America?) that simultaneously display their was not easily reached, but, as interlopers, we chose to be
bioluminescence. And then there was the incredible, edible respectful and allow the ignorance to flow.
egg, which has over 10,000 pores, providing oxygen for
Of the few questions that were asked by the audience,
the chick.
only one was memorable. An elderly gentleman asked, “If
Being an Arizona resident and a desert dweller myself, caterpillars turn into butterflies, where do caterpillars come
the chuckwalla lizard is a reptile I am intimately familiar with. from?” Enough said.
Our host, boasting once more about the
creator’s genius, elucidated us on the
reptile’s ability to purge built-up salt from
its system. This capacity to rid itself of
excess sodium chloride, according to the
speaker, is something that had to have
existed from its origin.
As if attending a fireworks display, the
“The fabulist at the lectern had ... mendaciously
“oohs” and “aahs” flowed from the audidistorted the theory of evolution, a theory
ence in childlike amazement. Bush turkey
chicks, after being abandoned by their
bolstered by immense evidence.”
parents, we were told, have an innate
ability to hunt. How could that be? “It is
impossible,” the handout states, “without being designed or preprogrammed
with information to know how to do this.”
Several days after attending this seminar, I conducted
Another species that allegedly could not have evolved,
despite all the information we have to the contrary, includ- some research of my own. I selected just a couple of eviing the sequencing of the avian genome, is the European dence4life.com’s ludicrous claims and set out to challenge
green woodpecker. This bird, according to Morehouse, their integrity. Having recently corrected a coworker who
has a tongue so unique and specialized that one can only had misidentified a chuckwalla traversing the grounds of
extrapolate that a designer, intimating the Christian god, our workplace as a Gila monster, this was a good place to
could have fashioned such an anomaly. In a section of the start. The chuckwalla, as you recall, has a problem with the
handout titled “What Your Textbook Left Out,” the claim build-up of salt in its system. Its ability to dispense of that
is made that “There are no other woodpeckers or animals excess salt could only be the work of intelligent design,
that have a tongue like this that this woodpecker could claimed the speaker. In a few minutes of research, I found
that sea birds eliminate salt through their nasal glands. A
have evolved from.”
At the conclusion of this intellectual travesty, I was a bit fluid saltier than sea water flows out of their nostrils and
perturbed. The fabulist at the lectern had not only spoken then drips from their beaks. In a 1958 Scientific American
of Darwin and Hitchens with great animus; he had also article written by Knut Schmidt-Nielsen, this miracle of evomendaciously distorted the theory of evolution, a theory lution is elucidated as it pertains to both birds and reptiles.
bolstered by immense evidence. Instead, he proffered an The gull rids itself of salt in the aforementioned fashion,
explanation for the wonders of our planet in the form of an while the pelican has evolved to discard salt via grooves
invisible architect who resides in an imaginary kingdom, the in its upper beak, avoiding any risk of salt dripping into
only available evidence for whom having been written by its pouch. Marine reptiles also jettison excess salt through
their nasal cavities. We know that millions of years ago
humans, thousands of years ago, with no verifiable facts.
Verity, which undergirds God’s commandment not to the southwest was under water, so it is no great leap to
bear false witness against one’s neighbor, seems immaterial understand that the chuckwalla’s ability to rid its body of
when defending the human construct known as religion. deleterious salt is a direct result of evolution.
Additionally, there is a clear genetic link between repPretending to be an institution of learning, this well-organized propaganda machine had spewed intellectual dis- tiles and birds; all birds are descendants of avian dinosaurs.
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It has long been theorized that birds branched off from the
small, meat-eating dinosaurs known as theropods. No leap
of faith is required.
The process of evolution is simple, wrote Jerry Coyne
in his book Evolution Is True: “It requires only that individuals of a species vary genetically in their ability to survive
and reproduce in their environments.” Moreover, Coyne
wrote, because these evolved traits have such a profound
effect on a species and the adaptation to their environs,
“natural selection can, over eons, sculpt an animal or plant
into something that looks designed.” The European green
woodpecker would be one such animal. To sloppily assert,
without facts, that the tongue of this woodpecker was
patented by a supernatural being some 6,000 years ago is
irresponsible and silly. The tongue of the woodpecker has
adapted to its needs.

“To insinuate that evolution was
a non-factor is an outright lie.”

Without a doubt, the tongues of certain woodpeckers,
including Picus viridis—the European green—are quite
remarkable. Woodpeckers drill into trees to obtain food,
so natural selection has given them a distinct advantage
over other birds who might equally enjoy the delectable
insects so effectively sought after by members of the family
Picidae. In On the Origin of Species, Charles Darwin wrote
that the woodpecker, “with its feet, tail, beak and tongue,”
was remarkably “adapted to catch insects under the bark
of trees.” With larger, thicker skulls than other birds, including the terrestrial version of its own species, the green
woodpecker also has special feet adapted for climbing and
a tongue that can extend long distances, weaving through
insect tunnels in search of food. The tongues are barbed
and sticky, courtesy of mucus emitted from an enlarged
salivary gland.
Long-tongued woodpeckers such as the Euro green do
not have a muscular tongue as humans do. Instead their
tongues are supported by a bony, cartilaginous structure
called the hyoid apparatus. The hyoid horns, to which the
retractor muscles (M. cricohyoideus) and the protracting
muscles (M. branchiomandibularis)—all well-developed
in woodpeckers—are attached, extend the length of the
tongue. “For woodpeckers that protract their tongue great
distances,” wrote Dr. Walter Bock, an evolutionary biologist
at Columbia University, “these muscles must be very long,
at least three times as long as the distance the tongue is
protruded.” The hyoid horn and the protracting muscles
30
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of the tongue thus loop around the salivary gland, extend
around the skull, enter the right nostril, and end at the
upper jaw.
To insinuate that evolution was a non-factor is an outright lie. The specialized tongue of a woodpecker evolved
exactly as one would expect. To clarify, I reached out to
the local expert Dr. Bock, who informed me that “The
tongue of woodpeckers and its musculature is clearly the
same as that in other birds. Interesting is that the muscle
protruding the tongue is the same in all birds that protrude
their tongue, but there is considerable variation in the
muscle that retracts the tongue back into the mouth.” Such
changes, even if no intermediate examples exist in the fossil record, still allow scientists to plausibly envision how the
changes could come about evolutionarily.
“The muscle that usually retracts the tongue in most
birds, the M. stylohyoideus, is vestigial
to absent in woodpeckers,” Bock continued. “One could conclude that it did
not elongate sufficiently during the evolution of woodpeckers to retract the
extended tongue. What occurred in the
evolution of the woodpecker was that
the M. cricohyoideus elongated, and in
more specialized woodpeckers wrapped
several times around the trachea.” Much
like the varying sizes and shapes of the
beaks of Darwin’s Galapagos finches,
the long-tongued woodpeckers do not
have the same tongues as their wood-boring brethren. “The
differences,” Bock said, “would only be in the length of the
muscles, as muscles have to be sufficiently long to be able
to move structures the distance needed.” This sure sounds
like evolution to me.
Despite the fact that 99 percent of all animals that lived
on this planet have gone extinct, we are encouraged to
believe that because there is wondrous fauna in our midst,
the only explanation must be a supernatural designer. In
turn, we are expected by evidence4life.com mouthpieces
to eschew science and adopt the notion that the remaining
1 percent of animals have either undergone minor
changes—micro-evolution—or none at all. This is not legitimate scholarship they propagate; it is a feeble, almost
comical, attempt to defend religion from the onslaught of
academia. Beneath the lies and deceit that the gullible attendees at the original seminar event digested so placidly,
blissfully unaware that a Commandment was being broken
in their midst, there remains an obviously maladroit attempt
to resuscitate a struggling belief system. With such a pathetic display, the prophetic words of William Hurrell Mallock (written in 1876), ring from the hollows of the Vulture
Peak Middle School: “… One can hear faith decaying.”

Mark Cagnetta holds a doctorate degree in organizational leadership and is
a retired police captain with more than twenty-five years of law enforcement
experience.

Add This to Reason!
George Wolff

“T

he irrational cannot be ignored.” So said the
American poet Wallace Stevens. Humanists have
successfully used the charge of “irrationality”
in fighting religious beliefs since the eighteenth century,
but Stevens, himself a lifelong nonbeliever, preferred to
describe believers as “out of touch with reality” rather than
as irrational. He did this because he wanted to preserve
some element of irrationality, which he thought was at the
heart of the “aesthetic imagination” (OP 227). Stevens saw
that the militant stance of humanists against irrationality put
them at odds with Sigmund Freud and, more importantly,
deprived them of the delight in creating and savoring the

reason with her husband, will not “sweeten” her life. What
the speaker says is that:
The magnificent cause of being,
The imagination, the one reality
In this imagined world
Leaves you
With him for whom no phantasy moves,
And you are pierced by a death.

“[Wallace Stevens] wanted to preserve
some element of irrationality,
which he thought was at the heart of
the ‘aesthetic imagination.’”

arts, particularly, modern poetry, modern music, and modern painting. Stevens died in 1955, but were he alive today
he would have found “The Affirmations of Humanism,” the
statement of secular humanist principles reprinted in many
issues of Free Inquiry, incomplete and unrealistic. He would
have wanted to add some endorsement of the aesthetic
imagination, even its irrationality, to the Affirmations’ twenty-one
principles.
Its first principle reads, “We are committed to the
application of reason and science to the understanding
of the universe and to the solving of human problems.”
Sometimes imagination rather than reason solves human
problems on a large scale, as in Einstein’s Gedanken experiments, and sometimes on a mundane, individual scale. In
1914 Stevens wrote in “Another Weeping Woman” (CP 25)
that addressing an unhappily married woman and telling
her how pouring out her unhappiness in tears, or trying to

Wallace Stevens (1879–1955).

Her lack of access to imagination leaves her living a
non-life. The woman does not realize the availability of the
imagination’s power, so she does not attempt to exercise it.
The weeping woman needs to imagine, in detail, a life without her dull husband and then act on her vision. She does
not realize that by not imagining a life without her husband
she makes her own life a copy of his. Her husband may be
what Stevens called a “logical lunatic” or an “Aristotelian
skeleton.” Or he could be a humanist who uses only reason
“to the solving of human problems.” If the weeping woman
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perceived the similarity between her and her husband’s lack
of imagination, she would be taking the first step in gaining
freedom and making a satisfying life for herself.
When the speaker refers to “this imagined world,” he is
acknowledging that meaning exists only in minds, not “out
there.” He perhaps also alludes to a passage that Stevens
knew well in Alfred North Whitehead’s Adventures of Ideas.
Whitehead was discussing Plato’s question, “Can we imagine Being to be devoid of life and mind, and to remain in
awful unmeaningness as ever-lasting fixture?” (124). The
answer to Plato’s question for Stevens was that we must
imagine the abyss separating sentience—including, for humans, preeminently language—from the “eternal silences
of the infinite spaces” that had terrified Pascal (Blaise 52).

early decades of the twentieth century, is closely related to
Stevens’s concept of the imagination. Dennett, of course,
is not thinking of aesthetics as a form of discovery but of
rationalist philosophy or the philosophy of science, aiding
the exploration of new directions in scientific research.
Nevertheless, Dennett’s recommendation is a helpful step,
despite its being limited to “serious thinkers.” The play
Dennett is advocating can be broadened to include slightly
irrational humanists who are in touch with reality and who
write or enjoy poetry, who compose or enjoy listening to
music, who paint or enjoy viewing paintings. Wallace Stevens’s life and works were and are an inviting playroom for
such humanists (NA 58).
Stevens spent his career writing poems and essays defending nonbelief and questioning religion.
The imagination for Stevens was a necessary
balance to reason, as long as its irrationality
adhered to reality. In “Adagia,” a notebook of aphorisms and apercu, he writes,
“In poetry at least the imagination must
not detach itself from reality” (157). (Note
“For Stevens ... we must imagine the abyss
the humor of “in poetry at least” imagiseparating sentience—including, for humans,
nation must be realistic.) Stevens’s poems
preeminently language—from the ‘eternal
and essays often explain how the irrational
imagination discovers or creates forms in
silences of the infinite spaces’ that
particulars of the “world out there.” In the
had terrified Pascal.”
arts, the forms captured in words, in musical
phrases, or in paint must, as Stevens says
in another “Adagia,” “… give a sense of
the freshness and vividness of life.” This,
The two humanist principles that come anywhere close he avers, “is a valid purpose for poetry” (OP 157). Further,
to what that poem advises and what this essay advocates Stevens regarded the modern arts as replacing the forms
are these: “We believe in enjoying life here and now and in and messages of Judeo-Christian art. As he said in “Two or
developing our creative talents to their fullest” and, just as Three Ideas,” in “an age of disbelief” the old aesthetic has
unconvincingly, “We are engaged by the arts no less than been replaced by one of “intenser humanity,”
by the sciences.” The other eighteen principles continue in
or, what is the same thing, in a time that is largely humanisthe serious vein of the first, saying nothing of the aesthetic
tic ... , it is for the poet to supply the satisifactions of belief,
imagination or any kind of joy in life—mistakenly suggestin his measure and in his style. (OP 206)
ing that humanists are a new kind of unlikely Puritans. To
What follows is a close reading of a Stevens poem that
ameliorate this seriousness, Daniel C. Dennett, in “Philospresents
an interaction between the poet’s imagination and
ophy as the Las Vegas of Rational Inquiry,” suggests that
his
immediate
reality. It dramatizes a discovery, a frisson. It
humanists adopt an idea that had its inception at MIT not at
creates
the
aesthetic
experience. And it invites the reader’s
the Bellagio. Dennett describes his experience as follows:
participation in creating and enjoying that irrational experiWhen the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab
ence. The best way to read this poem is to look closely at
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under Marvin
the words, at their interactions among themselves, and only
Minsky’s direction, was located on the top floors of Tech
“read into” them cautiously when forced to do so.
Square in Cambridge, Massachusetts, the large room on
the top floor was known as the “Play Room.” That was
where most of the serious blue-sky thinking and speculating went on: a sporadically inspiring … , seldom-boring
exploration of ideas that just might be the solution to
huge puzzles. I thought then that philosophy as a whole
should be seen as a sort of play room for serious thinkers
… . Play is serious; play is where one can break ‘the rules’
and discover new vistas. Philosophy at its best is informed
play of the highest order and a proper ingredient in any
naturalistic vision of inquiry. (FI August/September 2017,
emphasis added)

“Discovery,” an important idea in aesthetics during the
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The Poems of Our Climate
I
Clear water in a brilliant bowl,
Pink and white carnations. The light
In the room more like a snowy air,
Reflecting snow. A newly-fallen snow
At the end of winter when afternoons return.
Pink and white carnations—one desires
So much more than that. The day itself
Is simplified: a bowl of white,
Cold, a cold porcelain, low and round,

With nothing more than the carnations there.
II
Say even that this complete simplicity
Stripped one of all one’s torments, concealed
The evilly compounded, vital I
And made it fresh in a world of white,
A world of clear water, brilliant-edged,
Still one would want more, one would need more,
More than world of white and snowy scents.
III
There would still remain the never-resting mind,
So that one would want to escape, come back
To what had been so long composed.
The imperfect is our paradise.
Note that, in this bitterness, delight,
Since the imperfect is so hot in us,
Lies in flawed words and stubborn sounds.
(CP 193–94)

The locale is in a snowy climate, such as Connecticut,
where Stevens spent most of his adult life working as a vice
president of the Hartford Accident and Indemnity Company. The setting is indoors, at a table with a bowl of pink
and white carnations:
Clear water in a brilliant bowl,
Pink and white carnations. The light
In the room more like snowy air,
Reflecting snow.

vens’s poems almost always express the close, active bond
between a human individual and his or her “world”: not the
big world, but a particular time and place. We have already
seen a bit of the locale and the setting. Now we get a personal look at the denizen of this world, the poet. We know
that he cannot live with over-simplifications, even pretty
ones. Or maybe especially pretty ones. Placing the speaker
in a simple idyllic or Edenic world would strip him of his
“torments” and would conceal his “evilly compounded,
vital” self. Even then he would “Still … need more.” To go
cautiously beyond the poem, one might wonder whether
Eve of Genesis infamy with her never-resting mind wanted
a fuller life than the one allowed in the perfectly boring
Garden of Eden. Imagine that Eve ate the forbidden fruit
so that she could escape into a bitter, but vital, world. Apparently, the speaker in “The Poems of Our Climate,” like
Eve, does not want innocence, peace, and simplicity. What
does he want? What does his imagination need?
The reader must construct the answer guided by the
poem’s final section:
There would still remain the never-resting mind,
So that one would want to escape, come back
To what had been so long composed.
The imperfect is our paradise.
Note that, in this bitterness, delight,
Since the imperfect is so hot within us,
Lies in flawed words and stubborn sounds.

The comparison of the indoor and outdoor scenes, the speaker’s perception of
their similarities, suggests a simple metaphor.
“The world of white” and “a world of clear
water” are metaphors of each other: seem“Wallace Stevens’s life and works were and are
ingly simple, pretty metaphors that quickly
an inviting playroom for ... humanists.”
become complex and not-so-pretty. This
imagistic interaction between the indoor
and outdoor worlds is about to expand in
the minds of the poet and the participating
reader. The opening two pretty pictures are filled out with
For Stevens, the “never-resting mind” is not only, or—
images of a late-afternoon’s newly fallen snow and pink forgive him, humanists—even especially, the reason; rather
and white carnations in a brilliant bowl. But then, in the last it is the imagination in its never-ending dance with the parfour-and-a-half lines of Section I, the poet expresses dis- ticulars of its surrounding world. Stevens’s imagination, like
satisfaction with the metaphoric inter-relation between the many in a skeptical age, insists on “coming back / To what
“newly-fallen snow” and the “bowl of white.” The speaker has been so long composed.” What world is that then?
draws up short—“one desires / So much more than that.” The reader must look beyond the poem for an answer.
What’s he talking about? Most of us would enjoy sitting “Composed,” here, suggests that the poet needs a world
there. What more does this speaker desire?
that has been given form by the imagination, a world of
The second section explodes off the page with ideas poetry, or music, or painting, and, of course, mathematics
roiling in the speaker’s “never-resting mind”:
and science.
We already know that the poet insists on a bitter world
Say even that this complete simplicity
that
includes his “torments” and “evilly compounded,
Stripped one of all one’s torments, concealed
The evilly compounded, vital I
vital” self. The “worlds” composed by Thomas Aquinas,
And made it fresh in a world of white,
Dante, Bach, and Giotto satisfy the need for beautiful form
…
but do not satisfy the artist’s need when living in a world
Still one would want more … .
from which God has disappeared. Stevens wrote in a noteThe speaker tells us why he objects to the simplicity of book, “Materia Poetica,” that “The relation of art to life is
the two pretty pictures and the simile linking them. Ste- of the first importance especially in a skeptical age since,
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in the absence of a belief in God, the mind turns to its own
creations and examines them, not alone from the aesthetic
point of view, but for what they reveal, for what they validate and invalidate, for the support they give” (CPP 916).
The speaker’s “compound, vital I” does not want a savior
any more than it wants a non-vital, unchanging garden.
The world “so long composed,” in contrast to that of
Aquinas and his spiritual heirs, is one that informs works

“What more does this speaker want?”
such as those of Lucretius and Epicurus, da Vinci and Vermeer, Marlowe and Shakespeare, Galileo and Darwin, and
Nietzsche, Whitehead, and Santayana. The “long-composed” works of these strong imaginations describe and
celebrate worlds in their secular physicality and in their
imperfect human inhabitants. In the poem “Les plus belles
pages” (1941), Stevens explicitly bids St. Thomas Aquinas
farewell, saying Aquinas’s god became an “automaton”
by virtue of his creator’s transcendental logic. For Stevens,
Aquinas was another “logical lunatic” who eschewed the
irrationality of the imagination:
				
[Aquinas] spoke,
Kept speaking, of God. I changed the word to man.
The automaton, in logic self-contained,
Existed by itself.
(CP 244-45)

“I changed the word ‘god’ to ‘man’” is a succinct definition of humanism, whether Stevens meant it as such or not.
But what the poet in “The Poems of Our Climate” needs is
something more than an “imperfect paradise” that includes
his “torments” and “evilly compounded, vital I.” What he
needs comes with a jolt, delivered through the interacting
words bitterness and delight, by which the poet calls attention to the culmination of his poem, answering the question
of what will suffice for a secular imagination:
Note that, in this bitterness, delight,
...
Lies in flawed words and stubborn sounds.

The imperfect world in which our “evilly compounded,
vital” selves exist provides ample “bitterness” in which
strong imaginations can “delight” in composing poems out
of “flawed words and stubborn sounds.” The line deleted
from the preceding quotation tells us that the aesthetic
imagination’s “delight” lies in making poems because “…
the imperfect is so hot within us.” “This bitterness” includes
the way our realities fob us off with newly fallen snow and
carnations in a brilliant bowl. One’s imperfections that find
delight in creating poems are “hot,” like “hot” anger and
34
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“hot” lust, each of whose natures is to act, to find expression. The irrational-aesthetic need—like those two unfortunately more common drives—is to metamorphose pretty
and bitter realities into aesthetic delight.
“The Poems of Our Climate” ends primarily with a statement about creating aesthetic delight, but it ends secondarily with an enactment of that delight for readers who
participate in discovering it. The British novelist Martin
Amis’s comment on the Russian-American novelist Vladimir Nabokov works
equally well for Stevens: “To read him in
full flight is to experience stimulation that
is at once intellectual, imaginative and
aesthetic, the nearest thing to pure sensual pleasure that [poetry] can offer.” (I
surreptitiously changed Amis’s word
“prose” to “poetry.”) Allowing reason to
hear the irrational imagination’s plea for
delight will not weaken humanists’ commitment to reason;
rather it will allow us to proclaim our pleasure in poetry,
music, and painting.
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Social Science Research Supports
Free Speech Take on ‘Offensive’ Humor
Bernard Schweizer

“In a civilized society freedom to offend should be protected.”
—Nigel Warburton

O

ffensive humor has become a hot-button issue.
Roseanne Barr tweets a racist joke (or was it a
“joke”?) and is exiled to the wilderness. Daniel
Tosh makes clumsy rape jokes and unleashes a social-media firestorm. Michelle Wolf mocks President Trump and
the partisan outrage machine goes into overdrive.
Judging from these examples, one might think that
comical offensiveness is a clear-cut matter with perpetrators
and victims neatly separated: on one side are the humorists
targeting certain people or groups with degrading laughter, and on the other side are victims who deserve protection from offensive speech. The most extreme proponents
of this view would like to curb offensive jokes altogether,
while more moderate censors would rely on the social
consequences of shaming and career disruption to silence
mealy-mouthed comics.
There are several problems with this moralistic approach
to comedy and not only because it conflicts with the principle of free speech. The other problem with this line of
thinking is that it relies on a faulty understanding of both
joking and offensiveness. What those wanting to curb comical speech tend to forget is that humor is distinguished
as a form of “non-serious discourse” whose meaning is
inherently slippery, indeterminate, unstable, and ironic.
Does cracking a Jewish joke make one anti-Semitic? In her
recent book The Jewish Joke, Devorah Baum repeatedly
turns to this conundrum, stating that even Jews such as she
are unsure about whether Jewish jokes reinforce harmful
stereotypes or whether they are deconstructive parodies of
such stereotypes. The fact that Jews tell Jewish jokes rather
tips the balance in favor of the second explanation. Further,
does making a race-based joke (or laughing at it) make one
a racist? Thinkers such as Steven Gimbel (Isn’t That Clever:
A Philosophical Account of Humor and Comedy) think not.
According to Gimbel, to appreciate a joke that invokes a
stereotype does not require one to believe the stereotype,
only to be familiar with it. So, not all people laughing at a
joke about Islam are Islamophobes.
Which brings me to the topic of offensiveness: Together
with my colleague, Karl-Heinz Ott, I’ve just published a
paper in the European Journal of Humor Research pre-

senting results of our empirical research into the relationship between funniness and offensiveness with regard
to religious jokes.* Our study was based on responses
from members of different religious traditions, including
Muslims, Christians, and Hindus, as well as agnostics and
atheists, all of whom were asked to judge a corpus of
twenty-four jokes, including blasphemous ones. The survey
participants (N=783) were asked to rate the jokes’ funniness on a scale from “not funny” to “hilarious,” while also

“[This moralistic approach to comedy]
relies on a faulty understanding of
both joking and offensiveness.”

indicating whether or not they found the joke offensive and
whether or not they understood the joke. Both text-based
and cartoon jokes or memes were used. Here I selectively
highlight a few points of this study.
First, offensiveness always entails a funniness penalty.
No matter what religious tradition the participant belonged
to (or if the participant was an unbeliever), if a joke was
rated as offensive its funniness was commonly downgraded
by about 2.5 points on a funniness scale of 1–9. Among
the direct targets of an offensive joke (say, Christians responding to a Jesus joke), up to 50 percent selected “not
funny” as their answer choice. This is commonsensical and
confirms the idea that in order to be funny, the comedian
has to have good audience awareness to sense how far he
*

Karl-Heinz Ott and Bernard Schweizer, “Does Religion Shape People’s
Sense of Humour? A Comparative Study of Humour Appreciation among
Members of Different Religions and Nonbelievers.” The European
Journal of Humor Research, Vol. 6 No. 1 (2018), online only at https://
europeanjournalofhumour.org/index.php/ejhr/article/view/229/pdf.
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or she can go (something at which Roseanne demonstrably
failed). In Steven Gimbel’s view, an objectionable joke is not
one that is tasteless, sick, or unfair but a joke that bombs.
Our research indicates that jokes perceived as offensive
have indeed a greater chance of bombing, and comedians
offend their audiences at their own risk.
Conversely, the jokes on the survey deemed most funny
by all groups were harmless nonreligious jokes. Five of the
six nonreligious control jokes on the survey ranked in the
top six spots of the funniest jokes, almost equally liked by
all sub-groups. Differences and sharp disagreements over

“To appreciate a joke that invokes
a stereotype does not require one
to believe the stereotype,
only to be familiar with it.”
the degree of funniness only opened up with religious
jokes, and the more irreverent the joke, the more members
of different groups disagreed over the joke’s funniness.
Thus, when comedians go to the more edgy, controversial,
and potentially offensive material, they cannot be assured
that the entire audience is on their side. Still, comedians
(and their audiences) are obviously willing to take that risk,
engaging in a conspiracy of laughter that ranges from the
joyful to the mean-spirited, with no assurance as to which
will prevail.
This particular quality of humor—that is, its semantic
slipperiness and extremely context-dependent nature—

Figure 1.
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makes it virtually impossible to predict just how a joke will
be perceived and processed by the joke’s hearer—or its
butt. Our research confirmed that both funniness and offensiveness are ultimately probabilistic phenomena. When
it comes to humor appreciation, there are only trends and
tendencies, not hard-and-fast rules. Yes, Christians taking
our survey were generally offended by this joke: “Definition
of Christianity: One woman’s affair that got seriously out of
hand” (See Figure 1).
Almost 50 percent of practicing Christians voted this
joke (Q20) as “not funny,” and roughly the same percentage of Christians indicated that they were offended
by this joke. Yet the other half of Christian respondents
were not offended by the same joke, and as many as 15
percent (N=14) of Christian participants rated this joke as
“funny” or even “hilarious” (red and yellow markers). So,
to “shield” Christians from this blasphemous joke would
not only abridge the freedom of speech for all, it would
deprive a good number of Christians (let alone non-Christians) the pleasure of laughing at the “cleverness” of this
joke. The same principle can be extrapolated. Should we
ban anti-Islam jokes to protect our Muslim fellow citizens?
Well, predicting that all Christians will be offended by a
joke that compares the Virgin Mary to an adulteress would
be as flawed as predicting that all Muslims will be offended
by a joke that compares the Qur’an to a time travel device
transporting its readers back to the Middle Ages (Q23,
Figure 1). As the above diagram illustrates, while almost 40
percent of Muslims thought this joke “not funny” (with 49
percent voting it “offensive”), at the same time, 18 percent
of them (N=10) responded that this joke was “funny” or
“hilarious.”
On the other hand, while aggressive jokes may not
give offense, humor supposed to be benign may give
offense. For instance, a surprising 15 percent of Hindus
on the survey voted that the following joke was offensive
to them: “How did you get out
of Iraq? Iran.” And yet, although
15 percent of Hindu participants
thought this joke was offensive,
overall the Hindu population still
rated the joke funnier on average than all other six sub-populations. This pattern was maintained across all jokes: although
as a population, Hindus recorded
the second highest proportion of
“offended” votes (second only to
Muslims), they still gave the highest funniness ratings for all jokes
across the board, at a statistically
significant level. Thus, for Hindu
respondents, joke offensiveness
entailed a smaller funniness “penalty” compared to other groups.
Hindus, in other words, were
more able to be amused despite
being offended (see Figure 2).

Once again, predicting offensiveness proves to be elusive.
Finally, I want to address the white elephant in the
room—the Muslim responses to irreverent jokes. First, I
should point out that the Muslim sample was quite small
(N=57) and that it was composed mainly of younger (aged
twenty to forty) and self-identified liberal Muslims. Geographically, half of the Muslims hailed from India and half
from the United States, but extensive statistical testing revealed no geographical confounding. With the exception
of one joke, no significant variance in the answer patterns of
Muslims from the two nations could be observed. Interestingly, compared to Christians, agnostics, atheists, and controls, Muslims chose higher funniness ratings for non-offensive jokes at a statistically significant level, thus refuting the
notion that all Muslims are somehow humor-challenged.
Even when we found what we expected, we were in for
a surprise: although the Muslim population posted overall
the highest percentage of being offended (24 percent of all
joke votes were marked as “offensive” by them), it wasn’t
only the irreverent Islam-targeting jokes that offended the
Muslims. Muslims also considered jokes targeting other
religions as offensive! For instance, 28 percent of Muslims
considered three blasphemous jokes about Christianity to
be offensive (by comparison, only 15 percent of Christians
thought three comparable anti-Islam jokes were offensive).
There seems to be an overall lower threshold for offensiveness among Muslims concerning jokes targeting any
religion, not just Islam. This may be partially explained by
the fact that the Qur’an reveres religious figures central to
Jewish and Christian faiths, including Abraham, Moses, and
Jesus, so that joking at the expense of these biblical figures
is also resonant for Muslims.
Finally, here’s a special nugget of interest: We put a cartoon from the French humor periodical Charlie Hebdo into
the survey, showing the persons of the Trinity engaged in a
kind of three-way sex act (Luz’s cover art for the November
7, 2012, issue). This cartoon was the least well-understood

Figure 2.

among all twenty-four jokes on the survey, indicating that
the “joke” required sophisticated contextual decoding. At
the same time, the cartoon was judged the most offensive
of all twenty-four jokes. The combination of being least understood and most offensive doomed the joke, leaving the
cartoon dead last in terms of funniness rating by all groups
(with a low 2.9 funniness rating overall). Even atheists did
not enjoy this cartoon (giving it a low 3.4 funniness rating)
although only 9 percent of atheists voted it to be offensive
(whereas 56 percent of Christians and 35 percent of Muslims thought it offensive). In other words, just as offensiveness does not automatically translate into non-funniness

“Both funniness and offensiveness
are ultimately
probabilistic phenomena.”
for all joke recipients, so non-offensiveness of a joke does
not automatically translate into funniness for all members
of a group, even if—as in the case of the Charlie Hebdo
caricature—the joke targets an entity one is emphatically
not identifying with.
The take-home message is this: offensiveness is far too
complex, unpredictable, and probabilistic a phenomenon
to use as a basis for any legal or policy action to curb aggressive humor. It is better to let audiences decide what
is or is not funny to them and to let the comedian take
responsibility for the funniness (or lack thereof) of the joke.
According to Steven Gimbel, if everyone in the audience
laughs at a joke then it is a good joke, no matter how
offensive its content may be. In Gimbel’s view, the “cognitive virtues” involved in humor—including
acceptance of ambiguity, mental flexibility,
playfulness, and aesthetic pleasure—override the potential offense to some caused
by jokes.
Hence, from semantic, philosophical,
psychological, or social perspectives, no
persuasive case can be made in support of
censoring offensive jokes. To try to legislate
humor is truly a fool’s errand. Those eager
to pursue such a course merit a bit of laughter at their expense.
Bernard Schweizer is a professor of English at Long
Island University (Brooklyn). He has authored several
books, including Hating God: The Untold Story of Misotheism and edited collections such as Reading Heresy:
Religion and Dissent in Literature and Art. Schweizer is
currently putting the finishing touches on a book about
religion and humor titled The Way, the Truth, and the
Laugh: Humor’s Triumph in Christian Culture.
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Raspberry Pretzel Salad Logic
Tom Flynn

T

he following is excerpted from Tom Flynn’s third science-fiction novel, the antireligious black-comedy technothriller Behold, He Said (Double Dragon Publishing, December 2018). It is the belated sequel to his earlier novels Galactic Rapture
(2000) (reissued as Messiah Games) and Nothing Sacred (2004) (being reissued in November, both by Double Dragon).

In a future not unlike Star Trek’s, only much worse-governed, oafish Mormon “trideevangelist” Alrue Latier has
been imprisoned in a punitorium on the planet Bohrkk for
his misdeeds in the previous novels. Incarcerated with him
are five of his plural wives: Zuzenah (the elder wife), Nataleah, Constance, Lupida, and Abigayl (the youngest wife,
age seven—it’s complicated). They have a visitor: Meryam
Mayishimu, a Spectator—a documentarian whose body
contains an apparatus to record her complete sensory field.
She is interviewing the Latiers about their unique penal
situation.
A freakish energy pulse destroys the punitorium. Only
the Latiers and Mayishimu survive. They trek across Bohrkk’s
harsh surface, where the native life cannot nourish them
because of its chirality: it evolved with amino acids twisting
in the opposite direction from the way they do in Earth
life. Mayishimu continues recording in hope that someone,
someday, will view the survivors’ story.
The ruling Confetory predictably having sent no rescue ship to investigate the punitorium disaster, the Latiers
expect a long stay on Bohrkk. They contact The People, a
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tribe of semi-feudal humans. Blatantly violating Confetory
noninterference codes, Alrue Latier schemes to take over
The People’s settlement and make a Mormon village of
it. But first he must pass the locals’ initiation, a “Wisdom
Quest.” He must venture into the wilderness with only a
native guide (and an inexplicably sophisticated explosive
device); find a svadi, what on Bohrkk passes for a moose;
and, well, blow it up.
Mormon theological and cultural peculiarities referenced in the excerpt are genuine. (Even this: Prior to his
1833 proclamation of the “Word of Wisdom,” forbidding
Mormons coffee and alcohol and urging the sparing use of
meat, church founder Joseph Smith led the faithful in consuming wine and cursing their enemies.) The Book of Ether
is a component of the Book of Mormon.
As for the title: Raspberry pretzel salad was a dish popular among twentieth-century Utah Mormons. Featuring
pretzels, raspberry gelatin, and whipped topping, it was
more pie than salad. Yet unlike many characteristically
Mormon foods of the period, it managed not to include
marshmallows.

October 24, 2367
(not that anyone still tells time that way)
Alrue Latier and his senior wife nestled like spoons, his
chest against her back, his left arm around her waist.
They lay in near darkness in her sleeping room, clad
only in their temple garments, listening to each other’s
breathing. Alrue whispered, “Were you satisfied, wife of
my youth?”
“As always,” she said quietly, “by the gift and power
of God.” She reached up, clasping his left hand in her
right. “Something burdens you, my husband.”
“How can you tell?”
“You’re still awake.”
He edged closer, nuzzling his chin against her shoulder. “I just wanted to declare how sorry I am.”
“Sorry? For what?”
“Punitorium life, trudging through the wilderness,
lodging among The People—verily, it’s not what you
had the right to expect when we married. I regret my
incapacity to have shown you better.”
“Regret, Alrue? You?” Wriggling free of his grasp,
she rolled over to face him. “What brings forth this melancholy?”
He pressed his face against the flesh of her neck.
“Soon I must go on my Quest. They say—they say—”
She pulled back to look in his eyes. “They say what?”
“Some people don’t come back.”
She wrapped her fleshy arms about him. “You will
come back. You always have. I’ve learned that yea, your
resilience is as constant as the sun.” They lay in silence,
savoring the moist warmth of one another’s breath. “Rely

on this, O my husband. Life is not done with either of us.”
A minute passed. Two. Alrue was still awake.
“A question has been troubling me,” Zuzenah whispered.
“Ask me, and I will nourish your mind with things
pertaining to righteousness.”
“Must you go through with this Wisdom Quest?”

“When the Lord God of Hosts freed
us from that punitorium by the
power of His mighty arm, He slew
ten thousand humans ... and you’re
worrying about a moose?”
—Alrue Latier

“I see no alternative.” He rolled onto his back. Her
fingers sought his. “Mind you, I have no enthusiasm for
traipsing around the countryside on a hunting expedition, for facing hunger, thirst, and fatigue, and all manner
of afflictions of every kind. But there’s been no sign of
rescue by the Confetory, so I think we must prepare for a
long sojourn here. Under the circumstances, that means
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preparing by The People’s rules.”
“That is … what you think,” she said uncertainly.
“Yes.”
Her fingers tightened. “What you think, not what you
know. You’ve heard nothing from the Lord?”
Alrue shook his head. “No commandment, no revelation. But neither have I heard a still small voice urging
me away from the path my mind thinks best.”
“So you’re content to kill the moose,” she whispered
disapprovingly.
“I wouldn’t say I’m content, but I shall do it because
I must.” He turned his face toward her. “By the self-sacrifice of the Anti-Nephi-Lehies, woman, when the Lord
God of Hosts freed us from that punitorium by the power
of His mighty arm, He slew ten thousand humans—verily,
the selfsame number that fell with Gidgiddonah in his

“What was the most important thing
the writer of this holy book could
have told posterity about these
creatures?” “What cureloms and
cumoms were?”

final battle against the Lamanites—and you’re worrying
about a moose?”
“The Lord slew those people, and a terrible thing
that was; but I do not claim to understand his ways,” she
replied. “But you will be the one blowing up that moose.
Do you not fear staining your soul?”
“Actually, no. But please, dearest wife, tell me why
you do.”
“The Word of Wisdom urges us to eat meat only
during winter or famine, and even then to hunt only for
what we must eat.”
“Everyone knows that’s but a suggestion. Not like the
prohibition on alcohol—”
“Which you ignore.”
“I follow Joseph Smith’s example. But the Word of
Wisdom also prohibits using tobacco, a commandment
I follow to the letter.”
“Perhaps that was a more impressive sacrifice in
the time of the first Saints,” Zuzenah mused. “What is
‘tobacco,’ anyway? All right, I’ll grant that the Word of
40
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Wisdom offers mixed guidance. But what of Joseph
Smith’s teaching that humans, plants, and animals—even
the very world we tread—were created spiritually long
before God created them physically?”
Alrue frowned. “Where are you heading with this,
dear Zuzenah?”
“We are taught that every animal has a soul, my husband,” she said intensely. “This is no time of famine; we
don’t require that moose’s meat to live. You ought not
kill an ensouled creature just to pass some bloodthirsty
tribal test.”
“I do this for you, my darling. For you and Nataleah and Constance and Lupida and Abigayl, and for
Meryam, and for me as well. If one of God’s creatures
must die to secure our future among The People, I think
we must trust God to do right by the creature’s soul.”
“Again, that is what you think,” she said in a neutral
tone. Accusation trickled beneath her words like waters
tunneling beneath ice.
“If my logic does not satisfy you, perhaps scripture
will,” Alrue said. “The Book of Ether describes the beasts
that walked the land: horses, asses, elephants, cureloms,
cumoms. And what was the most important thing the
writer of this holy book could have told posterity about
these creatures?”
“What cureloms and cumoms were?”
“No, it was that they were all ‘useful to man.’” He
gripped her hands in his. “The moose I blow up will be
supremely useful to us, my darling—and I pledge you, I
will pray for its soul.”
Zuzenah’s eyes studied his. “Still and all, my husband,
‘tis perilous to proceed by human wisdom alone.”
He nodded. “May the Lord preserve his people in
righteousness and in holiness of heart.”
“Pray for guidance, Alrue,” she implored. “Open
your mind and soul to God’s will.”
Alrue drew a sharp breath. His grip failed.
He rolled onto his back, arms still drawn up, eyes
wide open.
Fumbling, Zuzenah struck up the simple lantern on
the unfinished bedside table. She stared down at him,
then rushed into the small hallway. “Everyone, come
swiftly. He’s having a revelation!”
* * *
Five minutes later, Alrue raised his head. Zuzenah’s
sleeping room was brightly illuminated. All the wives
were present, each with her lantern. Meryam was there
too. A moment’s scrutiny of her eyes told him she was
recording.
In an instant Alrue sat up, back straight, chin extended: the pose that in the old days, his tridee followers
had always told his pollsters they considered his most
prophetic. “Behold,” he declared, “the Lord made plain
to me his will; no man knoweth of his ways save it be
revealed unto him.”
As one, the wives dropped to their knees. The four
junior wives clasped their hands in devotion; Zuzenah

fastened hers around Alrue’s right forearm. “Praise my
God all the day long,” she cried.
“It’s night,” Nataleah whispered.
Alrue swung his legs off the bed. He stood facing the
kneeling Zuzenah—and, just coincidentally, presenting a
commanding three-quarter profile to Meryam’s recording gaze. “Fear not, first of my wives. The Lord has made
all clear.” He stood, taking her hands in one of his. The
other hand he raised, palm out, index finger extended in
a gesture of instruction. “You were correct, my dearest.
Human beings, plants, animals, even the world, were
spiritually created and have souls. But ‘the world’ means
not this planet, not Bohrkk—it means the Earth.”
“Terra?” Zuzenah breathed.
Alrue nodded regally. “One of many worlds where
God brought forth living things, but the only world on
which He created humans. Animals that arose on Terra
have souls because they are part of the act of creation
that included us. Animals native to other worlds are
unensouled, and we may kill them at need. So saith the
Lord of Hosts.”
Alrue sat back on the bed. Zuzenah began slowly to
knit her brow.
Alrue gazed on her beatifically. “You are still vexed,
my love?”
“My husband, I must speak frankly.”
He nodded. “Proceed.”
“You are the Prophet, Seer, and Revelator to whom
the Lord speaks when it suits His purposes,” she began.
“Still, some revelations can seem, um, more convenient
than others.”
“Your soul is uneasy,” Alrue said gently. “Let me explain as God explained to me.”
Zuzenah nodded.
“What is true of animals from Terra?” Alrue asked
the whole room. “What is true about animals that arose
on Terra that is not true of those that evolved on other
worlds?”
Nataleah piped up. “We can eat them.”
“We can eat svadi moose,” Alrue pointed out. “But if
we eat nothing but svadi moose, we’ll starve.”
“Left-handed chirality!” Abigayl yelped.
“Ah yes, chirality,” Alrue said thoughtfully. “So animals from Terra are different because if we eat them,
they will nourish us.” He stood again, reaching down
to cradle Zuzenah’s round face. “And here, behold, the
wisdom and foresight of God shineth forth in glory. God
revealed to me this evening that only Terran animals
have souls, and that troubled you. But it was foreshadowed in the centuries-old Word of Wisdom principle of
hunting only to eat.”
“It … was?” Zuzenah whispered, baffled.
“It’s obvious that such a principle is only meaningful with regard to animals whose meat has the power
to nourish us. So from the very moment Joseph Smith
proclaimed the Word of Wisdom, it encompassed only
animals from Terra’s tree of life. Aside from God—and

Joseph Smith, I suppose—no one on nineteenth-century
Terra knew there were animal species on other worlds.
Yet the Word of Wisdom’s logic already excluded them.”
He looked around the room. “Who knows why?”
“It tells us that if we must chase and kill one of God’s
creatures, we should make sure its meat is not wasted,”
Abigayl said proudly. “That’s not an issue if the animal’s
meat cannot nourish us. Nor can such meat tempt us
into wrongdoing.”

“If circumstances compel me to kill
one of this world’s creatures, there
is nothing in God’s law or Mormon
teaching to say I shouldn’t.”
—Alrue Latier

Alrue nodded, beaming, and returned his gaze to
Zuzenah, whose face still rested in his hands. “So in fact,
my revelation of this evening establishes very little that
is new. On the contrary, it shows us that God in His wisdom followed the same standard in deciding which living things to ensoul that He followed in deciding which
ones He would make nourishing for humans—the same
standard He practiced at the foundation of the world,
the same standard He built into a doctrine He revealed
to Joseph Smith in 1833 Terran local. So you see, dearest
Zuzenah? If circumstances compel me to kill one of this
world’s creatures, there is nothing in God’s law or Mormon teaching to say I shouldn’t.”
Zuzenah’s eyes grew saucer-wide. “O my husband,
can you ever accept my apology?”
Alrue gave his best I-love-the-whole-world smile. “It
doesn’t matter whether I accept your apology, wife of
my youth. It matters whether God does.” He tilted his
head like a dog expressing mild confusion—or perhaps
like a prophet, seer, and revelator listening for that still
small voice. A moment later, he nodded. “He says he
does.”

Tom Flynn is editor of F ree I nquiry , executive director of the Council for
Secular Humanism, editor of The New Encyclopedia of Unbelief (Prometheus Books, 2007), and author of the novel Behold, He Said (Double
Dragon, 2018).
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DOERR’S WAY

Cool It

Edd Doerr

A

h, air conditioning. It cools our
homes and apartments, offices
and factories, shopping malls
and restaurants, cars and subway
trains. In 2016, there were 1.6 billion
air conditioners worldwide, and by
2026, there will be six billion air conditioners, refrigerators, and refrigeration
units. Demand grows as global climate
warms. Right now, over 90 percent of
households in the United States and
Japan have air conditioning, while
fewer than 10 percent of households
in the tropics possess it.
Air conditioners and refrigeration
units put greenhouse gases into our

“By 2026, there will be
six billion air conditioners and refrigerators
and refrigeration units.”

atmosphere—by leaking hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and by using electricity generated by burning coal, oil, and
natural gas. Combined, they inject four
billion tons of carbon dioxide into the
air per year. And the more the world
uses air conditioning and refrigeration,
the warmer the atmosphere gets, upping the demand and requiring more
energy expenditure. The obvious answers to these problems, of course,
are units that do not leak and switching
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from burning fossil fuels to solar and
wind power.
The above data come from The
Economist (“Global Cooling,” August
25, 2018). Oddly, the article did not
mention the overpopulation that fuels
climate change and global warming.
And this brings us to … .
Cool It, Part 2
In addition to the consequences of
burning fossil fuels to cool our indoor
environment, we also need to look
at what we humans eat. Worldwide,
more and more people are shifting to
an American or Western diet heavy
on meat and dairy products. About
75 percent of agricultural land (about
half of all land) is used “in some way
to grow animals for food or to grow
animal feed.” In his book Diet for a
New America, John Robbins writes
that “animals grown for food consume
an amount of food greater than the
caloric needs of the entire human population of the planet.” Further, raising
animals for human food uses up to ten
times as much water as growing crops
directly for human food. With fresh
water in increasingly short supply, it
would make sense for us humans to
change our diets.
Paula Sandin and Jennifer Sandin
Adams make this point in their 2018
book Change the Food, Change the
World. They make the case for switching from a meat-and-dairy diet to a
plant-based diet (vegan or vegetarian). The authors also make the points
that plant-based diets improve physical and mental health and in the long
run reduce healthcare costs. They also
contend that the people who work in
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the animal slaughtering industry have
awful, demeaning, nasty jobs that you,
dear reader, and I would not want.
Unmentioned by the authors, as by
The Economist, is the matter of human
overpopulation, which, to repeat ad
nauseam, is what fuels climate change
and global warming. And this brings us
to … .
Cool It, Part 3
Air conditioning/refrigeration and meat
consumption are just two of the many
concomitants of the climate change
crisis afflicting our planet, along with
overuse of renewable and nonrenewable resources, deforestation, desertification, toxic waste accumulation,
melting ice and rising sea levels, increasing sociopolitical instability and
violence, and so on, all of which are
tied to human overpopulation. Too
few people want to talk about this,
even though the Republican(!) Ford
administration produced the National
Security Study Memorandum 200 report in 1975 that called attention to
it and recommended universal access
to contraception and abortion. The
Reagan, Bush I, Bush II, and Trump
administrations have gone overboard
thwarting efforts to implement the
Ford report.
For much of this past year, we have
been inundated with news reports
about the Catholic clergy sexual abuse
and cover-up scandals: the Pennsylvania grand jury report; the commencement of similar investigations in other
states; developments in Australia,
Chile, Belgium, The Netherlands, and
Germany; and more. Readers will
find a useful summary of much of the

abuse-coverup scandals at Wikipedia’s
sixty-page entry titled “Catholic Church
Sexual Abuse Cases.”
Let’s connect the dots. With the Vatican and the bishops under increasing
fire for the never-ending sexual abuse
and cover-up scandals—and with the
worsening climate change situation—
now is the time for sane, reasonable
people of all persuasions to really ramp
up the drive to tackle the overpopulation crisis head on. We must turn up
the heat on politicians and lawmakers
at all levels to make universal access
to contraception and safe, legal abortion a fact on the ground, as well as increasing all efforts to deal with all the
concomitants of climate change, such
as reversing Trump’s insane withdrawal
from the Paris accords, his irresponsi-

Get

ble devotion to coal, and his gutting
of environmental protection measures.
Let’s note that the overwhelming majority of Catholics have no problem
with contraception and that a somewhat smaller majority of Catholics are
okay with abortion. Note the May 25
referendum in predominantly Catholic
Ireland, in which exactly two-thirds of
voters approved of abortion, and that
the anti-choice forces in the United
States are mainly the abuse-tolerating
bishops and pseudo-Christian evangelical leaders.
Think about this: Over the past fifty
years there have been about two billion
abortions worldwide—yes, that’s
2,000,000,000—plus uncountable
pregnancies prevented by contraception, plus many tens of thousands of

prevented deaths of women from unsafe, illegal abortions. Without those
abortions and the growing use of contraception, world population would
now easily exceed an unsustainable ten
billion. Population scientists believe
with evidence that our planet can support only about two billion people at
U.S. and European lifestyles. So Vatican
and assorted religious fundamentalist
traditions could bring down our whole
civilization.

Edd Doerr is a senior editor of F ree I nquiry . He
headed Americans for Religious Liberty for thirty-six
years and is a past president of the American
Humanist Association.
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ADVERTISEMENT

The Label on the Bottle
Robert M. Price
It might be a good idea to rethink just what we have in mind when we call ourselves “atheists” or other labels usually thought to be synonymous (though they may not be…).
Are you an atheist? What is an atheist? Someone who does not believe in God (gods)? Not good enough. Agnostics don’t believe in God
either. We’ll get to them in a minute. Now, does the atheist believe there is no deity? That would seem to imply that theists are correct when
they characterize atheism as a rival faith position. But it is my impression that most self-styled atheists would not describe their position this
way. It would be more accurate to say that atheists just do not see sufficient reason to take the God option seriously, any more than they feel
compelled to hold open the possibility that leprechauns exist. Sure, theoretically, the little guys might be real, but what are the chances?
This is where agnosticism comes in. As Thomas Henry Huxley, who coined the term, viewed the matter, the agnostic does not now see any
way to prove a deity exists but thinks it is entirely possible. It is an open question, or, as William James put it, a live option. William James
figured that as long as the odds are even and it was one of those cases where “not to decide is to decide” (what James called a forced option),
it is legitimate to exercise “the will to believe” to tip the balance, since you will have to fall off the fence one way or the other anyway.
Pascal must have had the same idea when he said one ought to “wager” that the Christian faith is true, even while admitting that it might not
be. You’re either going to live life as a religious person or as a nonreligious one. Ya pays yer money and ya takes yer choice. In this framework,
I guess William James would have said Huxley had actually opted for irreligion, and I guess that would be correct. Agnostics are irreligious.
They have effectively chosen a side.
But you could choose the other side. And many have. Evangelical theologian Clark H. Pinnock was probably not atypical when he readily
admitted that “know” and “believe” do not mean the same thing. He realized that no mortal can possibly know whether God exists. But he
thought there was a pretty good case to be made for God and Christianity, and Pinnock figured that a step of faith (no leap being necessary)
was justified—as a working hypothesis. This was a man with the courage to change his mind, which he had done more than once on various
issues, and at some cost. So I think he meant it. Pinnock was technically an agnostic even while being a devout Christian. Many are.
Back to Huxley. He was quick to point out that he wasn’t saying one could never know there was no way to know if a God exists. That
would presuppose just the sort of superhuman knowledge Huxley admitted he lacked. Maybe someone someday will come up with a
definitive proof of God. Huxley’s agnosticism grants that possibility. But most people who use the term today seem to mean that they believe
you cannot know, you can never know, whether there is a God. Or do they? I suspect they really mean something akin to what I said about
atheists: they just don’t see any likelihood that it will ever prove possible to know about God.
How about rationalists? Central here is epistemology: how can we know, whether about God or about anything else? By reason, processing
the evidence of the senses. Intuition, feeling, sentiment: these things may rightly prompt certain of our actions, very important ones. But
they do not yield true knowledge of factual matters. Religious belief pretends to offer such knowledge, but it does not, as long as we define
“knowledge” as “justified true belief.” If the decision to embrace religious doctrines is based in any measure on an act of faith, it cannot
claim to be rationally justified. Many advocates of religion are happy to admit that. To them, faith is the missing link. But rationalists call
that a bridge to nowhere. It’s using counterfeit money to make up the shortfall.
Logical Positivists used to claim that any belief incapable of scientific verification was merely gibberish. Wittgenstein thought this at first
but then decided that scientific verification was not the only game in town, not the only “language game” available. There are other uses of
language that do not posit and postulate. Religious language follows a different trajectory and serves a different purpose. It is not cognitive
in nature, but neither is it meaningless. It is emotional and expressive in nature. As Tillich taught, religious myths and symbols express and
articulate a deeper level of meaning, much in the fashion of poetry. Religion has no business poaching on the preserves of science (“The
earth was created in one week.”) or history (“Moses parted the Red Sea.”). Of course, most religious folks do not draw those distinctions
and insist on making fact claims they cannot support through evidence and thus are tempted to pretend they can, deceiving themselves and
their audiences (e.g., “Scientific Creationists,” William Lane Craig, etc.).
Humanists espouse the philosophy summed up by the singing group Up with People: “We’ve got to do the best we can with what we’ve
got.” Humanists (at least the ones we’re talking about) are usually atheists and agnostics, but they prefer the “humanist” label because they
would rather fly the flag of what they do stand for than what they don’t.
Let me take a moment to draw a distinction. Though humanists have many concerns and causes, there is one that I think disqualifies a nontheist as a humanist: radical environmentalism. If you believe that human beings are a pestilence, the worst thing ever to happen to the earth,
you are no kind of humanist. If you think the interests of snail darters take precedence over the well-being of humans, you do not espouse
humanism. If jobs for people and energy independence mean nothing to you, but “Gaia” does, you probably don’t want to call yourself a
humanist, and I wish you wouldn’t.
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Similarly, on another issue, if you think a fetus is no more valuable than a tumor, I think you’re confused if you think you’re a humanist.
In my lexicon, a secularist is fundamentally an advocate of the separation of religion and state. But these days that has come to mean advocating the elimination of any and all expressions of religion on public property, which seems pretty scorched-earth to me. That crusade
seems to me to pass beyond secularization (dethronement of any official or state religion) to secularism, the attempt to make the rejection
of religion into the ruling ideology.
Then there are skeptics. To be “skeptical” means “to scrutinize.” We generally use the term for those like Joe Nickel and James Randi who
investigate extraordinary, paranormal claims. Believers in things like telepathy and ghosts dismiss skeptics as “paradigm police,” defenders
of an orthodoxy of “normative science” (Thomas Kuhn’s term). This implies skeptics go in with minds made up, determined to debunk. But
that’s not really a problem, is it? Isn’t the procedure of scientists to try their best to debunk their own hypotheses? That’s the only way to see
if your theory passes the test.
It is not uncommon to find selective skepticism in play. Local skeptic groups often have to tread lightly because they have welcomed fundamentalist Christians as members. These believers would not think of applying skeptical scrutiny to their own beliefs, but flying saucers
and ghosts are fair game: they have no place in the fundamentalist (“biblical”) worldview, so fundamentalists are eager to shoot them down.
Personally, I sometimes find myself baffled at atheistic skeptics vis a vis the paranormal who seem however to swallow uncritically certain
political dogmas – and I am fully aware they look at me the same way!
Tillich spoke of people who cannot seem to believe in anything, who are automatically skeptical of everything. But they are not to be written
off as nothing more than jaded smart-asses. Tillich suggested that they do believe in Truth, so fervently that they will not easily accept any
claim as the Truth. They’re willing to wait as long as it takes, even if the Truth never comes along. One might say they are employing the
concept of the Truth as a sailor employs the North Star: he navigates by it but does not expect to reach it.
I think Nietzsche was saying the same thing when he warned that when we come to realize there is no Truth, we are tempted to regard our
favorite fictions as the Truth. To avoid such a convenient self-deception, Nietzsche said we should not reject the category labeled “Truth”
but should keep it as an empty drawer, just to remind ourselves that our fictions belong in the “Fiction” drawer, not in the ever-empty “Truth”
drawer. We need the empty, purely formal and not material notion of Truth to guard ourselves from imagining that some favorite fiction is
not more than a fiction.
Any and all of the above may add “freethinker” to their resume. But I will defend the right of religious folks to claim the title, too. I will
admit that my experience and that of others I have observed lead me to expect that a conservative Christian who dares to rethink his theology
in an honest and searching way is very likely to end up in one of the camps I have discussed here. His initial stance is one of accepting a
package, a platform, a slate of beliefs learned from his inherited church or whichever church got him to convert from unbelief. These beliefs
may gain their integrity from a systematic logic. If they do, then, when one discards one feature of the system, the whole thing may collapse.
But even more basically, questioning any feature of a creed accepted on faith erodes the whole warrant of faith. If any single tenet of your
creed is no longer safe from critical evaluation, where does it stop? How can you keep the iron curtain of cognitive invulnerability safely
around the rest of the tenets? I don’t think you can, without heavy-duty compartmentalizing, and you can keep up that effort for only so
long. And once you realize that “faith epistemology” (fideism) amounts to arbitrary stubbornness, stonewalling, you will probably try your
best to find or create rational justification for your beliefs. But that is indulging in after-the-fact rationalizing. Just like Creationists and resurrection apologists. I am not optimistic about the prospects for a religious freethinker. But it’s possible; remember Clark Pinnock.
Neither do I have any right to tell anyone not to bother continuing his quest because I can tell him in advance what he will find (namely, my
oh-so-wise opinions!). That would make me into the very sort of dogmatist I despise! And even if I am right, for me to tell somebody to save
himself the trouble and just agree with me, would be cheating him. Again, even if my conclusions are correct, someone else must come to
these conclusions on his own, or they will be worthless because they will be based, once again (and ironically) on faith—faith in me! Nope,
you have to reach your own conclusions, even if they do wind up jiving with mine. And I have to remain agnostic as to whether you will.
(Want to read more by this author? Take a look at robertmprice@mindvendor.com. His numerous books, including
Deconstructing Jesus, The Incredible Shrinking Son of Man, The Amazing Colossal Apostle, and Blaming Jesus for Jehovah,
may be found on Amazon.com.)
Paid by a great admirer of this great writer/scholar.
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CUNO’S CORNER

Jesus vs. Santa: The Evidence Speaks

I

bristled when I overheard a friend
place the evidence for Jesus and
Santa on a par. I felt it was patently
unfair to Santa.
Don’t get me wrong. I am no fan
of Christmas. For all I care, the likes of
Santa, Jesus, decorations, and Paul McCartney’s “Simply Having a Wonderful
Christmas Time” can disappear down

“Before I could stop
myself, I had butted in
and said there’s way
more evidence for Santa
than for Jesus.”

a bottomless chimney where the worm
dieth not and the fire is not quenched.
Chances are the worm would send the
McCartney song right back up, but it’s
worth a try.
This being Free Inquiry and all, I’d
love to tell you that my no-fan-of-Christmas-ness derives from a personal secular humanist moral code. I suppose it
does philosophically, but its emotional
origin lies in childhood memories of
mandatory participation in the “Gather
‘Round the Tree and Pretend We’re a
Functional Family” game. Even today,
I must work not to let the inescapable
trappings of the season propel me into
a funk.
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Still, even people I am not fond
of deserve fairness, and fairness demanded sticking up for the man in red.
Before I could stop myself, I had butted
in and said there’s way more evidence
for Santa than for Jesus.
Admittedly, they have some things
in common. Beards, for instance. That,
and they know when you’re sleeping,
which is more than a little creepy, and
whether you’ve been bad or good. But
that’s the extent of Santa’s knowledge,
whereas Jesus knows everything. Unlikely as it is that a hermit hiding out
at the North Pole could know your behavior, it’s a good deal less likely that
a fellow who died two millennia ago
could know everything about everything. Score a point for Santa.
Speaking of the North Pole, Santa’s
alleged place of residence argues in
his favor. I do not deny that surviving
the harsh polar climate while remaining undetected by radar and satellite
is a stretch, but at least we know that
the North Pole is a real place. Jesus
allegedly resides in a place called
Heaven, which we have no reason to
accept as real. Another point for Santa.
Now, there are parts of the Santa
story that I don’t buy. The flying reindeer and the chimney thing are sticking points, and how he delivers gifts
worldwide in the space of a few hours
remains a mystery. But while that
pretty much does it for Santa’s miracles, Jesus’s miracles know no end.
Jesus popped out of a virgin, turned
water to wine, raised the dead, cured
leprosy, strolled atop water, used his
words to calm storms and murder fig
trees, sent demons into pigs (we don’t
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Steve Cuno

know that demons exist, but we know
that pigs do), managed not to giggle at
all those people cheering and waving
palm fronds as he rode by on a donkey,
died and came back to life, scared the
hell out of Saul of Tarsus, inspired Constantine to conquer, told Joseph Smith
to start the Mormon Church, staged a
Fatima spectacular that drew rave reviews, effected a Second Coming so
sneaky that the Jehovah’s Witnesses
and Seventh-day Adventists recognized it only in retrospect, told W to
invade Iraq, elected Trump, and to this
day keeps busy appearing on toast and
making statues bleed. The sheer volume of Jesus’s miracles impresses, yet
it is in their volume that they are suspect. Miracles by definition defy natural
law, so we must view every claim with
suspicion, and as the volume of claims
increases our suspicion should increase
accordingly. Jesus’s claimed miracles
outnumber Santa’s to the point of all
but destroying plausibility. Once again,
Santa comes out ahead.
It’s true that substantially more
people have believed in Jesus than in
Santa, although the latter’s numbers
are by no means small. Either way, I
award no points for argumentum ad
populum.
It’s also true that millennia-old writings attest to Jesus, but we cannot
vouch for their authenticity. No original manuscripts survive, and we know
nothing about the gospel authors—not
even their real names—other than that
they were not eyewitnesses. Meanwhile, as many or more writings attesting to Santa are arguably more reliable,
for we have the originals and can verify

the authors’ identities. Point for Santa.
I have about exhausted the evidence for Jesus but not for Santa. It
is indisputable that each year thousands of children dragged to the mall
by their parents get a firsthand look
at Santa. It is indisputable that wishes
expressed to Santa come true with surprising frequency. It is indisputable that
many a cookie and glass of milk left for
Santa on Christmas Eve are consumed
during the night. It is indisputable that

gifts appear under trees. It is indisputable that Santa has for decades been
a Coca-Cola spokesperson. And it is
indisputable that each year thousands
of children’s letters to Santa receive
replies. (Compare the last to Jesus,
whose mysterious ways of answering
look a lot like not answering at all.) Six
more points for Santa.
By my count, Santa emerges with
ten points and Jesus with none. New
York’s The Sun may have weaseled in

its reply to Virginia, but at least it went
with the odds.
As for my friend, he accused me of
whimsy, if not pedantry. The gall.
Steve Cuno is the as-told-to author of Joanne
Hanks’s memoir, It’s Not About the Sex My Ass:
Confessions of an Ex-Mormon Ex-Polygamist
Ex-Wife. A recovering marketing writer, Cuno lives
and writes in Utah. Why they let him stay is
beyond him.

GREAT MINDS

The Sweet Tyranny of Other People:
Virginia Woolf, Bloomsbury, and the World Beyond Belief
Dale DeBakcsy

B

loomsbury.
A century ago that word stood
for everything loathsome to the
dying Victorian Age. Homosexuality
and impiety, infidelity and socialism,
all were embraced at one time or
another by the roughly dozen figures of the Bloomsbury Group while
even the most freethinking of their
Imperial elders scratched their heads,
wondering what their small acts of
mid-century intellectual defiance had
wrought.
Fearsome celebrities that long
century ago, today most of the
Bloomsbury cabal are the private
delights beloved of a small collection of literature nerds and post-Edwardian junkies. Lytton Strachey,
who savaged Victorian respectability and piety beyond all hope of
recovery in Eminent Victorians (1918)
and Queen Victoria (1921), is today
That Fellow with the Long Hands
in That One Carrington Painting,

while Dora Carrington herself is
simply That Artist Emma Thompson
Played in That Movie Once. We do
remember John Maynard Keynes—as
Keynes the Economist, not Keynes
the Homosexual Rebel. And of the
others—Desmond MacCarthy, Saxon
Sydney-Turner, Duncan Grant, Roger
Fry ... only whispers.
But there is one member of
Bloomsbury we must always return
to, literature’s greatest chronicler of
the radiant desperation of human
inter-dependence: Virginia Woolf
(1882–1941). She came of intellectual royalty—her father’s first wife was
a daughter of the novelist William
Thackeray, and he himself was none
other than freethought icon Leslie
Stephen, one of the Victorian Era’s
most learned and respected agnostics. (His History of English Thought
in the Eighteenth Century is still the
volume I press into the hands of
students who want to learn about

Collins and Hume in style.)
Undoubtedly brilliant, Stephen
was also in chronic need of constant
sympathy from everyone around him,
a trait Woolf would later import onto
the figure of Mr. Ramsay in To the
Lighthouse (1927). He wailed for
attention, demanded soothing, lived

“There is one member
of Bloomsbury we must
always return to.”

in constant fear of financial ruin, and
exploded when anyone disturbed
a strand in the precarious familial
web he wove after his wife’s death
in 1895. That death, coming as it did
when Woolf was just thirteen, was
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but one of the many burdens placed
on the mercurial youth’s shoulders.
Repeatedly sexually abused by close
relatives from the age of six, she also
lost her mother, father, and dearest
brother all before her twenty-fourth
birthday.
As a child, she was given to incredible explosions of temper that earned
her the nickname “The Goat.” As she
grew up, repeated bouts of depression combined with crippling headaches, loss of appetite, and dizziness put her in a home for mental
convalescence on several occasions.
Physically sensitive, she was also
imaginative beyond her age’s ken,
constructing elaborate stories about
the incidental figures she witnessed
going about their daily lives and
pouring her own hyper-acute awareness into the heads of strangers.

“Drinking in deep her
new intellectual
atmosphere, she began
percolating a new
conception of what
literary writing might
be and do.”
When her father died in 1904,
Woolf and her siblings were free at
last to stumble out from under the
cloud of his apprehensions and try
living on their own terms. Finding
lodging in the Bloomsbury district
of London, they attracted an exceptional collection of young and emerging minds chomping at the bit to tear
to tatters all of Victorianism’s lingering assumptions. They talked openly
about sex, mocked religion, had raucous intellectually incestual affairs,
and considered an artistic, unfettered
conversation among friends a thing
more to be sought than all the trappings of Imperial prosperity.
Among this group of Universityeducated writers, artists, and critics,
48
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Woolf, always an avid reader, spurred
herself to a new breakneck pace
of self-education. She felt keenly
throughout her life the harm that had
been done her by not being able to
attend university on account of her
gender, and she would weave some
of her most enduring works (A Room
of One’s Own [1929], Three Guineas
[1938]) around the long and deep
harm caused by that lack. Drinking
in deep her new intellectual atmosphere, she began percolating a new
conception of what literary writing
might be and do.
After some warm-up novels (The
Voyage Out [1915] and Night and
Day [1919]), Woolf struck bedrock
at last with Jacob’s Room (1922). In
this book she found the structure
that could support the uniqueness
of her insights into mental health,
temporality, and the deafening din
of humanity’s untold stories. For the
next decade, she would stretch that
structure to its theoretical limits in a
series of modern masterpieces that
made a return to the comforts of The
Great British Novel all but impossible.
Woolf’s new approach to the novel,
exemplified by Jacob’s Room, Mrs.
Dalloway (1925), To the Lighthouse
(1927), and culminating in The Waves
(1931), featured a dramatic rejection
of plot as the thing that books should
be about. In her most famous books,
nothing happens; the central characters themselves, particularly in Jacob
and Dalloway, are little more than
loci for the accumulation of devastating mini-portraits conjured from the
depths of Woolf’s empathic fancy.
The Other People in Woolf’s stories suffocate with their omnipresence as much as they disturb in their
tragic beauty. To be a character in a
Woolf novel is to be confronted with
doom in the eyes of every man of the
crowd.
We smother each other with love
and indifference alike, and in the universality of our hopelessness there is
room for sympathy for all sorts. The
society hostess it would be easy to
mock à la Dorothy Parker becomes
almost heroic in her devotion to the
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transitory rite of the Evening Party,
and even the perpetually loafing,
drug-addled poet has something in
him of desperate impotent grandeur.
Our cosmic insignificance unites us all
in common cause through the camaraderie of the existential trenches.
Even as we cut into each other with
our needs, we are bound to each
thereby as well, and there is something in that to shelter under against
the press of oblivion.
Woolf’s health, both mental and
physical, necessitated just such close
reliance upon a tight circle of relatives
and friends: her husband, Leonard,
who dedicated his life to the preservation and enrichment of hers; her
sister Vanessa, whose roles of mother
and artist Woolf envied and scorned
in not entirely equal measure; and a
whole troop of friends, Bloomsburians
and New Pagans alike, who drove her
to distraction with their antics and
demands but whose presence and
good opinion were essential to her
equilibrium. She loved conversation
and formulating impossibilities in the
raw of the moment, even as she knew
that the price for her over-stimulation
was often great and paid not only by
her but by those who loved her.
That dynamic—of stretching individuals on the rack of others’ regard
while begging them not to leave
their grim stations—runs through her
most important novels, pushing their
theoretical innovations. The Waves is
a sustained meditation on the mutual
invasiveness of six childhood friends
and their inability to escape the consequences of each other’s existences
in memory and life.
This is, I believe, the very stuff of
her unique brand of agnosticism.
She refuses all comment on The
Beyond. Religion is a done matter
of ongoing concern only for those
too deeply ensnared by resentment
to accept anything less than eternal
consequences for earthly snubs (see
Doris Kilman in Dalloway). Once the
non-importance of God is no longer
interesting enough to excite concern,
we are left with the task of facing
each other and the emotional snares
we lay in each other’s psyches in this

all-too-temporary world. The exploration of that new interconnected
psychological frontier was Woolf’s
great project. She took us beyond
the rapture of belief, beyond the
agony of disbelief, to the complicated gnarl of Each Other.
Her particular genius had its downsides. She had a habit of introducing people based not on who they
actually were but on who her imagination wanted them to be, resulting
in a number of awkward evenings.
Her focus on the dynamics of family
and friendship gave her penetrating
insights that fueled her novels and
literary criticism but at the same
time often prevented her from seeing
larger pictures, inviting critique from
the Left just as her socialism and
Bloomsbury morals invited it from
the Right. She was not great at keeping secrets. But by and large these
were the sort of faults that people

loved her more for having, and the
voice we hear from her works is by all
accounts the person she was.
The ill health and tragedy that had
haunted her early years had subsided
somewhat in the 1920s, thanks to
Leonard’s minute care and her continuing critical success. That pattern
would reverse itself in the 1930s.
Her books continued to sell, but she
sensed strain in the praise from those
whose opinion she cared about most.
As Europe gave itself over to fascism,
she doubted that her refined literary
gifts meant anything any longer, while
the tortured and drawn-out experience of writing The Years (1937) left
her drained mentally and emotionally. Strachey, Carrington, and Fry
were dead, and Woolf, more popular
than ever, felt increasingly isolated.
She felt her old symptoms returning,
the headaches accompanied now by
voices in her head. The convalescent

home loomed on the horizon, and
with it untold years of being a burden
to everyone she loved, to people
whom she felt already gave too much
of their lives to her care.
Virginia Woolf took her own life on
March 28, 1941.
FURTHER READING: Mrs. Dalloway
and To the Lighthouse show Woolf
at her best—her big ideas are there,
nestled in a structure that is intellectually challenging but still approachable in a way that The Waves often
isn’t. For biographical information,
her nephew Quentin Bell’s Virginia
Woolf: A Biography (1972) is elegant
and indispensable.
Dale Debakcsy is the author of The Cartoon
History of Humanism, Volume One (The Humanist
Press, 2016). He is a frequent contributor to FI’s Great
Minds column and also writes the weekly Women in
Science series at WomenYouShouldKnow.net.

GREAT MINDS EXCERPT

Excerpt from Mrs. Dalloway

Virginia Woolf

(Harcourt Brace and World, Inc., 1953 Paperback edition), pp. 186–192

Y

es, Miss Kilman stood on the
landing, and wore a mackintosh;
but had her reasons. First, it was
cheap; second, she was over forty;
and did not, after all, dress to please.
She was poor, moreover; degradingly
poor. Otherwise she would not be
taking jobs from people like the Dalloways; from rich people, who liked
to be kind. Mr. Dalloway, to do him
justice, had been kind. But Mrs. Dalloway had not. She had been merely
condescending. She came from the
most worthless of all classes—the rich,
with a smattering of culture. They

had expensive things everywhere; pictures, carpets, lots of servants. She
considered that she had a perfect
right to anything that the Dalloways
did for her.
She had been cheated. Yes, the
word was no exaggeration, for surely a
girl has a right to some kind of happiness? And she had never been happy,
what with being so clumsy and so poor.
And then, just as she might have had a
chance at Miss Dolby’s school, the war
came; and she had never been able to
tell lies. Miss Dolby thought she would
be happier with people who shared

her views about the German. She had
had to go. It was true that the family
was of German origin; spelt the name
Kiehlman in the eighteenth century;
but her brother had been killed. They
turned her out because she would not
pretend that the Germans were all villains—when she had German friends,
when the only happy days of her life
had been spent in Germany! And after
all she could read history. She had had
to take whatever she could get. Mr.
Dalloway had come across her working for the Friends. He had allowed her
(and that was really generous of him) to
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teach his daughter history. Also she did
a little Extension lecturing and so on.
Then Our Lord had come to her (and
here she always bowed her head). She
had seen the light two years and three
months ago. Now she did not envy
women like Clarissa Dalloway; she pitied them.
She pitied and despised them from
the bottom of her heart, as she stood
on the soft carpet, looking at the old
engraving of a little girl with a muff.
With all this luxury going on, what hope
was there for a better state of things?
Instead of lying on a sofa—“My mother
is resting,” Elizabeth had said—she
should have been in a factory; behind
a counter; Mrs. Dalloway and all the
other fine ladies!

“So now, whenever the
hot and painful feelings
boiled within her, this
hatred of Mrs. Dalloway,
this grudge against
the world, she
thought of God.”
Bitter and burning, Miss Kilman had
turned into a church two years three
months ago. She had heard the Rev.
Edward Whittaker preach; the boys
sing; had seen the solemn lights descend, and whether it was the music,
or the voices (she herself when alone
in the evening found comfort in a violin; but the sounds were excruciating;
she had no ear), the hot and turbulent
feelings which boiled and surged in her
had been assuaged as she sat there,
and she had wept copiously, and gone
to call on Mr. Whittaker at his private
house in Kensington. It was the hand
of God, he said. The Lord had shown
her the way. So now, whenever the
hot and painful feelings boiled within
her, this hatred of Mrs. Dalloway, this
grudge against the world, she thought
of God. She thought of Mr. Whittaker.
Rage was succeeded by calm. A sweet
50
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savor filled her veins, her lips parted,
and, standing formidable upon the
landing in her mackintosh, she looked
with steady and sinister serenity at
Mrs. Dalloway, who came out with her
daughter.
Elizabeth said she had forgotten her
gloves. That was because Miss Kilman
and her mother hated each other. She
could not bear to see them together.
She ran upstairs to find her gloves.
But Miss Kilman did not hate Mrs.
Dalloway. Turning her large gooseberry-colored eyes upon Clarissa, observing her small pink face, her delicate
body, her air of freshness and fashion,
Miss Kilman felt, Fool! Simpleton! You
who have known neither sorrow nor
pleasure; who have trifled your life
away! And there rose in her an overmastering desire to overcome her; to
unmask her. If she could have felled her
it would have eased her. But it was not
the body; it was the soul and its mockery that she wished to subdue; make
feel her mastery. If only she could make
her weep; could ruin her; humiliate her;
bring her to her knees crying, You are
right! But this was God’s will, not miss
Kilman’s. It was to be a religious victory.
So she glared; so she glowered.
Clarissa was really shocked. This a
Christian—this woman! This woman
had taken her daughter from her!
She in touch with invisible presences!
Heavy, ugly, commonplace, without
kindness or grace, she know the meaning of life!
“You are taking Elizabeth to the
stores?” Mrs. Dalloway said.
Miss Kilman said she was. They
stood there. Miss Kilman was not going
to make herself agreeable. She had always earned her living. Her knowledge
of modern history was thorough in the
extreme. She did out of her meager income set aside so much for causes she
believed in; whereas this woman did
nothing, believed nothing; brought up
her daughter—but here was Elizabeth,
rather out of breath, the beautiful girl.
So they were going to the Stores.
Odd it was, as Miss Kilman stood there
(and stand she did, with the power and
taciturnity of some prehistoric monster
armored for primeval warfare), how,
second by second, the idea of her di-
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minished, how hatred (which was for
ideas, not people) crumbled, how she
lost her malignity, her size, became
second by second merely Miss Kilman,
in a mackintosh, whom Heaven knows
Clarissa would have liked to help.
At this dwindling of the monster,
Clarissa laughed. Saying good-bye,
she laughed.
Off they went together, Miss Kilman
and Elizabeth, downstairs.
With a sudden impulse, with a violent anguish, for this woman was
taking her daughter from her, Clarissa
leant over the bannisters and cried out,
“Remember the party! Remember our
party tonight!”
But Elizabeth had already opened
the front door; there was a van passing;
she did not answer.
Love and religion! thought Clarissa,
going back into the drawing room, tingling all over. How detestable, how detestable they are! For now that the
body of Miss Kilman was not before
her, it overwhelmed her, the idea. The
cruelest things in the world, she
thought, seeing them clumsy, hot,
domineering, hypocritical, eavesdropping, jealous, infinitely cruel and unscrupulous, dressed in a mackintosh
coat, on the landing; love and religion.
Had she ever tried to convert any one
herself? Did she not wish everybody
merely to be themselves? And she
watched out of the window the old
lady opposite climbing upstairs. Let her
climb upstairs if she wanted to; let her
stop; then let her, as Clarissa had often
seen her, gain her bedroom, part her
curtains, and disappear again into the
background. Somehow one respected
that—that old woman looking out the
window, quite unconscious that she
was being watched. There was something solemn in it—but love and religion would destroy that, whatever it
was, the privacy of the soul. The odious
Kilman would destroy it. Yet it was a
sight that made her want to cry.
Excerpt from Mrs. Dalloway by Virginia
Woolf. Copyright 1925 by Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt. Copyright renewed 1953
by Leonard Woolf. Foreword copyright
©1981 by Maureen Howard. Reprinted by
permission of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publishing Company. All rights reserved.

GOD ON TRIAL

The Riddle of the Sphinx

W

hat is the creature that walks
on four legs in the morning,
two at noon, and three in the

evening?
The answer, which allowed the
Greek King Oedipus to defeat the
sphinx, is humankind. In our infanthood we crawl, from our childhood to
old age we walk on two legs, and at
the end of our days (the evening), we
might use a cane to support ourselves.
While the fifth-century-BCE riddle
might reference human physiology, I
take it to mean something else.
Our focus will be the evening (the
third leg). Our third leg has always been
supernatural faith or belief. Whether in
the elements, or later on in animals,
then on to pantheons of mighty gods
and goddesses, and now monotheism—our third leg, the leg we rely
upon in times of need and despair, has
always been there from the very beginning of recorded history, transforming
and evolving along the way. This is not
to say that irreligion has not been there
too. The Epic of Gilgamesh displays
clear sentiments of disbelief—or at the
very least, doubt—in the religion of the
time. The hero was a challenge to the
gods, and the story ends with a quest
for the meaning of life and death. This
story dates to 2000 BCE.
The struggle between religion and
irreligion is as old as Homo sapiens. If
we look through a wide and somewhat
generalizing lens of history, it will be
clear that religion, for the most part,
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has prevailed and still does to this day.
Even with the advent of the Age of Enlightenment, even among today’s statistics showing a decline in adherence
to faith in some developed countries,
the rest of the world—the majority of
humankind—remains affiliated with
one religion or another. And the reason for the prevalence of faith in the
supernatural is as simple as Darwin, or
one of his friends, put it: The survival of
the fittest.
Before and during the times of the
ancient Israelites, religion was confined
to the robes, words, and special ceremonies of the priests. Whether you
followed the cult of Dionysus or the
cult of Demeter, you would go to the
temple to participate in the rituals,
which only the priests had the authority and knowledge to conduct. If you
happened to be wealthy, you would
donate to the temple as many head of
cattle as were needed for sacrifice to
the god or goddess. The more cattle,
of course, the better chance the god
would hear your plea. The temple was
the only place where a god’s favor
could be earned.
For some time, the Israelites had
the same practice. The Hebrew bible
still contains a plethora of sacrificial instructions meant for priests presiding
over the temple during those ancient
times. Their focus, of course, was on
a single god and the ban of idolatry.
Nonetheless for Israelites, too, religion
was a social, not a personal, affair.

This put the Israelites at odds with
the Gentiles. For even among the gentile cults, there was a mutual acceptance of all gods. Egyptian gods, Greek
gods, and Mesopotamian gods—all
were acknowledged among the citizens of the Hellenic world. At the end
of the day, every citizen went to the
temple of the god he or she preferred;
after leaving, the religion, for the most
part, remained within the temple.

“The struggle
between religion and
irreligion is as old as
Homo sapiens.”
The Israelites were known for their
ardent, if not extremist, monotheistic beliefs. And history tells us of the
many tensions between the Israelites
and the Babylonians, the Greeks, the
Romans, and many others. But as the
people of Israel saw that their beliefs
were unwelcome and watched their
temples burned and their families exiled, a spark of evolution ignited what
would be known as organized religion
for millennia to come.
Repressed yet unwilling to let go of
their fanatical monotheism, the Israel-
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ites had to adapt to survive. And so if
we take a step back to see what happened, it would be clear that religion
in the case of the Israelites changed.
From being a temple-centered social
affair, religion burst into the homes of
the oppressed. Prayers and simple rituals could no longer be performed at
the temple; instead they were domesticized and sheltered in the privacy of
home, far from the eyes of oppressive
tyrants and a hostile public. Religion
slowly transformed from a social activity into a personal activity that embraced a direct relationship with God.
In the process, priests lost some of the
powers and luxuries that temple life
had provided. But they remained the
experts on all things needed to please
Yahweh—and remain so to this day.

“Before and during
the times of the ancient
Israelites, religion was
a social, not a personal,
affair.”

The same story can be found in
different forms within different ancient
religions. Early Vedic religion, for example, had to divide rites between
Sriha (rites performed by priests) and
Grihya (rites that can be performed by
lay citizens). Eventually Hinduism, too,
migrated to the home of the individual.
But what happened in the Fertile
Crescent and the Western world was
different. Much of the population was
still polytheistic and often violently resisted any influence of Judaism. This
added to ever-thicker lines dividing
Israelites from Gentiles. Then, we are
told, a miracle happened. Jesus was
born. And whether a historical Jesus
ever existed, someone or some group
of people developed new ideas based
on Judaism.
Consider a farmer in ancient times.
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Disaster after disaster had descended
upon him and most of his ancestors
owing to endless conquests by men
seeking glory and wealth. Even though
his father might have sacrificed the last
bulls the family had to Zeus or Jupiter at the temple, the family was not
spared the calamities of war or natural
disaster. And even though the son continued to sacrifice, but to Dionysus this
time, and to give what he could spare
to the priests in the name of the god,
he has still seen no change. In fact, he
now has fewer resources for himself
and his own family.
Enter the one god who sees all and
hears all. The one god who doesn’t
need the sacrificing of already scarce
resources. The one god who can answer a prayer within the boundaries of
a home. The one god who does not
need a temple flowing with expensive
foods and drink. It was a logical conversion and, I could say, an easy one—
but the facts are that Christians went
through much torture and hardship
from Roman rulers determined to hold
onto tradition. Even when conversion
to a newer, more logical religion should
be easy, old traditions die hard—and
not without a fight.
But where was the transcendence
of dogma during those important historical events?
Diluting our generalist vision of
history, we take a closer look at the
present day. In an article published in
April 2017, the Pew Research Center
predicted a changing religious landscape. At current birth and death
rates, it projected that the Muslim and
Christian populations of the world will
increase, and that the Muslim population will match the Christian, if not surpass it. But the worrisome projection
concerns the unaffiliated population.
According to Pew, the unaffiliated are
expected to decline by 3 percent as a
share of world population by 2060. This
group includes atheists, agnostics, and
essentially every individual who is not
affiliated with a religion. While the goal
is not to convert anyone to atheism or
agnosticism, this is a worrisome statistic; in a supposed age of critical thinking and scientific advancement, we are
seeing projected an overall decline in
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religious skepticism and criticism, while
watching an increase of religiosity. But
this is no coincidence.
Although there have been no major
world wars in more than seventy years,
there is still soul-crushing hardship in
almost every nation in the world, even
in the developed nations. Inequality is
on the rise, as we know, and wealth is
concentrated in ever fewer hands. But
to blame it all on economic inequality
is not a balanced view.
In ancient times, the rich sacrificed
just as much, if not more, than the poor
did to their gods. The wealthy in ancient times thought sacrificing their
resources would please the gods, and
now, because religion has evolved,
there is no need to sacrifice material
resources to have an audience with a
god. Still, out of a sense of pleasing
the god, those resources can be, and
have been, used to follow the violent
commandments of the Qur’an. I don’t
think I need to mention that Bin Laden
belonged to one of the richest families
in the world. Yesterday it was slaughtering bulls at the temple; today it’s using
resources to support the slaughter of
the god’s enemies.
Wealth and economic equality are
not magic wands that will turn a religious population into one that uses
critical thinking to separate superstition
from fact, much less to dissect organized
religion to separate the wheat from the
chaff. In fact, as wealth inevitably becomes more religious, atheists, agnostics, and any critics of religion might
find no recourse in legal institutions or
systems of government, no matter how
strong they seem to be now. If history
can teach us anything, it is that institutions and governments are built by
people, not the other way around. And
if enough people demand superstition
over reason, superstition will prevail.
And so, the Riddle of the Sphinx remains true, medical advances notwithstanding. We still need a third leg to
prop us up when we are down, when
life appears meaningless, and when
hardships pummel us mercilessly, regardless of our material wealth or lack
thereof.
Although we can trace some skepticism of religion as far back as 2000

BCE with the Epic of Gilgamesh and
then some more historic footprints
during the Renaissance all the way up
to today, irreligion or skepticism had
a faint impact on history until perhaps
the nineteenth century. Now we are
seeing this impact slowly fall back into
the shadows of history, eclipsed by a
new era of technology combined with
superstition.
It may be that ever since we dwelt
in caves, some of us were skeptical
about the spirits and ghosts that others
insisted they could feel. There has always been a voice of dissent leavening
the religious majority, yet it comes and
goes; it is never here to stay. Sometimes it was loud, as during the Age of
Enlightenment. But before that it was
mostly quiet; now in the age of Islamic
terror and laws against blasphemy, it is
becoming quiet once again.
If critical thinking and skepticism
of religious superstition are merely a
symptom or side effect of superstitious
zealotry, then it is just that—a mere side
effect, which is not meant to be a destiny of its own. But if we want skepticism or even critical thinking at a basic
level to become a destiny of its own,
we must offer more to that ailing person
who needs a third leg.
We must offer hope to the hopeless,
help to the helpless, and alms to the
needy. But above all, we must offer a
cohesive meaning to life and turn our
backs on pure materialism. The church,
the mosque, and the temple have all
laid claims to our souls. And while the
soul might be a collection of memories
and experiences in our brain—or, like
others say, an eternal living spirit—at
the end of the day it doesn’t really matter. The fact remains that as humans, we
have an unquestionable need to rely on
something or someone else other than
ourselves in times of distress.
For an average person to free himor herself from the claims of dogma,
he or she must compare the religious
message to the message of nonbelievers. This is a fundamental problem with
the way our brains are wired; we can’t
help understanding skepticism of religion and superstition as the opposite
of all hope.
But what if we as secularists, athe-

ists, agnostics, and the like can organize our thoughts into a cohesive message of fact-based or science-based
hope?
It is by no means an easy question,
and the pitfall is always falling into the
trap of creating or organizing a new religion, which of course defeats the purpose. However, I am still hopeful that
there is a way to give people hope and
meaning without superstition.

Further Reading:
Pew Research Center, “The Changing Global
Religious Landscape,” April 5, 2017. http://
www.pewforum.org/2017/04/05/the-changing-global-religious-landscape.

Adrian Ashwah is the author of Audria – The Untold
History, a dystopian novel set in a violent theocracy.
He is a writer, photographer, and painter. He has
been a world traveler since a young age.
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THE FAITH I LEFT BEHIND

My Journey to Unbelief

M

y earliest memory of learning
about God was when my parents took me to Child Evangelism classes taught by two neighbors. I
remember that the “flannel board” was
used extensively, and, since the time
was during World War II and materials were in short supply, the class cut
out words and letters from newspaper
headlines to assemble Bible verses.
Headlines that announced the death of
GIs and enemy soldiers in battle were
transformed into Bible verses that were
to be memorized and later recited in
class.
In particular, Isiah 53:6: “All we like
sheep have gone astray. We have turned
everyone to his own way, and the Lord
hath laid on him the iniquity of us all.” At
nine years old, words such as “astray”
and “iniquity” were foreign to me, and
I don’t recall any definition being given.
Perhaps, this might have been the time
when trying to understand the Bible
planted the first seed of doubt. However, since all of my family and their
friends attended a Baptist church, and
since I was so involved in the church
through my elementary and high-school
years, whatever doubts about scripture
I may have formed at that time were
quashed by peer and family pressure to
“go along.” I remember that when I was
fifteen, I literally got down on my knees
to pray to try to understand the “Word.”
I strained to listen to God’s revelation to
me but to no avail. I felt that there was
a “ceiling” that kept my prayers from
reaching God.
Because friends of mine were going
to Wheaton College (Billy Graham’s
alma mater), I enrolled there too. It was
there that the requirement to participate
in ROTC began to widen the gap be54
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tween what I was supposed to believe
and what was evolving in my thinking.
Can a Christian college teach New Testament theology in one class and in the
next class (military science) train me to
fire a rifle and use a bayonet to kill a
human being?
With the possibility of being drafted
looming over me, I continued taking
ROTC. I graduated with a commission
as a Second Lieutenant in the Army
Anti-Aircraft Artillery Corps.
After I graduated from Nike School
at Fort Bliss, Texas,* my duty assignment
was a sixteen-month tour in Korea from
January 1957 to June 1958. Religion
still had its grip on me, yet I was being
exposed daily to the lives of Koreans
suffering from desperate poverty and
deprivation. This is when another revelation became part of my experience.
Remembering the chorus, “Jesus loves
the little children, all the children of the
world ... ,” I could not reconcile believing in God’s love and witnessing the
suffering of the Koreans, especially their
children. How could a loving god who is
omniscient and omnipotent allow this?
Some years followed when I was
consumed with working, raising a family, and furthering my education. My
doubts about the existence of God
were set aside to simply “go along” and
try to do the right thing. Here again, I
was greatly influenced by peers. All of
our friends were practicing Christians,
so I gave little thought to the question
of the existence of God. I simply wasn’t
challenged to think much about these
things in those days.
* Nike anti-aircraft missiles were deployed
across the United States during the 1950s and
1960s. Fort Bliss was one of the centers of the
Nike program.–Eds.
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Fast forward to about six years ago.
One evening, when “surfing” TV channels, quite by chance, the remote took
me to C-SPAN, where the program
was about secular humanism and the
speaker was Sam Harris. My whole attention was immediately centered on
Dr. Harris’s comments. I immediately
bought his book The End of Faith and
read it almost in one sitting. This was
my epiphany. I continued with his Letter
to a Christian Nation and moved on to
Richard Dawkins’s The God Delusion,
followed by Christopher Hitchens’s
works. Never in my life did anything so
crystallize my thinking about the nonexistence of God as these books did. Later
Freethinkers, Susan Jacoby’s book on
the history of secularism, my associate
membership in the Council for Secular
Humanism, and my reading of Free Inquiry helped me to understand and reinforce what I should have believed all
along.
Because of continued relationships
with religious friends and family, I am
in a quandary about expressing my
new-found freedom from religion and
speaking out for secular humanism. It
is a difficult balance, and I try to subtly
make my case without alienating any of
my lifelong friends, but what a sense of
liberation and joy I have from this transformation. Freedom of religion is a term
used so often, especially with recent
court decisions regarding Obamacare,
but my life has been changed because I
am “free from religion”!
Charles Darwin was in the same predicament that I am. If his conclusions
about evolution were published, Darwin
would have alienated his family—especially his wife, who was very devout. In
fact, Darwin might have been tried for
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THE HUMANIST SOAPBOX

Tom Malthus, King Hubbert, and Me

E

very reader of this publication
will know of Thomas Malthus, the
man who first warned of human
overpopulation. His warnings that exponential human population growth
would outpace food production have
become so well known since his death
(in 1834) as to give birth to the adjective Malthusian. And for the past
half century or so, he has become an
object of derision. Bring up Malthus’s
name today, and a typical response
goes something like this: “Malthus?

“The day when we could
have saved ourselves
and our planet from the
consequences of our
ever-expanding growth
has come and gone.”

Look how wrong he was—he had no
idea of how science and technology
would allow our population to grow.”
Dolts!
Malthus was completely right, and
all the science and technology, all the
“green revolutions,” and all the people in white smocks have done is to
56
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push off our day of reckoning and give
humanity a false sense of security. For
the day when we could have saved ourselves and our planet from the consequences of our ever-expanding growth
has come and gone. Which brings me
to M. King Hubbert.
Marion King Hubbert used to like
to refer to himself as King Hubbert—a
testimony to his parents’ prescience
and his own ego, for he became America’s foremost geologist in the middle
of the twentieth century. Known for his
brilliance and irascibility, he became famous for what came to be called Hubbert’s Curve: mathematically derived
curves that could accurately predict
the life of an oil well or an entire oil
field. His methods became well known
when he accurately predicted—some
fifteen years earlier, and to within a
few months—that U.S. oil production
would peak in 1970. King Hubbert was
to oil reserves what old Tom Malthus
was to human overpopulation concerns—a harbinger of dark days ahead.
And today he gets the same derisive
treatment: “Hubbert? Look how wrong
he was; with all our new technology, his
curves are useless. Soon the USA will
be outproducing Saudi Arabia.” Dolts!
Hubbert was spot-on; it turns out our
advances in drilling technology have
enabled us to access hitherto unavailable oil-bearing formations, to wring
more oil and gas out of the crust. But
all we have done is win a brief respite
from the insatiable need for oil and gas
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on which our exponentially expanding
population depends. Earth’s crust is not
a bottomless barrel; our respite will be
brief—so enjoy it. No, it turns out that
Hubbert and Malthus were both right
about exponential growth; all our wonderful science has bought us a little
more time but, in the end, made the
problem worse.
Which brings me to me; why am I
in the title of this dark and foreboding
essay? Well, in 1965, I went to hear a
lecture by Hubbert on U.S. and world

“Earth’s crust is not a
bottomless barrel; our
respite will be brief—so
enjoy it.”

oil reserves. I still remember the auditorium, filled mostly with geologists,
sitting in stunned silence when he finished. No polite applause, nothing; we
were all so shocked by what Hubbert
had just outlined, a doomsday scenario
by the most prominent among us. After
his talk, several of us geologists took
him to dinner, where I posed the following question: “Dr. Hubbert, you
have painted a very bleak picture for
humanity’s future. If we took the neces-

sary steps right now, do you think we
could avoid the catastrophic future you
predict?”
His answer was instant and stunning. To paraphrase (he used a metaphor to answer): “Oh, no, it’s too
late—a big ocean liner has to slow
down miles from shore, not when it
sees the dock. There are already too
many of us, and we are consuming too
many of the Earth’s resources to avoid
a calamitous future.”
Of course, he, a half century ago,
was right, just as Malthus was right;
all you optimists who think otherwise
have your heads in the sand—or somewhere else. In defense of the optimists,
of the we-can-grow-forever people,
the pernicious effects of overpopu-

lation take place so slowly and have
been mitigated so well by technology
as to be barely discernible down the
generations. I am an old man, barely
on the green side of the grass, and I
am much more aware of our planet’s
overcrowded condition than people two or three generations behind
me. The deterioration in the quality
of Earth’s environment caused by our
species’s inexorable growth has been
slow, insidious, and barely noticeable
to any given generation. But now, just
as Hubbert predicted, it has gone beyond redemption.
And this particular publication calls
for a closing note to this utterly dismal
topic—the role played by religion as
humanity marches toward oblivion to

the drumbeat of overpopulation. “Go
forth and multiply.” Sure. “The Earth
and its creatures are your dominion.”
Sure. “Abortion is baby killing.” Sure.
The dolts have followed their clerics,
be they Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, or
Muslim—you name the religion—down
the road to perdition as they drown in
their fellow humans. Since the heyday
of religion (which was called the Dark
Ages with good reason), science has
been slowly eroding religion’s grip on
people but, sadly, not nearly fast
enough. For I can see the dock now!

Ron Gibson is an exploration geologist (retired)
and an unabashed atheist.

HUMANISM AT LARGE

Is God No Longer Willing to Give Tim Tebow a Hand?
Craig A. Foster

T

im Tebow’s attempt to play Major
League Baseball (MLB) was obstructed recently when he broke
a bone in his hand while swinging a
bat. An injured minor-league baseball
player wouldn’t normally make national news. Tebow, however, is not a
typical case. Tebow’s fame comes not
from baseball but from football. His
dramatic victories, combined with his
public demonstrations of his Christian
faith, created a media sensation. The
development of “Tebowmania” included speculation that God might be
providing Tebow some type of on-field
assistance. Accordingly, this latest twist
in Tebow’s unique career provides a
fresh opportunity to consider whether
God influences sports.
Surveys conducted by the Public

Religion Research Institute (PRRI) indicate that roughly a quarter of U.S.
residents believe God plays a role in
determining sports outcomes. Athletes and fans sometimes express
similar sentiments. Ray Lewis has suggested that God helped his team win
the Super Bowl. Sister Jean, chaplain
for Loyola’s men’s basketball team, implied that her faith might have helped
Loyola-Chicago during the 2018 men’s
NCAA championship tournament.
The claim that God influences
sports tends to follow a particular pattern: God assists faithful athletes, typically Christian athletes, at particularly
important times. People do not usually see God’s influence during benign
events in meaningless games. Rather,
God exerts some type of influence at

pivotal moments in especially important competitions (for example, the
Super Bowl). Perhaps not surprisingly,
this claim reflects the nature of God’s

“The claim that God
assists Christian
athletes is also
consistent with
Christian prosperity
theology.”
influence as depicted by the Bible.
God doesn’t help David with mundane
tasks such as transporting grain and
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bread; God helps David defeat the
mighty Goliath. The claim that God
assists Christian athletes is also consistent with Christian prosperity theology, which suggests that God shifts
life events to reward those who behave
faithfully.
Tebow is almost certainly the bestknown contemporary example of a
Christian athlete possibly receiving
God’s assistance, at least in the United
States. Tebow was a gifted college
football player, but the notion that
God might be helping him arose primarily during the 2011 National Football League (NFL) season. Tebow led
the Denver Broncos on a six-game

“Tebow was a gifted
college football player,
but the notion that God
might be helping him
arose primarily during
the 2011 National
Football League (NFL)
season.”
winning streak with late-game heroics
provided by Tebow himself. He was
also transparent about his Christian
faith; he would frequently respond to
big plays by placing one knee on the
field, sometimes with hand to forehead, in faith-based observance. This
posture became known as Tebowing.
Paradoxically, the appearance that God
was helping Tebow was probably enhanced by the fact that Tebow looked
like a relatively ineffective quarterback
except when the game was on the line.
One Broncos victory occurred despite
Tebow completing an exceptionally
low number of passes (just two). Tebow’s winning streak was followed by
three losses to end the regular season,
but Tebow’s magic seemed to return
with a playoff victory over the Pittsburgh Steelers—a game that ended
on a Tebow touchdown pass.
Tebow’s NFL career subsequently
58
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fizzled. The Broncos lost their next
playoff game. Tebow was traded to
the New York Jets, where he served as
backup quaterback and was eventually
cut. Tebow played in the 2013 pre-season for the New England Patriots and
head coach Bill Belichick, arguably
the greatest head football coach of all
time. Tebow was released before the
beginning of the regular season.
Tebow’s inability to continue playing in the NFL would seem to imply
that God inexplicably quit helping
Tebow, if God had been helping him at
all. Some people suggested that teams
did not want Tebow because of his religious faith, a speculation that seems
dubious given Tebow’s immense popularity and team owners’ general interest
in winning football games.
It is this context that makes the broken bone in Tebow’s hand so interesting, at least in terms of Tebow’s athletic
exploits being used as evidence for
God. Tebow’s injury occurred while he
was poised to create a second chapter
in his remarkable story, a chapter that
theists could have easily used as evidence that God was still at work. There
was mild speculation that Tebow could
be called up to the New York Mets before the end of the 2018 baseball season. Granted, the context of this story
would have been considerably different than Tebow’s exciting victories as a
starting quarterback. Tebow’s baseball
achievement would have involved simply making the team. Plus, the Mets’
interest in Tebow would have been
viewed by many as a publicity stunt.
The Mets’ 2018 record was terrible,
and calling Tebow up from a Double-A
team would bypass the entire tier of Triple-A baseball. Despite these circumstances, it seems logical that Tebow’s
playing for the Mets would have rekindled discussion about God assisting
Tebow. It would have even provided
some clarity about why God seemed
to abandon Tebow during his football career. God didn’t leave Tebow.
God used Tebow to demonstrate that
faithful Christians can achieve athletic
success that most people only dream
about—twice.
Tebow’s broken hand ended this
possibility for the foreseeable future.
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The resulting implications for God’s
supposed manipulation of sports
are easy to miss. A professional athlete sustaining a disappointing season-ending injury is not uncommon.
Thus, Tebow’s injury looks like any
other injury, but it isn’t. Tebow’s broken hand quietly provides another
piece of evidence suggesting that the
perception of God’s direct influence
on sports is illusory. In particular, it highlights the non-falsifiable construction of the
God-manipulates-sports claim. According
to supporters, God was helping Tebow
when Tebow seemed to be the beneficiary of good fortune, but Tebow’s
season-ending injury (like his inability
to remain a starting NFL quarterback)
does not seem to undermine the claim
in the same way. Instead, supporters
might suggest that God’s assistance is
intermittent, thereby making any outcome potentially consistent with God’s
purported influence. In this way, God’s
manipulation of sports parallels claims
made by psychics, who attribute correct predictions to their psychic powers
but incorrect predictions to their powers occasionally being suspended.
The God-manipulates-sports claim
is made additionally non-falsifiable by
explanations that God’s influence is
subtle and therefore difficult to detect.
Any god who created the heavens and
the earth could easily raise Tebow’s
batting average. Forget fourth-quarter comebacks; a God-assisted Tebow
could, in theory, throw a hundred-yard
pass or hit a 10,000-foot home run.
One could argue that God’s influence is
intentionally elusive, to allow people to
develop faith based on their own volition. I suppose this is theoretically possible, but it seems more like creating a
theory to fit the data. I don’t know of
any compelling reason to believe that
God is willing to exert some influence
in sports but not too much influence.
Furthermore, this explanation doesn’t
seem to make sense in the context of
Tebow’s hand injury. If God had wanted
to reward Tebow or use Tebow to promote Christianity, it seems only sensible that God would have protected Tebow’s hand more thoroughly. Doing so
would have allowed Tebow greater opportunity to promote the word of God
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withhold scientific reasoning to believe
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physical involvement to consume my senses, my enhanced
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REVIEWS

The Memory of Jesus

Hector Avalos

F

or evangelical apologists, the
search for the historical Jesus centers often on the existence of supposed witnesses very close to, or from
within, his actual lifetime. Accordingly,
we supposedly can trust those sources
because memories would be fresh and
uncorrupted.
Bart Ehrman, one of the best-selling biblical scholars of all time, provides a cogent challenge to those who
equate contemporaneity with a reliable memory. Just because someone
witnesses an event or hears someone
speak does not mean that any corresponding memory remains unmodified when that “witness” relates or
writes his or her account. That is just
as true today as it was two thousand
years ago.
In fact, memory is very friable. The
brain is constantly adding and subtracting material. As he remarks when
summarizing the work of British psychologist F. C. Bartlett: “... when we
experience something, bits and pieces
of its memory are storied [sic] in different parts of the brain ... . To complete
the memory we unconsciously fill in
the gaps” (134).
Ehrman adduces a wide variety of
evidence to prove his point in eight
chapters. These include psychological experiments and anthropological
fieldwork.
In Chapter One, Ehrman introduces
the reader to the history of research on
memory. It usefully includes a discussion of the different types of memory
that have been identified in scholarship. For example, some scholars posit
a distinction between semantic/factual
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Jesus Before the Gospels, by Bart Ehrman (New York:
HarperOne, 2016, ISBN 978-06-228520-1). 326 pp.
Hardcover, $27.99.

memory (for example, the capital of
the United States is Washington, D.C.)
and procedural memory, which centers
on how to do something.
Chapter Two focuses on “The
History of Invention,” or how people will invent stories that they then
believe are accurate memories. This
chapter challenges the fieldwork
performed by Kenneth Bailey, who
claimed to have collected examples
of the accurate preservations of memories in some Middle Eastern villages.
Bailey used these as analogies to
propose a reliable mechanism that
might have preserved Jesus traditions
accurately in the first century.
Explorations of the supposed “eyewitness” accounts in the Gospels constitute Chapter Three. Here, Ehrman
effectively debunks Richard Bauckham’s Jesus and the Eyewitnesses:
The Gospels as Eyewitness Testimony
(2008), which is one of the most prominent defenses today of the reliability
of eyewitness testimony about Jesus.
The distorted memories of the
death and life of Jesus are the subject
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of Chapters Four and Five, respectively. Ehrman lists a number of episodes that are “distorted” memories,
including the famed Barabbas episode
and the episode suggesting that Jesus
shut down temple operations (166).
“Collective memory,” the main
concern of Chapter Six, refers to memories affected by a social context.
Ehrman follows the French philosopher Maurice Halbwachs (1877–1945),
who coined that term, in affirming that
“there is no such thing as memory
outside of a social context” (230). The
Gospel of Mark, which is regarded as
the earliest gospel, is the special concern of this chapter.
“The Kaleidoscopic Memories of
Jesus: John, Thomas, and a Range of
Others,” the title of Chapter Seven,
explores non-canonical gospels and
other sources (such as Paul and the
hypothetical source called Q) that may
preserve authentic memories. Chapter
Eight is the conclusion to the book.
The book is at its best when it
specifically refutes claims about how
reliable specific memories of Jesus

would be. Debunking the reliability
of supposed eyewitnesses to Jesus’s
life is where Ehrman shines. His command of the fields of textual criticism
and early Christian history is in clear
evidence.
Nonetheless, I believe there are
some fundamental problems that
need to be addressed with Ehrman’s
entire argument. In most or all of
the modern scientific experiments
of memory to which Ehrman refers,
the “original” source of the memory
is extant or well-documented. That
source can be compared easily to
claimed recollections.
Let’s suppose we write a certain
sequence of numbers and later test
the memory of different individuals.
We can evaluate the accuracy of the
recollection because the original string
of numbers is still extant and verifiable.
If we have video of an event that we
ask experimental subjects to remember, we can directly verify the accuracy
of the memory with the video.
However, the “original” source is
precisely what we do not have in the
case of Jesus. Thus, we have no way
to compare or evaluate any remaining
“memory” if we do not have that original source of any supposed memory.
What Ehrman ends up doing is akin
to looking at about a dozen of the
earliest paintings of Jesus and then
declaring that a particular painting
best matches a “memory” of Jesus’s
appearance. Obviously, without the
“original” Jesus we cannot say if any
painting matches Jesus’s true appearance.
We may be able to eliminate paintings that probably do not match Jesus
(say, if the painting looks like Donald
J. Trump in a three-piece suit), but
we could never really verify that any
depiction of Jesus matches the original Jesus. The same applies to narratives, which can be considered paintings in words.
That is why we also cannot speak
of the “gist” of any memory of Jesus.
Ehrman says that “there are gist memories of Jesus recorded in the New
Testament that are almost certainly
accurate” (144). But how can we possibly know the “gist” of any memory

about Jesus if we don’t have access to
the “original” Jesus to which we can
compare the supposed memory?
Ehrman also says, “Nearly all critical scholars would agree that some
gist memories of Jesus’ last week, as
recorded in the Gospels, are almost
certainly accurate” (148). One of these
gist memories is that “Jesus was
immediately taken off and crucified,
along with two other criminals” (149;
see Matthew 27:38; Luke 23:32–43).
But how was it determined that
this is one of the gist memories that is
“almost certainly accurate”? Ironically,
Ehrman does not apply any memory
study directly to test the accuracy of
this memory. In fact, to evaluate the

“The book is at its best
when it specifically
refutes claims about how
reliable specific memories of Jesus would be.”
entire list of gist memories, he mainly
reverts to the standard critical tools we
have used for centuries to evaluate
historical claims. One can even reduce
the basis for Ehrman’s approach further to this rationale: “Source X says Y
about Jesus, and I believe Source X.”
There may be some plausible reasons to believe Source X, but memory
studies really will not help establish the
accuracy of the claims he lists. In fact,
the list is pretty much the same one he
has given in previous books that did
not emphasize memory studies.
I can also adduce why being crucified alongside two criminals may
not be an accurate gist memory. For
example, what if the Gospel writers
inserted that part of the story to make
Jesus fulfill the “prophecy” in Isaiah
53:12 that the Suffering Servant figure
in that chapter “was numbered with
the transgressors” (Revised Standard
Version)?

One also must remember that this
claim is in manuscripts of the Gospels
that date no earlier than the third century CE. Therefore, I don’t know how
Ehrman or any New Testament scholar
determined what narrative features
had been added or removed from
any tradition about Jesus’s crucifixion, which is supposed to have taken
place around the year 30 CE. How do
we evaluate the accuracy of a source
extant some 200–300 years later when
it comes to how many criminals were
crucified alongside Jesus—if the latter
was crucified at all?
I am not convinced by the insistence that we can date the narratives,
especially those identified by Ehrman
as preserving accurate memories, to
the actual time of Jesus. We may
be able to date some claims in the
Gospels before or after the year 70
CE, depending on attitudes toward
the Jewish temple that was destroyed
in that year by the Romans.
But whether Jesus was crucified
with two other criminals (not four or
five or zero), is not something whose
accuracy can be determined by any
memory study or by any other written
record that Ehrman cites from around
the year 30 CE.
In the end, we retain virtually the
same list of historical claims deemed
accurate by Ehrman before any
emphasis on memory studies. Memory
studies did not change anything on
Ehrman’s list, and it is the standard
tools of historical criticism that are
behind all the judgments of accuracy
in the list.
My criticism is not to deny that
scientific studies of memory have
great value. The main value is to challenge and undermine the previous
confidence that Christian apologists
had in trying to convince us of the
reliability of eyewitness testimony
behind the Gospels. That is the main
reason I do recommend Ehrman’s
book as important for both skeptics
and believers.
Hector Avalos is professor of religious studies at
Iowa State University. His most recent book is The
Bad Jesus: The Ethics of New Testament Ethics
(Sheffield Phoenix, 2015).
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Be Afraid, Be Very Afraid

Edd Doerr

O

n September 5, The New York
Times published an op-ed titled “I Am Part of the Resistance Inside the Trump Administration” by an unidentified, but known
to the paper, “senior official” who
stated that “I work for the president
but like-minded colleagues and I have
vowed to thwart parts of his agenda
and his worst inclinations.” He or she,
self-identified as a Republican conservative, states that Trump’s “impulses
are generally anti-trade and anti-democratic,” that Trump’s “leadership is
impetuous, adversarial, petty and ineffective” and “erratic.” The author
adds that Trump “shows a preference
for autocrats and dictators, such as
… Putin … and Kim Jong-un, and
displays little genuine appreciation for
the ties that bind us to allied, likeminded nations.” He or she concludes
that “we will do what we can to steer
the administration in the right direction until—one way or another—it’s
over.”
On the following day, the news
broke that veteran reporter Bob
Woodward’s new book Fear: Trump in
the White House would be released
on September 11. My copy arrived at
our local library the next day, and this
review was written on September 15.
This five-star book is neither a biography of Trump nor a comprehensive
history of the 2016 campaign and the
first year and a quarter of his administration. It is, rather, a brief report of his
campaign followed by a painstaking
but narrow examination of the Trump
White House and administration’s dealings with foreign policy, trade, and the
Mueller investigation. It is based on
hundreds of hours of interviews, most
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Fear: Trump in the White House, by Bob Woodward (New
York: Simon and Schuster, 2018, ISBN 978-1-5011-75510). 444 pp. Hardcover, $30.00. (Also available in audio
and Kindle versions.)

of them tape-recorded, with “firsthand
participants and witnesses to these
events.” The interviews, Woodward
writes, followed the “journalist ground
rule of ‘deep background,’” that “all
the information could be used but
I would not say who provided it.”
We learn a great deal about Steve
Bannon, Reince Priebus, and other
current and former staffers, but what
comes through loud and clear is that
the Trump White House and administration are a toxic and dangerous
stew of chaos, dysfunction, confusion,
infighting, and incompetence.
Its narrow focus leaves out Trump’s
views, intentions, and policies regarding religion, his evangelical voter
base, his misogynist approach to
abortion rights, and his antipathy
toward public education and churchstate separation.
What Woodward’s book, his nineteenth, confirms is what should be
evident from the abundant media coverage in recent years: Trump has a
short attention span; does not like to
read; is woefully ignorant of foreign
policy, economics, trade, and history;
and is impulsive, forgetful, intolerant, vulgar, easily angered, infantile,
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untruthful, dangerous, unpredictable,
and unhinged. No wonder some of
his staff are staying around to try to
minimize the damage he can do to
our country, our democracy, and our
environment. Missing is mention of
some mental health experts referring
to Trump as a “malignant narcissist.”
Woodward gives the last word in the
book to Trump’s counsel John Dowd,
who resigned in March: “Trump had
one overriding problem that Dowd
knew but could not bring himself to
say to the president: ‘You’re a f***ing
liar.’”
In a television interview shortly
after the book’s publication, Woodward
was asked if he thought Trump was fit
to be president. He replied that he
had not expressed an opinion on the
matter and that it was up to the voters
to decide.

Edd Doerr is a senior editor of F ree I nquiry . He
headed Americans for Religious Liberty for thirty-six
years and is a past president of the American
Humanist Association.

A Worthy Introduction to Russell

Tom Flynn

T

Bertrand Russell: Public Intellectual, edited by Tim Madigan
and Peter Stone (Rochester, N.Y.: Tiger Bark Press, 2016,
ISBN 978-0-9976305-0-3). 241 pp. Softcover, $22.95.

his appealing anthology profiles mathematician, philosopher,
peace activist, sex radical, and
humanist Bertrand Russell (1872–1970)
through the lens of his status as a public intellectual. In the mid-twentieth
century, Russell was perhaps a public
intellectual par excellence; he was the
only philosopher (and almost the only
scholar) whom the general populace
saw on television regularly, whether
he was commenting on current affairs
or getting arrested for his anti-war activism. This gave him much the same
status vis-à-vis philosophy that Albert
Einstein enjoyed vis-à-vis science at
that time. The book’s coeditors, the
philosophers Tim Madigan (a former
executive director of what is now the
Council for Secular Humanism and a
former editor of Free Inquiry) and Peter
Stone, have assembled a wide-ranging and highly accessible anthology
whose ambit is actually considerably
wider than its title would suggest.
Bertrand Russell: Public Intellectual is
actually a solid introduction to Russell,
period. Peter Stone admits as much
as the conclusion of his introduction
to the book: “[The chapters to follow]
will give you solid answers to the question—should you be reading Bertrand
Russell?”
This is not to suggest that this
broad focus is a defect in the book.
In fact, one can scarcely do justice to
Russell as a public intellectual without
considering his whole life, at least
in passing. Russell was the child of
freethinking English gentry; his parents died when he was very young,
and his upbringing was entrusted
to a religiously conservative relative.
(Obviously, the religion never stuck.)

“[Bertrand Russell] was
the only philosopher (and
almost the only scholar)
whom the general
populace saw on
television regularly.”

Early in his career, Russell excelled as
a philosopher of mathematics. With
his mentor Alfred North Whitehead,
he wrote a towering work, Principia
Mathematica (3 vols., 1901–1913), that
endeavored to place a consistent logical foundation beneath the whole
of mathematics; the Principia is still
well-regarded today, even though Kurt
Gödel demonstrated in 1931 that its
quest was futile—the arithmetic of natural numbers is foundationally logically
incomplete.
Russell and his then-wife Dora
launched one of Britain’s foremost

experimental schools; it was in part the
need to generate funds for the shortlived school that first prompted Russell
to broaden his philosophical horizons
and begin to write and lecture broadly.
He opposed Britain’s entry into World
War I so vociferously that he was jailed
for it. He had radical ideas about sex
and marriage, at least by the standards of the time, and he wrote about
them eloquently. One critic savaged
him as “lecherous, salacious, libidinous, lustful, venerous, erotomaniac,
aphrodisiac, atheistic, irreverent, narrow minded, bigoted, and untruthful”;
arguably, all but the last three were
true. Controversy over Russell’s moral
views led to a famous incident in which
he was refused a faculty position at the
City University of New York. To be sure,
Russell enjoyed a vivid sex life: he had
four wives and also had mistresses,
including Lady Ottoline Morrell, with
whom he produced a fascinating epistolary literature.
After World War II (which he generally supported), “Russell remained,
at great cost, a public intellectual on
issues of war and peace,” in the words
of book contributor David Blitz. He
was jailed again, at the age of eightynine, for his part in an anti-nuclear
demonstration. He counseled JFK by
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telegraph during the Cuban Missile
Crisis. He chaired an influential ad
hoc tribunal investigating American
war crimes in Vietnam. Along the way,
he even helped give the world the
peace sign, which began as the logo
of a British nuclear-disarmament group
Russell helmed.
Russell’s principal contribution to
unbelief may be his 1927 book Why

I Am Not a Christian, which stands
alongside Thomas Paine’s The Age
of Reason and, um, the Bible among
books credited with leading large
numbers of people away from faith
during the twentieth century.
Russell is a fascinating figure who,
despite his residual fame, deserves to
be yet better known and yet more
widely read today. If you’d care to learn

Elbow Room for the Masses

F

ormer fundamentalist minister,
lifelong musician, and longtime
freethought activist Dan Barker
seems to have found a new niche:
reinterpreting the Four Horsemen for
broader audiences. His 2016 God:
The Most Unpleasant Character in All
Fiction collected incriminating biblical
passages to justify Richard Dawkins’s
application of that unflattering label
to God in his epic bestseller The God
Delusion. With Free Will Explained,
Barker sets out to decode for nontechnical readers a nuanced position
on free will much like the one Daniel
C. Dennett expounds in books such
as Elbow Room and Freedom Evolves.
Since Christopher Hitchens is no
longer with us and, in any event,
scarcely needs to be reconstrued for
the general reader, I wonder whether
Barker’s next work might be Sam
Harris’s The End of Faith: The Musical.
Humor aside, Barker has set himself an immense task: communicating
a position on free will equivalent to
Dennett’s, if not explicitly Dennett’s, in
a way that everyday readers can grasp
intuitively. Those who’ve read Dennett
on free will know that his position is
hardly intuitive. It concedes that the
natural world at human scale is solidly
deterministic, then insists that free
will is a useful illusion that gives us a
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more about one of the twentieth century’s most important thinker-activists
and didn’t know where to start—well,
now you do know where to start.
Tom Flynn is editor of F ree I nquiry , executive director
of the Council for Secular Humanism, editor of The
New Encyclopedia of Unbelief (Prometheus Books,
2007), and author of the novel Behold, He Said
(Double Dragon, 2018).

Tom Flynn

Free Will Explained: How Science and Philosophy Converge
to Create a Beautiful Illusion, by Dan Barker (New York:
Sterling Publishing, 2018, ISBN 978-1-4549-2735-8). 176 pp.
Softcover, $9.95.

sense of agency and roughly justifies
commonsense ideas about personal
responsibility. In his view, contra-causal
free will—the idea that agents enjoy
perfect freedom to make any choice
they might wish—is illusory. Yet we can
still have something close enough to
free will (in Dennett’s memorable construction, “free will worth wanting”) so
that we may still own our decisions in a
meaningful moral sense. For Dennett,
free will and determinism are not compatible but neither are they incompatible. Their relationship is more complex
than that.
How would you express that in
breezy, highly accessible prose? Barker
reaches for analogies—lots of them,
many based in music. He portrays
deterministic cause-and-effect as horizontal—and likens it to melody—while
he describes free will as vertical and
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more akin to harmony. He compares
determinism to classical music performed in conformance to a written
score and contrasts it with free will, to
which he attributes the more improvisational character of jazz. He elucidates the concepts of “social truth”
(the limited sense in which he posits
free will to be true) by exploring why
people still say “the sun rises” when
everyone knows that impression is
only an artifact of our planet’s rotation.
There are many more such. What
this approach lacks in rigor it makes
up for—at least partially—in language
that is simple yet often almost poetic.
Barker concedes:
Free will, as traditionally understood, is a fiction.
The scientists are right. We
can’t rise above nature to violate
cause and effect.

... determinism and free will
are not opponents facing each
other across a board. They don’t
inhabit the same logical level. We
can’t ask if they are compatible.
They are acompatible. … It’s like
asking if a banana is compatible
with forgiveness.
For now, think of it roughly like
this: You are an animal whose behavior is determined by the laws
of nature, but after you act, your
mind retroactively loops around
and judges that you were free.
Free will can be actually untrue but socially true. Free will
is pronounced “true” by social
agreement.
Predetermined or not, if you
think your future choices are open,
then having a sense of self-worth
and wanting to preserve that feeling can lead to a better world.

Passages such as these can help readers who would never brave Dennett’s
rich philosophical writing to form
some useful sense of Dennett’s concepts. It’s a tour de force of popular
interpretation. But is it convincing?
That may depend on what ideas
about free will one is already committed to.
Personally, I’ve always suspected
that Dennett’s approach to the free
will controversy cheats just a little—
not that I’d relish being trapped in an
elevator with him and trying to hash it
out. At some point there is a waving
of hands: free will and determinism
are declared neither compatible nor
incompatible, and at the end of the
day, we get to keep essentially the
same commonsense view of personal
responsibility that we came in with.
Somehow it seems too easy.
My own suspicion is that one day,
when the psychology and neuroscience of human decision-making
are better understood than they are
at present, most of our traditional
notions of guilt and responsibility are
going to tumble into a cocked hat. I
further suspect that we won’t be able
to predict just how they’ll tumble until
we have tomorrow’s science in hand.
One of the less likely outcomes, in my
view, is that guilt and responsibility
will turn out to work just about the
way we think they do today.

That’s how I lean, but at the same
time I’m aware of the enduring character of tradition. Consider how much
science has revealed over the past
twenty years or so about the arbitrary
nature of, first, human visual perception and, second, the storage and
retrieval of memories—and yet eyewitness testimony remains admissible
in courts of law. Police still challenge
witnesses to pick perpetrators out of
lineups! If one takes the science seriously, it seems almost inconceivable
that the practice of criminal justice has
changed as little as it has.
Barker writes, “No hard determinist will let criminals go free, saying,
‘They had no choice.’” That’s not quite
true; in his 1924 defense of Leopold
and Loeb, the freethinking attorney
Clarence Darrow gave a twelve-hour
summation arguing that based on
what science then knew about human
decision-making, our conventional
notions of guilt and responsibility are
obsolete and must be discarded posthaste in the name of justice. The
radical nature of Darrow’s argument is
sometimes underestimated because
his goal was not to secure his clients’
acquittal (they had already pled guilty)
but merely to spare them the death
penalty. Nonetheless, if the logic of
Darrow’s summation were generally
applied, it might well result in the end
of responsibility, the wholesale sunsetting of criminal-law concepts that
many (Barker apparently among them)
fear when they contemplate a thorough-going embrace of determinism.
Yet what if, when better science is
ours, that is where it points?
The free will debate persists. It
will persist at least until conclusive
scientific evidence is in hand; the
persistence of anachronisms such as
eyewitness testimony suggests that the
debate will continue a good bit longer
than that. If Dan Barker’s Free Will
Explained does not settle the controversy, it achieves another very difficult objective: digesting Dan Dennett’s
nuanced position on the issue in a way
that non-readers of philosophy can get
their heads around.
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3541: 290. (2) In-county as stated on form 3541: 0.
(3) Other classes mailed through the USPS: 490. (4)
Free distribution outside the mail (by carriers or other
means): 211. (e) Total free distribution (sum of d)
991. (f) Total distribution (sum of c and e) 12,571. (g)
Copies not distributed: 3,459. (h) Total (sum of f and
g): 16,030. Percent paid and/or requested circulation
(c divided by f times 100): 92.12%. Number of copies
of the single issue published nearest to filing date:
(a) Total number of copies (net press run) 16,500. (b)
Paid and/or requested circulation: (1) Paid/requested
outside-county mail subscriptions stated on form
3541: 10,238. (2) Paid in-county subscriptions stated
on form 3541: 0. (3) Sales through dealers and
carriers, street vendors, counter sales, and other
non-USPS paid distribution: 1,171. (4) Other classes
mailed through the USPS: 0. (c) Total paid and/
or requested circulation (sum of b[1], [2], [3], [4]):
11,409. (d) Free distribution by mail (samples,
complimentary, and other free): (1) Outside-county
as stated on form 3541: 290. (2) In-county as stated
on form 3541: 0. (3) Other classes mailed through
the USPS: 490. (4) Free distribution outside the
mail (by carriers or other means): 211. (e) Total free
distribution (sum of d) 991. (f) Total distribution (sum
of c and e) 12,400. (g) Copies not distributed: 4,100.
(b) Total (sum of f and g): 16,500. Percent paid and/
or requested circulation (c divided by f times 100):
92.01%. Average number of electronic copies of
each issue during the preceding 12 months: (a) Paid
electronic copies: 210. (b) Total paid print copies
(line 15C) + paid electronic copies: 11,790. (c) Total
print distribution (line 15F) + paid electronic copies:
12,781. (d) Percent paid (both print and electronic
copies): 92.25%. Number of electronic copies of the
single issue published nearest to filing date: (a) Paid
electronic copies: 184. (b) Total paid print copies
(line 15C) + paid electronic copies: 11,593. (c) Total
print distribution (line 15F) + paid electronic copies:
12,584. (d) Percent paid (both print and electronic
copies): 92.12%.
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LETTERS Continued from p. 17
8.
9.

The god of Abraham exists
and takes actions that affect
life on earth.
Because things exist, there
must be a god.

Freedom of Conscience
Regarding Ronald A. Lindsay’s
remarks: “Humans did not evolve
from apes. Humans and apes
evolved from a common ancestor
five to eight million years ago.” It
seems we have a confusion with
the word ape. No, humans did
not evolve from gorillas or chimpanzees. Correct me if I’m wrong,
though; both humans and apes,
such as the gorilla and chimpanzee, evolved from a common ape
ancestor. If our ancestors five to
eight million years ago were not
apes, what were they?

Ernest Field

Cleveland, Ohio
In his article “Respect Freedom
of Conscience: Teach Science,
Not Metaphysics” August/
September 2018, Ronald Lindsay
makes a couple statements that
I believe are incorrect. He states
that “humans did not evolve from
apes.” Though humans didn’t
evolve from any modern ape,
wouldn’t the common ancestor
(actually several common ancestors) also be an ape? The taxonomic superfamily Hominoidea
(apes) and Old World monkeys
diverged from a common ancestor between twenty-five million
and thirty million years ago. All
modern apes (including humans)
are descended from these apes.
Between sixteen and twenty million years ago Hominoidea split
into two families: Hylobatidae
(lesser apes) and Hominidae (great
apes). Over the next fifteen million
years the great apes separated
into the four genera that exist
today. First orangutans branched
off from the line that led to gorillas, chimpanzees, and humans.
Then gorillas branched off. Finally
chimpanzees and humans split
five to eight million years ago.
After millions of years of evolving
independently, these four genera
are still genetically similar enough
to be classified as great apes.
They all have to be more closely
related to their common ancestors
than to each other, so the ances66

tors would also have to be great
apes. And the common ancestor
of great apes and lesser apes must
have been an ape.
He also claims that by saying
humans evolved from apes plays
into the hands of creationists who
“understandably ask:” “Then why
are there still apes? Didn’t they
catch the evolution bus?” I never
felt this was much of an argument,
and I doubt that creationists are
swayed by being told it was a
common ancestor, not an ape,
that humans and apes evolved
from. Besides, why can’t a species
exist at the same time as its ancestor? Speciation often occurs when
a plant or animal species splits
into two geographically isolated
populations. The two populations
will adapt independently to their
respective environments. Though
rare, isn’t it possible, if there is no
change in their environment and
therefore no selective pressures,
for one of those populations to
remain unchanged?
I’m not a biologist and accept
that my understanding of natural
selection could be wrong. I would
appreciate Lindsay explaining in
more detail how he believes evolution works.
Douglas Aja
Waterford, Vermont
Ron Lindsay responds:
Both Mr. Field and Mr. Aja contend that humans did evolve from
“apes,” not just the apes that are
walking around today. But to use
the term “ape” to refer both to
modern apes and the ape-like animal that was the common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees
(our closest extant relative) is to
invite confusion. When scientists
want precision, they use the term
hominid not ape to refer to the
common ancestor of humans and
chimps. Such usage is salutary
because it helps avoid a couple
of common mistakes. One, the
false belief that chimps haven’t
changed much since the time of
our common ancestor.
Two, the false belief that evolution implies humans evolved
from the current species of chimps
(or apes.)
Mr. Aja questions whether
creationists really use the argument I mentioned: namely that if
humans evolved from apes, then
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why are apes still around? Mr. Aja,
I assure you this argument is deployed. But don’t take my word
of it. Scientific American has cited
this argument as one of the most
“surprisingly common” arguments
used against evolution.
Mr. Aja also states that it’s
possible for a species to exist concurrently with an ancestor. Yes, of
course, but that’s not relevant to
the point I was making. Those who
accept evolution know (or should
know) the chimpanzee is not our
ancestor.

Religious Scientists
I related to Gibson’s article
because I have been a practicing geologist for forty years and
I am a long-time secular humanist. Though I flirted with religions
in my youth, it was my grounding in geology and other physical sciences that solidified me in
rejecting the divine aspects of religions. The unrefutable evidence
of the age of the planet and the
universe, evolution of life (including humans), and natural causes of
geologic and physical forces that
affect the planet make it clear that
a divine source for such things is
simply mythology. With that I
agree with Gibson. However, I
reject Gibson’s thesis that any scientist who does not totally reject
all aspects of religion is “simply
lacking in intellectual honesty and
courage.” There are positive philosophical principles, social support structures, and community
outreach aspects of many religions
that can benefit one’s life and help
others. One does not have to
be a religious fundamentalist to
find solace and positive benefits
in those aspects. Some people
require that social outreach in their
lives and scientists and others can
compartmentalize the rejection of
divine mythology from the acceptance of positive philosophy. I
have found it is more helpful to
show religious people that being
a secular humanist is a good position by not belittling their deeply
held beliefs but rather to intelligently show them the science and
demonstrate how one can live a
good and helpful life without the
need for the divine aspects of
religion. In my opinion, Gibson’s
proposed adversarial position to

confront religious scientists and
others as intellectually dishonest
does the secular humanist cause
more harm than good in the public eye.

Alexander Schriener Jr.
Professional Geologist

Bermuda Dunes, California
R. C. Gibson responds:
As my geologist colleague
Alexander Schriener Jr’s writes:
“There are positive philosophical
principles, social support structures, and community outreach
aspects of many religions that
can benefit one’s life and help
others.” “Positive philosophical
principles”—really? All religions
fear reason and venerate faith;
they currency in closed minds,
anathema to any philosophical
principles of which I am aware. As
for the social benefits offered by
religions, all could be done better
with secular institutions, as they do
well in Scandinavia today. While it
is true that churches and mosques
provide “comfort stations” in a
cruel world, civil institutions can
do a better job. In worrying about
me offending religious people
by my naked brand of atheism, I
would remind Mr. Schriener how
religious people view nonbelievers—as heretics, blasphemers,
and they have a special place
reserved for us after death, a
place for us to burn in eternity! It
was less than 300 years ago that
none less than Edward Gibbon,
the noted British historian, wrote
a letter to the head of the Catholic
church in Portugal urging that the
church continue the inquisition to
rid the country of heretics. Science
(reason) is at war with religion (superstition) for the minds of human
beings; progress has been slow,
and the last thing I worry about
is offending someone who would
burn me at the stake or wish me to
their version of Hell.

Erratum

In “The Age of Theism Is Over”
by James H. Dee, both the author and editors missed the
erroneous reference to Clint
Eastwood’s movie. The quote was
from Magnum Force (1973) not
Sudden Impact (1983). Thank you
to our reader for bringing it to our
attention.
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